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SOHISTS AND GNEISSES FROM THE MORAINES,
BY

A. W. KLEEMAN, M.Sc.

I. INTRODUCTION.

THE rocks to be described in this section comprise schists and gneIsses collected
from the moraines at Cape Denison. The terms" schist" and" gneiss" are used in a
general way so as to c'over those m'etamorphic rocks,/'both ofigneous and of sedimentary
origin, which display schistosity and' foliation. The more basic igneous types,
the amphibolites and the calc-silicates, have already been described elsewhere.
,All the rocks described in this section have been altered by Regional Metamorphism
as defined by Harker, (1932, p. 177). Dynamic Metamorphism can be included in
the scope of Regional Metamorphism as the lower limit in which pressure reaches its
maximum and temperature its minimum. (Diagram see Harker, p. 183).

·From evidence adduced elsewhere it is believed that the granodiorite seen in situ
at. Cape Denison had been intruded and completely solidified before the onset of
metamorphism. It is equally likely that the amphibolites at Cape D,enison also
antedate the metamorphism. The granodiorite had, no doubt, produced its own aureole

'of contact metamorphism but the regional metamorphism would obliterate this as it is
the nature of regional, metamorphism to destroy all structures and textures which a:re
not in equilibrium with it.

The Rocks as they existed before this regionalmetamorphism are to be grouped as
follows :- " ,

I. The granodiorite and associated igneous rocks which include (l)aplites and
pegmatites and (2) basic intrusions now appearing as amph,ibolites.

II. The metamorphic rocks of the granodiorite aureole.

III. A sedimentary series intruded by the granodiorite but not within its aureole:

(1) Phyllites as exposed at Cape Hunter.

(2) Quartzites, etc.

(3) Calcareous rocks, which occur abundantly in the moraines at Cape
Denison and which are thought to have, come from an area to the south
west of Cape Denison.

In addition to these are some granitic rocks which had been injected during
metamorphism. Some had been injected before the attainment of the maximum and
some after, so that they can be seen in all gradations from granites simply altered
by, metamorphism to rocks in which the effects of pressure during solidification are
only too evident.
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Of all these classes, the rocks in sitlt at Cape De~lison, the granodiorite and the
amphibolites have been dealt with ,by Dr. Stillwell (1918). The granitic rocks associated

• . • ., 1" •

with the granodiorite so fiu as they are found iwsitn are also described in this pape;r.
The amphibolites and related iocks from the moraines are the subject of two" 'paper~;

one by Stillwell (i923) and the other by Glastonbury (1940 a): The calc-silicates are the
" subject of two papers; one by Tilley (1923) and ,the 'other by Glastonbury (1940 b).

Coulson (1925) has described a suite of schists rich ill magneti'te and garnet.*
• • > ;, ",: •

,The rocks of the metamorphic aureole have been altereci and' inasmuch as they
cannot be collected in sitn are indistinguish~bldrom t~ose typ'e~ formed by the ~~giohal
metamorphism of the phyllites and\vill be described'with them in this p~per. ' ,

• .' .; . , ' I , • ~ .' t :

Specimens ofthe aplites and pegimitites belongiiJgto the granodiorite;: when fortnd
in the moraines are not readily to be distinguished from the later granitic fbllo\ving which
was introduced during the period of Regional Metaillorphism a'ndconsequently the~e two
,classes will be described together in the second portion of this paper.

II. THE REGIONALLY METAMORPHOSED SEDIMENTARY ROCKS.

The area from which these rocks were collected is believed t~ lie to the south-west,
of Cape Denison, for the movement of the ice is recorded as N 32°, E. At Cape Hunter,
there is a series of schists which strike in the direction S 200 E so that if they continued
on the same line of strike they would pass to the southward of Cape Denison. Thus
it would appear that the original sediments from which the highly metamorphosed rocks
found in the moraine were derived are similar to the rocks found in sitn at Cape Hunter. ,
We lllUst assume from this that Cape Hunte; is only on the fringes of the l~lCtamorphie
province and that the grade of metamorphism increases as the rocks are traced inland.
.No doubt the intrusion of granites and pegmatites, boulders of which are fouild in the
moraine, added to the complexity ofthe metamorphism by introducing volatiles such as
boron and \Vater vapour. " '

The only sediments to be seen in'the limited area exposed at" Cape Huhter are
phyllites but there is no doubt that there are in the series quartzites as:well as calcareous
slates and' other mixed types.

The rocks of this group will be described\mder the following headings:-
(1) Argillaceous rocks. "
(2) Argillaceous rocks altered by the addition b(volatiles.
(3) Semi-calcareous argillaceous rocks.
(4) Impure arenaceous rocks,
(5) Unusual types.

, ' ,

.This report by Kleeman waS completed for pnblication early in 1935. Snbseqnent to that date other petro!ogic,al
reports on liections of the Expedition rock collections were completed.

.....

!t-I
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. .,'
(1) THE ARGILLACEOUS ROCKS.

, ,

, These rocks are the metamorphosed equivalents ofthe slate series at Cape Hunter.,
The descriptions are arranged in order of increasing metamorphism as shown by the
appearance of the various index minerals, biotite, garnet and sillimanite. (Barrow,
1912; 'Tilley, 1925).

There are few rocks typical of the Chlorite Grade in this collection, although
chlorite has, been produced by retrograde metamorphism in some specimens. The
phyllites found in situ at Cape Hunter (Stillwell 1918, p. 126) have the appearance of
having just passed' out of the Chlorite Grade into that of Biotite. Most of the rocks
found in the. moraine at Cape Denison are of a higher grade and belong to the Biotite, '
Garnet and Sillimanite Grades. There are, however, some few specimens which contain
chlorite but, with one exception, they are all products of retrograde changes in rocks that'
'have been elevated to the Biotite Grade. Moreover, these rocks all contain a garnet that
is ~uspected to contain a large proportion of the spessartite molecule' and for this reason
they will not be described with the normal representatives of t~e class, The exception
mentioned above shows every indication of being a normal Chlorite Schist and is described
below.

No. 290 is a crenulated chlorite sericite schist. The only minerals visible in the
hand specimen are chlorite and sericite. There is a well developed' schistosity, but
contemporaneous folding' has thrown the lammellae into a series of gentle folds.

The rock is very fine grained and has a lepidoblastic structure., Quartz makes
up about 50% of the rock and occurs in grains about 0·02 mm. acr~s~~ The chlorite
and sericite form flakes about 0·06 X '0,01 mm. in size. There ani also many quartz,
grains about 0,15 mm. in diameter but most of these have recrystallised to a mosaic of '
smaller grains. Magnetite has attained a porphyroblastic development and f9rms
crystals about 0,30 mm. across.

The guartz is recrystallis~d and is clear and free from all inclusions. The sericite
is clear white and has a high birefringence.' It is mostly concentrated into bands which

, are' almost all sericite. The many flakes all extinguish together and under crossed
mcols give the appearance of one big crystal.' The chlorite is green and pleochroic from
light yellowish green to an emerald green. It is in small flakes which have clear cut
edges against the quartz and presents a striking contrast to the ragged chlorite developed '
by the alteration of the biotite in such rocks as 458. It has a low birefringence. The
accessories are magnetite and apatite. The magnetite forms large sub-idioblastic grains
and the apatite small rounded g~ains.

The estimated mineral composition is Quartz 50%, Sericite 30%, Chlorite 15%,
Magnetite and Apatite. '
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The structure is very fine. and is that of a' low grade schist or phyllite. The'
directional element is well shown in the sericite which has become concentrated in
bands and is elongated parallel to the schistosity. ' The' chlorite is associated with the
quartz in bands. relatively free from sericite. ,The crystals arenot orientated in any
one direction although taken in the mass the effect is to increase the schistosity slightly.
The rock is completely recrystallised but is still within the Chlorite Zone.

The rock is a Ohlorite Sericite Schist:

No. 236 is representative of the Biotite Zone, and is a two~mica schist. It is Ii' d~rk

grey rock with a moderate schistosity. \,yhen cleaved it shows numerous large but:
ragged crystals of muscovite up to I cm. in length, which give a 'mottled appEJarance
to the cleavage face. The biotite flakes are less conspicuous but more abundant. Quartz
and felspar are the only other recognisable minerals.

Under the microscope the qum;tz and felspar look more abundant than in hand-'
specimen and are seen to constitute more than half of the rock. The average grain-size
of the quartz and felspar is abol,lt 0'15 to 0·30 mm. The.mica is somewhat larger, the
average for biotite being 0·45 X 0·15nim., while some of the, larger muscovite
crystals are in excess of 1·0 X 0·30 mm. The quartz and felspar crystals are roughly
equidimensional with but a slight tendency to be elongated parallel to the schistosity.
The micas ~how a fair degree of parallelism .apd give the schistosity to t,he rock.
There is no" obvious banding discernible in this section. The structure of the rock is
is seen in Plate IX, fig 2.

The biotite is brown, X = light golden brown, Y = Z = dark greenish brown.
Some pleochroic haloes ate to be seen around grains which appear to be zircon.. There
no sign of alteration in the biotite.

The muscovite forms large clear flakes which a1'(\ llsually intergrown with biotIte..
The muscovite always excrts its greater crystalloblastic force and grows across and
through the biotite crystals.' .

The quartz is clear and unstressed and has few inclusions.
. ,

Plagioclase is present in considerable amount and has the composition of Ab7oAn30 •

Orthoclase cannot readily be distinguished from the plagioclase but appe(Lrs to.b~ present
in smaller amount than the plagioclase. Both felspars are c~ear and perfectly fresh.

'The accessories are apatite, zircon and magnetite.

From the mineralogical composition (see page 211) the rock appearsto'hitve belm
'an argillaceous sediment to which a considerable amount of fine detrital qilartz and
felspar had been added during the processes of sedimentation. This has a notable effect
on the course of subsequent metamorphism in that plagioclase appears in the early stages
of metamorphism instead of being delayed to the latter stagesofthe Garnet Grade as it
would be in normal argillaceous rocks (Harker, 1932, pp. 228-9). In this respect it "
resembles the argillaceous quartzites (Hark-:r, op. cit., p. 248).

The rock is a Quartz Felspar Mica Schist.

...
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No. 53 is a rock which has just reached the garnet stage. It is a fine-grained
grey rock with a well developed schistosity. The cleavage face is shiny because of
much muscovite and has a knotted appearance due to sniall clumps of biotite.

The structure is lepidoblastic.The mica Hakes have a. comlllon direction of
elongati~n and'most of the quartz grains are elongated parallel to this direction.. The
schistosity is broken by larger" books" of biotite which are set across the lamellae and
force them apart. The average size of the quartz grains is 0·09 X 0·04 nUll. and that of
the muscovite Hakes 0'13 X 0'02 mm.. The small flakes of biotite are somewhat larger
than the muscovite Hakes and the 'larger " books" average 0'55 X 0·20 nUll. There is
no tendency toward sebrTegatioll of the quartz anti the micas into separate bands. The
structure of the rock is shown in Plate IX, fig. 1.

The quartz is stressed to a slight degree and shows undulose extinction. It is
free from dust inclusions but contains small grains of tourmaline and magnetite. There
does not appear to be any felspar in the rock but some untwinned, unweathered grains
may be present.

The biotite is greenish brown in colour and has X = very light yellow, Y:- Z =

brownish green. The colour is not nearly so deep as it is in some of the more highly
metamorphosed rocks (0£. 813 and 521). It is biaxial negative with a very small optic
axial angle. It contains many pleoehroic haloes surrounding inclusions' of zircon and·
monazite. The larger" books" are poeciloblastic and contain many grains of quartz
and a few of tourhlaline and magnetite. The muscovite is typical metamorphic muscovite
and forms well shaped flakes which are idioblastie against the biotite..

The garnet is very pale pink and is perfectly isotropic. The. grains average
0·30 mill. in diameter and contain many inclusions of quartz and magnetite.

The accessories are tourmaline; magnetite and apatite. The tourmaline and the
apatite form small subidioblasticcrystals.. The tourmaline is pleochroic in 'shades
of green. The magnetite is fairly common and occurs as xenoblastic crystals smaller than

· the quartz and elongated parallel to the schistosity.

The rock was originally a silieeous slate rich in sericite. The original chlorite
·formed big erystals across the schistosity and the later biotite has psuedomorphed it.
The garnet is just beginning to form and is in crystals much smaller than those in later
rocks.

. The mineral eomposition is given on page 211.

The rock is a garnetiferous two-mica quartz schist.

No. 161 is a typical quartz mica schist in which the presence of a few scattered
· garnet erystals shows the elevation to the Garnet Grade. It is a dark grey rock with a

rude cleavageelue to the para.llelism of the mica. The abundance of quartz and felspar
is evidenced by the absence of a good cleavage.
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In thin section thesthlCture is granoblasticmodified by the parallel arrangement
of the biotite. There is no elongation of the quartz and felspar grains. The average
grain~size is between 0·1 and,O·2n1l11. The ratio of elongation of the biotite is about
4 to 1.

The quartz is clear and free from strain shadows. It contains a few strings of
dust inclusions and a few small grains of apatite and zircon.., . , .

Most of the felspar is plagioclase of a composition near Ab 7oAn3o ' It is clear and
. unweathered but has a certain amount of " dust "along twin planes and around the

edges, .

The biotite is very similar in appeara!lCe and pleochroislil to that in 2:~6 but has a
slight green'ish tinge in the lightest position. A few grains are altered to chlorite.' .

The garnet'is light pink and perfectly isotropic. It occurs as large irregular
grains with inclusions of quartz, biotite and apatite. In some cases it appears to have
grown around a portion of the mass of the rock. It is probably almandine.

Magnetite forms a few relatively large crystals, in some cases well crystallised, but.
for the most part xenoblastic.

The accessories are apatite and zircon.

The mineral composition is given on page 211.

The rock is a garnet biotite quartz schist.

No. 526A is a garnet biotite' gneiss in \vhich.quartz is much less abundant
. than in the preceding rocks. Biotite constitutes the bulk of the rock and gives a
well developed schistosity but the garnets have forced the foliae apart producing. an
augen structure.

The 'gal:net is pink and isotropic and contains numerous inclusions of quite large
crystals of quartz and biotite. Some of the smaller crystals are xenoblastic but the
larger crystals are irregularly shaped.. Its Refractive Index is about 1'787 which indicates
a composition of about 65% Almandine and 35% Pyrope.

The biotite is dark reddish brown X = very light yellow, Y = Z = dark reddish
brown. ' Pleochroic haloes around lilinute crystals of zircon are common.

Quartz is the only other mineral present 'in any quantity.

Felsi>ar is not present.

The rock is notable because .of the evidence of structural rearrangement due to'
retrograde metamorphism. The rock had originally been: a garnet biotite gneiss in which
the biotite had formed crystals of about 0·20 X 0'50 mm. The garnet crystals contained
large included crystals of quartz and. biotite.. The biotite crystals had a ratio of.
elongation of 2'5 to I showing high temperatures and medium stress. .At some time .
during the waning stages of metamorphism the' stress fa,ctor became dominant and th~
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rock was subjected to metamorphism corresponding to the lower part of the Biotite
Zone. This resulted in crushing'and granulation of the rock The garnet grains ~ere

cushioned by the mass of mica around them and so preserved but the quartz and biotite
were crushed and drawn out. The temperature was still sufficient for these to be .
recrystallised. One large crystal of quartz was' bellt round illto an S shape and
recrystallised (see Plate IX,fig: 3). The biotite .was shredded and wrapped round the
garnets. Some of the biotite crystals are preserved, cushioned by a mass of flakes many
of which are less than 0'05 X 0·02 mm: in size.

The mineral composition is given .on page 211.

'.' The rock is a garnet biotite gneiss.

No. 238 is a rock which is typical of thc lower stages of the Sillimanite Zone where
sillimanite is beginning to form at the expense of the micas. ·It has the appearance of a
typical quartz mica schist except that it contains a golden brown mica. Sillirilarute .
cannot be seen in hand~specimen.. "

The structure is granoblastic modified by the parallelism of the mica.' Quartz
and felspar, which constitute the bulk of the rock, have a grain-size of between 0·15 and
0'25 lllm.

The quartz has a few inclusions but is quite clear and unstressed.

The felspar is mainly plagioclase Ab soAn2o. The twinning is obscure but Albite
and Pericline twins can be seen. Some microcline is also present. Thefelspars ar~ all .
perfectly fresh. .

. ."

Biotite for~s well developed crystals with ratio of elongation 5 to I. Pleochroislll
is strong, X = very light yellow Y = Z = dark reddish brown. It is biaxial negative
with a very small optic axial arigle. . There are some striking pleochroic haloes up to
0'08 mm.' in diameter developed round crystals of zircon. '

Muscovite is present in small amount. It is usuallyiiltergrown with the biotite
when it exerts its greater crystalloblastic forCE:) against the biotite.

Sillimanite can be seen developing at the expense of both rnicas. Theearliest
stage is the formation of small needles of sillimanite inside the .crystals of mica (see
Plate X, fig. I). These increase both in size and abundance until they form a mat

..Of more or less parallel needles through which the original colour of the original mica
can still be seen. In the next stage, better illustrated in the next rock, No. 521, when
the niica has completely disappeared, the sillimanite is aggregated into bunches not unlike'
sheaves of wheat, in which the needles in the middle of the". sheaf" have grown together
in one crystal while the ends of the needles are quite ii·ee.

Tourmaline is present in small crystals pleochroic from colourless to yellow.

The mineral composition is given on page 211.

.The rock is' a sillimanite quartz biotite gneiss.
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No. 521 is a coarser mica sillimanite gneiss in which the sillimanite has segregated'
with quartz into knots and lenticles about 8 mm. in diameter. Muscovite and biotite
are in small flakes witlllittle apparent orientation. A few crystals of garnet can be seen.

Under the microscope the rock is seen to have that dlrectionless texture common
to the higher. stages of metamorphism. The quartz grains are about 0'25 mm.· in
diameter and those of biotite a little bigger.

The quartz is mostly clear but in the sillimanite knots it is cro\vded with needles
of sillimanite. There is no shadowy extinction.

The felspar which is quite fresh is basic oligoclase, Ab7oAnao' accompanied by
some' orthoclase.

The biotite is biaxial negative with a small optic axial angle. The pleochroism
is X - light golden yellow, Y ~ Z = dark greenish brown. Minute crystals of zircon
induce pleochroic haloes.

The muscovite is biaxial negative, 2E = 65° approximately. It contains zircon
crystals which do not produce pleochroic haloes in thin section but which cause light
yellow haloes in thicker flakes chipped out of the rock.

Sillimanite occurs in knots together with quartz and some little mica (see Plate X,. .
fig. 2). It forms inegular bunches and sheaf-like aggregates of fine acicular crystals.
It can be seen developing from the mica but in most cases the sillimanite areas contain
little mica.

The garnet is ordinary pink almandine and is not abundant..

, Tourmaline, 0 = blue green, E = light pink, is also present.

The usual accessories zircon, apatite and magnetite are not abundant.

The mineral composition is given on page 211.

The rock is a sillimanite quartz mica gneiss.

No. 1233 is similar to No. 521 but has been subjected to greater stress so tha,t the
knots are drawn out to lengths foul' 01' five times their widths. The micas have a common
orientation not noticed in No. 521. The schistosity is linear rather than planar. Small
clear garnets are to be seen.

Under the microscope the, rock is seen to be of coarser development than No. 521.

This is especially noticeable in respect to the sillimanite, which forms crystals up to 0:1
mm. in diameter. The grain-size of the quartz is very variable but the average appears
to lie about 0'20 mill. The biotite is about 0·3 X 0'1 mill..

•

...
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The most obvious difference from No. 521 is the absence of muscovite. The quartz
is unstressed but in some areas is crowded with sillimanite. There is some little felspar
mostly oligoclase with a little orthoclase. It is fresh and unaltered. The biotite is similar'
to. that in No. 521. Pleochroic haloes are well developed. The garnet forms small
xenoblastic crystals.

The sillimanite has formed good crystals. The ~eedles noted in Nos .. 238 and 521

have all disappeared and instead are small but definite crystals which, as the section is
cut perpendicular to the schistosity, exhibit prismatic cross sections with a pinacoidal
cleavage (see Plate X, fig. 3). Few of the crystals are less than '0·003 mm. in diam~ter

.. and some of the bigger are 0·45 X 0'05, giving a ratio of elongation of about 10 to 1.

Magnetite is rather common as an accessory.

The other accessories are apatite, zircon and tourmaline.

The mineral composition is given on page 211 .

The rock' is a sillimanite quartz biotite gneiss.

No. 813 is another high grade sillimanite gneiss. It differs from thetw0 foregoing
in that it has a strongly marked schistosity. In cut surfaces sillimanite can be seen in
lenticular streaks about a millimetre wide and 2 cm. long. Biotite, qua~tz and garnet
are v"isible'in hand specimen, and a few pink grains on a weathered surface suggest felspar.

. The microscopic' appearan~e is typical of these high grade schists. The quartz
which constitutes about 50% of the rock has a grain-size of about 0'4 mm. The biotite
crystals are about 0,8 mm. long and appear much bigger than the quartz. The sillimanite
is in lenticles 'of needle-like crystals.

The quartz is clear and with few sillimanite inclusions.

Some felspar is present, mostly acid plagioclase Ab7oAnao•. It is twinned on the
Albite and Pericline laws.

Biotite is strongly pleochroic, X = very light yellow,. Y = Z = dark greenish
brown. There are somewell developed pleochroic haloes around zircon crystals.

Sillimanite is plentiful and usually has some biotite associated with it. It shows
less tendency to be scattered through the quartz and is usually segregated into lenticles
or fine needles. That it is derived from the biotite is apparent from the presence of
some altered biotite in these lenticles.

Garnet forms large irregular pink grains some of which ha,re been fractured and'
" healed" by recrystallisation. The garnet has small inclusions which tend to be aligned
parallel to the schistosity.

Of the accessories magnetite is not rare and apatite and zircon are presen~.

The minei'alcomposition~sgiven on page 211. ' I
The rock is a sillimanite quartz biotite gneiss.
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,A notable feature of this rock is that it has undergone weathering. ' The slide
shows a zone 5 to 7 mm. in from the edge of the specimen in which the biotite has been
altered to chlorite.. The nature and cause of this alteration is of interest because there:

, '

are several other rocks in this suite in which all of the biotite has been completely changed
to chlorite.

The biotite is replaced by chlorite, muscovite'and epidote. The chlorite has that
peculiar (~ultra" purple typical of it.' It is faintly pleochroic in green and contains brown'
pleochroic haloes around crystals of zircon. It contains some granular epidote formed
as' a by-product of the' change. Muscovite is intergrown with the chlorite. Most, of it
is original but ~omeappears to have been derived from the reaction.

, .
The sillimanite alsQ has undergone alteration. ,A lenticle of sillimanite when

followed. toward the weathered portion of the slide gives way toa mass' of micaceous
material which is probably near to sericite in composition. The alteration of the'
sillimanite and of the biotite appears to hiwe penetra;ted about equal distances into the
rock.'

No. 811 is a similar rock to No. 813 but seems to have attained a slightly higher
grade of metamorphism. The foliation has been twisted and sharply folded giving a
herring-bone structure which is seen in weathered surfaces. There is less biotite and
more quartz than in No. 813 but otherwise the rocks are much the same. .There is in
parl of the specimen a vein of clear" moonstone" felspar which has been buckied and
folded. '

The grain-size although variable is of the same order as in No. '813' and the
appearance under the microscope apart from the less biotite and the coarser, silliinanite
is similar.,

The quartz contains lines of inclusions in which the inclusions are somewhat larger
than those previously noted. Some of the inclusions can be seen to be fluid and to contain
bubbles of gas within., These inclusions are not nearly so, numcrousor so, well developed "
as in rocks formed under pneumatolyticconditions. . ,

The biotite and garnet are the same as in No .. 813.

The sillimanite wisps have been repla~ed by cry.stals which although definite are
still small. Larger crystals, however, are common with their nearly square prisins and
010 cleavage. One crystal is twinned Oil the 010 the twinning being more of the nature .
of an intergrowth in which two crystals have grown together on the 010 giving a .re-entrant
angle. '.

The accessories are magnetite, apatite and zircon.

•The mineral composition was not determined as it is very clo~eto that of No.813~

•

The rock is a sillimanite qua:rtz biotite gneiss. . ;" 1:
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No. 236 I No. 53 No. 161 No. 526A No. 238 ' No. 521 No. 1233 No. 813

Quart.z, ...
:::1

51-5 43-4 57·2 15·5 52·7 48'4
} 63·3 { 36·2

Felspar 22·0 ' I 21·0 17-4 7-4 15·0.... ...
Biot.it.e ... ... 20:7 1404 17·2 67-4 21,7, ' 20·8 17-4 29·6
Muscovit.e 4·0 37·6 ... ... 1-4 ]4,2 ... ...
Garnet. ... ... ... 0·3 2·8 16·7 ... p.. 0·8 6·0

, Sillimanite ... ... ... ... ... 6·8 8·4 11'5 ' 12·2
Apat.ite ... ... 0·9 0·2 0·1 ' , 0·1 p . 0'5 p. p.
Magnet.it.e ... 0·7 4·0 1·7 0·3 p . 0·2 7·1 '1·0
Zircon ... ... p: p. p . p. p. 0'1: p. p.
Tourmaline ... ... 0·1 ... ... p. ,p. p. .. .

,

The mineral compositions given above were obtained on slides cut perpendicular
to the schistosity, using a Leitz Integration Table and are in volume percentages. The
fig~e~ for quartz and felspar are not strictly accurate owing to the fact that much of the
felspar is untwinned and quite fresh. They do however, 'give a goodindimition of. the
relative proportions of the two minerals. Sillimanite by reason of it being scattered
through' quartz grains in fine nee~les does not give precise'results., '

The ten rocks just described comprise a suite showing the range of metamorphism
and its.effect on argillaceous rocks. The composition of the original rock can be estimated
from the compositions in the table above: Omitting No. 526Aand No. 53 the average of
the rest shows the original rock to have had about 50% quartz, 20% felspar, and 30%'
micas. Thus the rock was a rather siliceous shale in which there was 30% micaceous
material in the form of finely divided chlorite and sericite. The remainder of the rock
wa:s composed of very finely powdered quartz and felspar which was t60 fin~ to be'
separated from the argillaceous material when the' original rock was deposited: .

, The metamorphism has pursued its normal course. It is notable that in ~ocks of
this class garnet is not common and that even where sillimanite is developed garnet does. . - ,

not exceed 6%. This appears to be due to the fact that an excess of sericite in the original
sediment used up all of the chlorite to form biotite before the garn~t zone,was reached.
This leads one to suspect that biotite is stable up to the sillimanite zone and that garnet
when it does appearis derived from the chlorite rather than from biotite (Harker, 1932,
p~ 219; Tilley1926, p. 434). 'The formation of sillimanite is the first sign of any instability
in the micas. There does not appear to be any selective action, the sillimanite needles.
appearing at the same time in both micas but 'once started the muscovite is the more
quickly broken down: .

.J ,"

No. ,526A is a variant in which chlorite and sericite were much more ,common.
The rock reached the garnet zone with an excess of chlorite which then for;med garnet:

",; ,No. 53 differs in that itcontaine.d a larger amount'of sericite and thus form.sa more
typical muscovite schist.
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There ari'in addition to those rocks described abov~ several which although ofa
similar nature and appearance have been altered either by retrograde metamorphism or
by simple weathe~ing. As the Tocks were not collected in situ it is difficult to decide
which has occurred but No. 813 with its weathered face suggests that simple weathering
may have been responsible.. This weathering may have occurred since the rock was left
on the moraine but it is much more probable that the rock was weathered when it was
collected by the glacier.

No. 458 is a dense hard black rock with a well developed schistosity. It ha~

the appearance of having just passed out of the phyllite stage. The only recognisable
minerals are the micas which give a sheen ·to the cleavage face and magnetite which
forms porphJ!0blasts visible on the cleaved faces.

/

In thin section the rock is seen to be banded due to differences in composition
6ft~e various layers ofthe original rock. The bands are about 5 mm. wide and are dis-'
tinguished by their content' of magnetite, the bands being alternately richer (up to 30%)
and poorer in this constituent. Garnet is concentrated in the bands poor in magnetite.

••

. '.

The rock is very fine grained, the average size of the quartz grains being about
.0·07 mm.. The structure is granoblastic modified by the parallelism of the micas. The
.constituent minerals are quartz, magnetite, muscovite, chlorite, garnet, epidote and
apatite.

The quartz is clear, unstressed and free from ·inClusions.
. .

There is a considerable amount of felspa:i: now represented by a mass of micaceous
alteration products.

Muscovite is developed III small flakes 0'0.7 X 0'014 inrr:t. size. It is typical
muscovite and not merely sericite produced by alteration of other minerals. The chlorite.
results from the weathering of the biotite of the rock. It is light green in colour and is
weakly pleochroic. It shows a weak interference figure which is psuedo-uniaxial and
negative. Some crystals show ultra blue polarisation while portions ofthe same crystals

. may. show yellows and oranges of the first order (D.R. = 0'01). There are brown
pleochroic haloes around crystals of zircon. They are greenish brown in their darkest'
position but are typically less int.ense than those in the biotite of other rocks. Much
epidote is developed between the lamellae of chlorite formed in the breaking down of
the biotite. The original biotite was in flakes larger than any other constituent and in
this resembles No. 53 (see p. 205). It contains many inclusions of 'quartz and apatite.

Garnet is found in irregular crystals 0·2 to 0·3 mm. in diameter and contains many
inclusions of quartz arid magnetite.

Apatite is abundant ~n small clear grains and is particularly concentrated in one
band.
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Magnetite forms 20% of the rock by volume and occurs as xenoblastic crystals
and aggregates. It is so abundant that small chips of the rock can be picked up readily

.... bya' small magnet.

The mineral composition is given on page' 217.

This rock 'may be compared with some from the Cape Denison moraines which
have bemi described elsewhere (Coulson, 1925). Of these 55and912 are similar in many
respects ~ut Coulson does not give the mineral composition of these rocks.

The rock is a magnetite quartz chlorite schist.

No. 762 is a rock very similar in appearance and mineral composition to 458.
It shows on a face that has been etched by snow-blast a banding due to differences in the
composition of the laminae of the sediment. The cleavage face has a finely spotted
appearance due to minute garnet crystals.. The thin section shows a marked similarity
to 458. The banding'is not so well-defined and the bands grade into one another. The
main point of'difference is that ,the biotite is less completely weathered. The apparently
unaltered biotite is green with X' light greenish yellow, Y = Z = yellowish green, and
has a high birefringence. It is probably the first stage in the chloritisationof biotite in
which the mineral loses its colour without any noticeable lowering of the bIrefringence.
Much of the biotite has reached the final stage of weathering in which it exhibits ultra
blue polarisation colours. The garnet of the rock is in relatively large and ragged crystals
and contains inclusions of magnetite. The rock is so similar in all other respects as to .
make further description unnecessary.

The rock is a magnetite quartz chlorite schist.

No. 130 is a dark grey rock in which the individual minerals are not visible to the.
naked eye. It has a well developed cleavage and has a sheen on the cleavage face due to
innumerable mica flakes. It is almost identical in hand-specimen with No. 458.

The thin section shows a fine schistose rock in which the average grain-size is
about 0'06 mm.. TIle schistosity is almost entirely due to the parallelism of tlubiotite
flakes and the elongated magnetite grains as the quartz and felspar show no signs of
elongation parallel to the schistosity. There is also banding due to the laminationof the'
rock. The bands are alternately rich in magnetite and chlorite, in muscovite, quartz and
magnetite, and in quartz. They are about 5 to 10 mms. wide and merge one into the other, ,
This composition banding is for the most part parallel ~o the schistosity but in one portion
of the slide the banding as expressed by one band rich in muscovite and apatite is seen to .
have been bent and folded in a manner comparable to that seen in certain varve shales.

. That the folding is pre-metamorphic is shown by the fact that the 'biotite flakes in the
folded band are strictly parallel to those In adjacent parts of tIle rock where the bedding
is not disturbed, and that it is contemporaneous with sedimentation is supported by the
fact that the banding on each side of the disturbed area is undisturbed and paraUel. ..

*62842-B
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The constituent minerals 'are magnetite, quartz, felsp~r, muscovite; chlorite, garnet
and apatite. The quartz is in small grains, clear except for a few small inclusions of
magnetite. The muscovite is in clear white flakes' with a high double refraction. All of'
the flakes over a large area ~re so perfectly parallel as to extinguish as one. , The chlorite

, is essentially similarto that in No. 458 and shows the same hnmistakable signs of having
been derivedfrom original biotite. Garnet is uncommon but there. are t'Yoor three ragged
crystals in the slide. Apatite is abundant in smallclear grains and is particularly common
in one band. Magnetite is very abundant and forms black slightly elongated xenoblastic
crystals. As in No. 458 it is so abundant that small chips of the rock can be picked up

, with a hand magnet. The mineral composition is so similar to that of No.. 458 that an
exact determination of the percentages of the several minerals is unnecessary.

The rock is a magnetite quartz chlorite schist. ,

, No. 391 appears to be almost identical ,with No. 458 in hand-specimen but
differences are apparent under the microscope. Of these the most notable is a great
decrease in the amount of magnetite and an increase' in the amount of muscovite.
,It is banded, bands 8 mm. wide rich in muscovite alternating with bands 2 mm. wide
deficient in muscovite. The structure is intermediate between granoblastic' and
lepidoblastic. ' The grain-size is about Q·Q6mm. '

Mter the ubiquitous quartz muscovite is the most abundant mineral and occurs
in numerous small flakes, with a common orientation.

Chlorite is again present and is similar to that in No., 458.

Garnet is rather less abundant.. It is pink and isotropic. The epidote is mostly
the iron-free zoisite but the larger crystals have quite a considerable amount of iron.

Tourmaline is present pleochroic from light to dark green.

The approximate mineral composition is given on page 217.

" The rock is a quartz muscovite, magnetite .schist.

No. 737 is another rock similar to Nos. 458 and 391. In hand specimen it is
identical with them.

The banding in thin section is closer and less, well, defined. The structure is,
granoblastic modified by the paralleliRm of the micas.

The quartz is clear but in some placesshowsundulose extinction due to 'strain:'

Muscovite is well developed andis very conspicuous. It is intergrown with the,
biotite now completely altered to chlorite. The flakes are of somewhat larger size than, '
in the two previous rocks.

Garnet is rather more abundanttlian in No; 458 and occurs in small idioblastic '
grains. '

.~.
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Magnetite and epidote are both present, the latter derived from the biotite.

The n';ilHiral composition is given on page 217.

The rock is a quartz garnet mica schist ..

210
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No. 552 ~s a dark coloured rock in which the bedding is shown up by a few lighter
coloured bands. These bands show that the rock has been contorted and folded into a
series of gentle' folds of srilall ampiitude. There are no minerals visible to the naked
eye but the roek has the dull green appearanee of a ehloritie phyllite. There is no cleavage
due to s~histosity. ' ,

'. '

The grain-size is mueh smaller than in the. previously described rocks, and
averages about 0·02 mm. Chlorite and sericite areboth more abundant and the 'rock 'has
the composition of a typical phyllite. The structure is lepidoblastic.

The quartz is free from inclusions but shows strongly undulose extinction. The
sericite is in small white flakes and is slightly ragged inappearanee.' It has a m.oderate
birefringence. In some bands it makes up 50% of the roek and is interlaced in a manner
more typical of a phyllite than of a more highly metamorphosed type. The chlorite is
green and pleoehroic and has a low birefringence. It contains brown patches which
have a high birefringence and indicate a retrograde change from biotite to chlorite. It
forms irregular flakes five or' six times the size of the sericite.· Garnet is common in
relatively .large erystals about 0·15 to 0·20 mni. across. The garnet is eolourless and
perfectly isotropie. Many ofthe crystals show a well developed crystal 'shape and exhibit
six-sided eross-sections. The crystals contain included grains of quartz. and magnetite.
Magnetite is not uncommon as ragged elongated xenoblastic crystals. The' accessories
are some small grains of apatite and an occasional small crystal of zircon.

The estimated mineral composition is quartz 55%, sericite 25%, chlorite 10%,
garriet5% and magnetite 5%.

The rock is a garnet chlorite sericite schist.

No. 1260 is one of those rarer types in whi~h the schistosity is at an angle to the
composition band,ing. It is a dark green phyllitic rock with an indefinite lamination
and, a rather imperfect schistosity. A cut face at right angles both to the schistosity
and to the lamination shows a puckering and gentle folding of the laminae. This is seen
more effectively ,in the thin section and it is obvious from the way in which the
schistosity crosses the folded laminae that this puckering was accomplished before the
maximum stage of metamorphism.

,The structure of the rock is lepidoblastic. There is no foliation due to ~chistosity

but all of the mica is arranged in a common direction at an angle of about 45° with the
,laminae. The quartz grains are elongated parallel tothe schistosity and have an average

size of about 0·015 mm. They are clear and contain a few inCluded mineral grains.
Stress conditions areTeflected in the fact that most of the grains have UJ,1.9ulose extinction.
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The sericite is in small ragged crystals. In the more quartzose bands they wrap round
the quartz grains and in the more micaceous bands they form amat in which the quartz
grains are enclosed. The flakes are not well crystallised and have the properties of
sericite a~d form a striking cont~ast to the well crystallised flakes in rocks such as
Nos. 458 and 762. Chlorite is not abundant in the rock. It is in small pleochroic green
flakes, but whether it is origin~l or derived from biotite it is impossible to decide. It is
considered unlikely that a rock of such fine grain could have reached a stage of
metamorphism even as high as the biotite grade. There are in the rock a great number

· of small garnet crystals, the average size of which would be about 0'015 mm. These are
·of the same order of size as the other constituents of the rock but their superior relief makes
them the most conspicuous mineral in the rock. 'Most of the grains exert their own crystal
shape and are free from inclusions of quartz and magnetite. Magnetite is again rather
abundant as elongated xenoblastic crystals. The accessories are apatite and tourmaline.
The apatite is not uncommon but the tourmaline is quite rare.

The estimated mineral composition is quartz 50%, sericite 35%, chlorite 5%,

garnet 5% and magnetite 5%.

The rock is a garnet sericite schist.

These seven rocks comprise a group characterised by their fineness of the grain,
·by the alteration of the biotite and,' with one exception, by the presence of garnet. The
mineral compositions of three of the rocks of which measurements have been· made with
the Integration Table are given in the table below. In others because of the fineness
of the grain the mineral percentages have been estimated and are given in the description
of the rock. In three of the rocks the amount of magnetite is high and lies between
15.% and 20% while in the others the amount is in the vicinity of 5%. In all except
perhaps No. 1260 the chlorite is derived from the biotite and in No. 762 the change can
be seen in progress; It is the garnet that introduces the anomaly. It is considered
unlikely on' account of the fine grain of the rocks that they have been ever raised to a grade'

. ,

of metamorphism as high as the garnet grade and for this reason it is postulated that they
contain a significant am011nt of the spessartite molecule. Unfortunately it is impossible
toisolate grains which do not contain so much magnetite as to render any chemical test
indecisive. It is significant that Coulson in describing' some rocks which are very
similar (Coulson, 1925) found the same minute gal'Jlets in a rock (No. 348, p. 291) which
contained some 8·23% of manganese. His conclusions are that in many of these fine
grained rocks the garnet is a highly manganiferous one.

.It is more than a coincidence that. all of the low grade schists from these moraines
should present these characteristics and it is most likely that all of these rocks came
from an area in which the same local conditions obtained and hence rocks of similar
composition have reached a similar stage both in prog~essive metamorphism and in the. .

later retrograde changes. It is also probable t)mt the effects of retrograde metamorphism
..

-,
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were largely confined to the one area. Comparison may b~ made with an area in
Dnst where Read (1934) has shown that this zone of chloritization)s sharply ·marked
from the unaltered metamorphic rocks and is of limited extent.

No. 458.
I

No. 391.
I

No. 737.

..

Quartz } 59 63 66Felspar
Magnetite 19 5 5
Chlorite... 12 11 16
Muscovite 5 20 19
Garnet ... 5. p. 4

:. Epidote... p. p. p.
Apatite p. p. p.
Tourmaline p. p.

..

(2) REGIONALLY METAMORPHOSED ROCKS IN· WHICH THERE HAS BEEN

NOTABLE 'ACCESSION OF VOLATILES AND SILICA.

In this group are those argillaceous rocks which in addition to suffering regional
metamorphism have been altered in composition by the introduction of-

(1) volatiles, water and boron;

(2) volatiles and silica.

Rocks of the first class are noted by the presence of large crystals of niuscovite
and an abundance of tourmaline often as small crystals just visible to the naked eye.'

As an 'example of the introductioil of water alone ami that in moderate quantity
can be cited No. 236 which has already been described under the normal regionally
metamorphosed rocks. It is more than lik~ly that the 'large size of the muscovite
crystals in this rock is due to an ab~mdance of volatile but there has been no notable
addition of water, and tourmaline is absent.

No. 162A has reached a further stage where muscovite is developed to a greater
extent and tourmaline i~ abundance indicates the addition of boron. ,In hand-specimen
it is not unlike No. 236. It is a dark grey rock with abundant large flakes of ~uscovite
on the cleavage faces. Biotite is as plentiful as the muscovite but in smaller flakes in
the mass of the rock.

, The structure as seen in thin section is gneissic.. The quartz and felsp'ar have
become slightly elongated parallel to the schistosity. This is offset by the fact that the
micas; and the muscovite in particular, show a tendency to grow transverse to the
foliation. The average grain-size of the quartz is about 0·10 to 0·15 mm. The biotite is
a little larger and the muscovite occurs in crystaJs up to 2·0 X 0'5 mm.

. .
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The quartz is clear and contains inclusions of biotite, zircon and sillimanite. , There
are also' a few strings of liquid inclusions.

'L'he felspar is mostly plagioclase AbsuAi12u• It is usually untwinned and is alway~
somewhat altenjd.

. . . . ..

The biotite is brown; X = very light brown, Y = Z = dark brown.. It contains
some pleochroic haloes around crystals of zircon. Much of it. has been altered
to chlorite,which is similar in its properties to that described in the altered portions
of No. 813; .

Muscovite is very abundant and is quite unweathered. It is, however, decompos
ing with the formation of sillimanite., It is usually intergrown with the biotite (chlorite)
and shows its greater crystalloblastic strength. '

,
Garnet is present. in small quantity in the form of large ragged crystals..

Sillimanite can be seen developing at the expense of the micas. It has reached the
stage of wisp-like aggregates (see No. 238 and Plate X, fig. 1). In places the sillimanite
has been weathered and has altered to a mass of small flakes of some micaceous material.
As the sillimanite is in fine needles this alteration product forms very small crystals.
In aggregate they are very light yellow with strong absorption parallel to the long axis
of the flakes. The double refraction is high as a small crystal shows ora~ge of the first
order. '.' . . , ".','

The alteration product is probably sericite.

Tourmaline occurs in notable quantity. It forms idiobl~stic crystals with
pleochroism typical of tourmaline found in pegmatites and veins amongst the moraine
material from Cape Denison. It displays its' greater crystalloblastic force agaiIist
the garnet.

Magnetite is present in small :x:enoblastic crystaJs.

~,

The mineral composition is given ()n page 219.

The rock is a two-mica .sillimanite gneiss.

" 1:1' '1 , •

. ,
\ ~. '

No..914 illustrates the notable development of muscovite \vhich occurs in rocks
of this nature. In hand-specimenit is similar to No. 162Abut differs in'that tIle muscovite
forms lenticular crystals' about 10 lllm. in dianieter, and 4 min. in thickness. 'These
lenticles are' arranged parallel to the foliation. ' .

In thin' section the muscovite is seen to dolninate the' striIcture:' The rock is
foliat~d but the muscovite thrusts, the foliae apart." ' ~'

The muscovite is clear and colourless but is in places breaking down to form
sillimanite. It is biaxial negative2E =' 65° to 7.0°. There are several faint yellow
pleochroic haioes around crystals of zircon. The muscovite forms small crystals .in the
mass of the rock as well as the larger" books."

•

;.
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:/The original biotite is almost completely altered to chlorite as in No. 162A.

'Sillimanite is well developed and has formed mostly froin the muscovite. It occurs
mainly in sheaf-like bunches which grow together in the iniddle.. It can be seen alte~ing
to,that micac~ousmineral observed in other slides. This mineral has positive elongation,'
straight extinction and a birefringence similar to sercite. It can be readily distinguished
from sillimanite by its much lower relief. .

. - Garnet forms small subidioblastic crystals, pink and isotropic, with· a few lll

clusions.

. To~rmaline i~ similar to that in No. i62A.but is not very abundant.

. .Quartz is recrystallised and some has segregated into lenses under the action· of
the abundant volatile. It is possible that some little quartz has been introduced with the
:vhlatiles. It contains strings of inclusions and abundant needles of sillimanite.,
. ':,. ' '. . . .

\ ":'~

Magnetite forms xenoblastic crystals elongated parallel to ~he schistosity.

Zircon and apat~te are accessories.

The mineral composition below..is recalculated. The slide had 52% of muscovite
but the rock .as a whole did not seem to contain more than 40%.

The rock is a sillimanite muscovite gneiss.

The mi~eral'compositi6n of the rocks of this class is given below. No..236 is
... added for comparison as representing the original rock before the addition of the volatiles.

j,'

.;.,

No. 236· No. 162A No. 914

Quartz ... ... 51·5 32·2 29
Felspar ... 22·0 16·6 '8
Muscovite ... '" 4·0 21-1 40
Biotite ... ... 20·7 20·1 12
Sillimanite .... ... ... 3-4 6
Garnet ... ... p . 1
Tourmaline ... ... ... 2·9 p.
Magnetite ... ... M . '3·8 4
Apatite ... ... 0'9 p . p..
Epidote ... ... ... .. . p.
Zircon ... ... p . p. p.

;:... . .
. These figures show clearly the increase in the amount of muscovite. The apparent

decrease 'of quartz can in part be explained as due to the addition of.volatile. ·There is
a rear decrease in the amount of felspar and'it isprobable that some of the felspar'h~s

broken down to form muscovite. It appears, however, that in the last stages of
l!!-I:ltamorphism the rocks had a drier. environment as the muscovite has decomposed
with the formation of sillimanite. This change could not proceed as readily as it. has
in No. 914 in the presence of so much watercvapoljr as would be necessary. to
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, produce 40% of muscovite. No. 256 an,dNo. 550 repr~sent rocks into which silicahas
been introduced in addition to the volatiles. They are similar in appearanee but
No. 550 is traversed by numerous quartz veins.

, No. 256 is a transition between the rocks of the' previous class and No. 550. The
roek has recrystallised in the presence of abundant quartz and has b,eeome saturated 'with

, it, but the quartz has not formed any distinet veins traversing the rock. It is a fine
grained rock with porphyroblasts of muscovite. The smaller biotite flakes serve to
mark the foliation ahd ean be seen bending round the muscovite crystals.

The grain-size is very irregular, the quartz varying between 0·2 an,d 1'9 rhm. with,
no preponderance in any particular size: The muscovIte forms more or less spherical
crystals about 10 to 15 mm. in diameter and the biotite 0'5 to 1'0 nUll. in length.

: The muscovite is colourless in thin section but has a' marked absorption
X < y = Z. It is biaxial negative, 2E = 65° to 70°. It contains inclusions 'of zircon,
which induce pleochroic halo~s. The muscovite occurs in smaller flakes in the mass of
the rock as' well as in larger crystals. In the larger muscovite crystals are inclusions of
quartz, which in turn contain fine needles which appear to, be sillimanite but are too
small to be positively identified.

Biotite is brown X = light yellow, Y= Z = dark greenish brown. It contains
some good pleoehroie haloes around crystals of zireon. ,

Garnet oceurs in small idioblastic erystals which although not plentiful (1 to 2%)

seem more abundant because of their small size. '

There are a few scattered crystals of felspar; but most of the felspar has been
changed to mica, although this change is not !1Pparent in the slide. .

Quartz is abundant and shows no sign, of undulose extinction or other such
evidences of stress. It is crowded with inclusions which are arranged in strings orientated
perpendicular to the foliation. Under high magnifications they are seen to be liquid
and to contain each a small gas bubble.' OJ.' '

Magnetite forms' irregular grains elongated parallel t~ the schistosity.

~patite and zircon occur sparingly as accessories.

The mineral' composition was 'not determilled as it is impossible to obtain a
representative section, but is close to that of No. 914, with the exception of the
tourmaline ~hich is more abundant, and of. sillimanite which is absent in this rock. "

No. 550 is a rocksiniilar to No. 256 but with the addition of numerous quartz veins
intruded along the schistosity. Theseveins vary in thiekness from 1 mm. to 20 n1m.
They. do no1' contain other silicates except some small garnets and some muscovite ,,,hieh
seem to be derived' from the intruded rock rather than from the invading liquids.' ,

.'
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Under the microscope the vein quartz can be seen to be of much larger
grain-size than the. quartz of the argillaceous portion. It contains luany strings
of liquid inclusions which in places are very closely spaced. The . largest of these

.are more than 0'004 mm. in mean diameter and may contain gas bubbles 0·002 mm. in
diameter. The smallest which could be seen (0'0004 mm.) still seemed to have bubbles
in them. These strings of irregular inclusions are typical of quartz of igneous rocks
and pegmatitic veins, and are taken as' indications that the quartz has been derived
from igneous sources. (Mackie, 1896).

The structure of the rock is dominated by the quartz foliae and by the muscovite
crystals which force the foliae apart. In grain-size it is somewhat larger than No. 256
as the quartz has been recrystallised and the muscovite has grown larger.

No felspar could be detected in the slide.

The muscovite is sirililar to that in No. 256 but shows brighter pleochroic haloes.
It contains inclusions of magnetite, garnet and tourmaline.

Biotite is notably absent.·

Garnet is common as small idioblastic crystals scattered through the rock and also
included in the mica.

Magnetite is present in appreciable quantity.

Tourmaline is less common than the garnet and magnetite and is similar in colour
and pleochroism to that in No.. 256 (0 =greyish pink, E =dull olive-green).,

The mineral composition was not determined as it would not be representative·
but inspection shows muscovite and quartz to be the most abundant with garnet and

.magnetite (2 to 3%), tourmaline, and apatite and zircon accessories.

The rock is a muscovite gneiss.

The three rocks No. 914, No. 256 and No. 550 show to an increasing degree the
introduction of quartz. InNo. 914 the rock has been recrystallised with the addition
oflittle quartz. No. 256 has had addition but no more than it could absorb without the·
formation of veins. In No. 550 excess quartz has formed veins intruded along the
foliation. The introduction of the quartz is clearly linked up with the introduction of
the volatiles but is probably a later stage of injection.

. . . . '

(3) REGIONALLY METAMORPHOSED SEMI-CALCAREOUS ARGILLACEOUS ROCKS.

·In this group are placed those rocks which contain calcite in sufficient quantity
to exercise a notable effect on the reactions which take place during metamorphism but
which do not contain sufficient calcite to react with all the argillaceous material to form a
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calc-silicate rock. Thc greatest amount of calcite which could. be present, is; in the
neighbourhood of 40%. However any rock with more than 20% of calcite. wCluld .
produce so much amphibole (or its equivalent) as to place it in the ,cla:ss of
an~phibolites. Thus a semi-calcareous argillaceous rock may be defined as an
argillaceous rock which contains calcite but· not in suffieient quantity ,to convert mor~

than 50% of the available argillaceous matter into amphibole or its. equivalent.
The rocks. from Cape Denison moraines which belong to this' suite have but a
moderate amount of calcite and like the rocks of. the normal argillaceous series contaill
a considerable quantity of admixed quartz and felspar.

No. 930 is typical of the first stage in which miea and epidote represent the
argillaceous a!ld calcareous portions respectively, .It is a dark green rock with a massive
structure and little schistosity. On a polished surface faint banding may be seen due
in part to primary sedimentary banding but accentuated by schistosity.

In thin section the banding can be seen but is not well developed.. The rock is
extremely fine grained the a~erage grain size being less than 0'015 mm. except for ~fe\v

sporadic quartz grains and some biotite which, in areas. where it has begun to recrystallise,
forms flakes of. 0·05 mm. The structure is internuidiate' between granoblastic and
lepidoblastic. Under the microscope with moderate magnification, 80 diams., the
rock seems to consist entirely of biotite in a cloudy mass of quartz. Examination of this .
ground-mass under oil-imnlersion sho\ys the cloudiness to be due to a great number of
minute crystals of zoisite. The zbisite is identified by its general app'earance and the
presence of' some larger crystals of undoubted zoisite.

The biotite is dark greenish brown,X = colourless to light greenish brown, Y ~ Z
= dark b~ownishgreen. The birefringence is high and the rock does not seem to be atall
altered.. Theibiotite is similar to that noted by F. C. Phillips in the Greim Beds of the
Scottish Dalraidan(Phillips, 1930). '.:: .

There is no calcite present as the original calcite has been used 'up in the formation
of the zoisite. . ., . .

. .

. The quartz of the rock is fine graIned and clear but contains the inclusions of
zoisite which give a clouded ~ppearance under the lower magnifications. . .'. '

, .' ' ,!'

No felspar could be detected but some might quite easily be present amongst the
fine-grained mass of quartz.

Some few allogenic grains of apatite and some ximoblastic' crystals of inagnetite
were observed.

'The rock is crossed by severalnanow quartz veins. Theseveins contain radiating
groups of chlorite crystals which can be distinguished from the biotite of the rock by their
form and mueh lower birefringence. It is light green with a weak pleoehroism and a
birefringence of about 0'01. It has all the appearance of primary ehlorite and not altered

biotite"iI

.'

,"
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. The estimated mineral corilposition of the rock IS quartz 60%, biotite 30%,
zoisite 10%.

1'he rock is a' zoisite biotite schist.

No. 1258 is almost ic!entical with No. 930 in hand-specimen and is so close in
composition that any detailed description is unnecessary. The only difference of note
is that it is of a slightly finer grain.

No. 1257 represents the next stage in metamorphism after No. 930. No additional
minerals distinctive of a. higher grade of metamorphism have been developed but the
grain size is notably coarser. It is a dark fine grained rock in which there are no minerals
visible to the naked eye. There is a well cleveloped bal~ding but the rock is not cleavable.

The .banq.ing is seen in thin section to be the original lamination of the rock and·
not due to any schistosity or foliation ilnpressed by metamorphism. These bands are
richer or poorer in epidote and some of the bands contain 30% of this constituent. This
is due to banding during sedimentation in which some bands were richer in calcite ,than
others. ' The schistosity is expressed by the parallel arrangement of the biotite flakes
and is at an angle of about 70° to the banding (see Plate XI, fig. 1). The limits of
diffusion are too narrow in the grade of metamorphism to which this rock has been
subjected .to allow of any notable migration of the epidote. '

"The rninerals present are ql~artz, biotite, epidote, calcite and magnetite. The,
quartz ftrms grains about 0·03 mm. in diameter ; the biotite flakes 0·08 X 0·02 mm. ;
and the epidote smaller grains,. usually less than 0·01 111m. The calcite is' in bigger.
grains ranging from 0·06 to 0·20 mm. in size.

The quartz is in equidimensional grains which are free from undulose ~xtinction

and· from inclusi9ns. There. is no. felspar present.

. The biotite is green and similar in colour to that iIi No. 1211to be described below.
The pleochroism is X = very light yellow, Y ~ Z = dark brownish green.

. \ . .

The epidote is a very light green and is an iron-poor variety. The high relief is
distincti~e and sonie of the larger grains have the more positive characters of epidote,

The calcite is distributed through the rock as irregular masses. It is biaxiaJand
negative and has an optic axial angle of about 25°. This cannot be due to heating to a
high temperature as is suggested by Walker and Parsons (1925). It is probable that
the transformation takes place at a-much lower temperature under high preSStlres and
other favourable conditions. " " "

Magnetite is distributed through the rock as subidioblastic crystals about 0'03
~o 0'04 mm. in diameter. There are also a few grains of apatite.
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The estimated mineral composition is quartz 45%, biotite 35%, epidote 20%,
magnetite and apatite..

The rock is an .epidote biotite schist.

No. 686 is a rock of similar mineral composition to No. 1257 but one in whichgarnet
indicates its elevation to a higher grade of metamorphism. The presence of much
magnetite has had the effect of increasing the iron content of the epidote from iron~poor

in No. 1257 to iron-rich in No. 686. The grain-size is larger because of the greater .
intensity of metamorphism.' It is a banded rock in which the banding is due to the
epidote. The bands rich in epidote are a lighter but more vivid green than those poor
In epidote and ,rich in magnetite.' .

The banding can readily be observed in thin section and is seen to be due to the
uneven distribution of the chlorite, epidote and magnetite, all' ofwhich are abundant in
the rock. The average grain~size of the rock is 0·05 mm. with the quartz a little smaller
and the epidote and magnetite somewhat larger.

The quartz is clear and free from inclusions but shows undulose extinction:

The biotite is in the process of weathering to chlorite. Some of it still has the
.brown colollr but most of it has become blotched with green and some has completely
altered. The least altered crystals still have the high birefringence of biotite while in the .
blotchy crystals the brown areas have high and the green areas low birefringence. Ultra
blue is not uncommon in the most altered crystals.

Some niuscovite is intergrown with the biotite in small flakes.

Epidote is common in grains with a yellowish green colour and high relief. The
birefringence (0'035) indicates the presence of about 13% of'Fe20 3.

. Garnet is light in colour and quite isotropic. It forms larger crystals than the
epidote but in ordiliary light is difficult to distinguish from it. It is 'present to th~"

extent of occasional crystals only.'

The apatite of the slide .is practically all confined to one band of which it forms
perhaps 15%. It forms small clear crystals with moderate relief..

Magnetite IS very' common as xenoblastic crystals elongated parallel to the
schistosity.

There are in this siide several quartz veins and ,a fault .. The veins are composed
entirely of quartz and do not contain any other minerals' except a few crystals which have
been broken from the edges of the veins. The banding and the quartz veins are alike

. .

cut by the fault whichis'markedby a thin,:,ein of-quartz and-a segregation of magnetite..

. .,"

,.
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The mineral co'mposition is as follows ::.......
Quartz
Magnetite ...
Biotite (including some muscovite)
Epidote
Apatite

42'4%
23'S%
23'4%
9'3%
1'2%

225

'" '

The presence of epidote shows it to be a semi-calcareous argillaceous rock but the
, chlorite makes it ambiguous. If as is most likely the alteration of the biotite is the only

change of a retrograde nature the rock would be classed in the garnet zone. 'The only
essential difference between this and No. 930 lies in the presence of garnet., It. is certain,
however, that the 24% of magnetite would have a profoimd effect on any further
metamorphism, and tlms place the rock in a class of its own.

The rock is a magnetite epidote biotite garnet schist.

No. 1211 shows the beginning of the reaction between calcite arid the biotite to form
amphibole. In the rocks of this class garnet would develop before the amphibole but
a shortage of chlorite when the r'ockreached the garnet zone would rule it out.

It is a black massive rock with no perceptible banding.. The only mineral visible
to the naked eye is the amphibole which forms small dark greencrystals8cattered'through
the rock with a common orientation:

In thin section it is seen to be of coarser grain-size than No. 930 and to average
0;03 mm. The zoisite is much finer than this average and the amphibole much larger;
crystals of the latter being up to 2 mm. in length.

, .

The quartz is unstressed and is free from all inclusions except the zoisite crystals
which are still very numerous.

No felspar could be detccted.

The biotite is similar to that in No. 930.
y = Z = dark greenish brown.

It has X --, colourless to light green,
, '

The zoisite is in larger crystals than in No. 930 but is still very small. It forms
prisnlatic crysta,lsO'020X O'OOS mm. which by their relief, low double refraction and'
lack of colour are distinctive. Some 'larger crystals are green in colour indicating a
moderate tenor of iron.

,The amphibole is blue green, X = greenish yellow, Y = emerald green, Z =
greenish blue, X < Y < Z. It has an extinction angle of 20° (Z /\ c).' It forms relatively
largc crystals which rescTI1ble; only on a sma]]er scalc; the amphiboles described by Adams
and Barlow (1910, p, 16S)., These large crystals look like aggregates of sma]]er crystal:,;
but are in perfect optical continuity (se~ Plate X,fig.,4). This shapeis aeol1sequence
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of the origin of the amphibole. The biotite and calcite from which it forms constitute
less than half of the rock and thus when the crystals of amphibole grow they enclose
large areas of quartz and zoisite. There are in parallel growth with the amphibole large
crystals of biotite which show that locally there is not enough calcite within the limits

. of diffusion to convert all of the biotite into amphibole. The reaction relation between
the biotite and the amphibole is shown by.the fact that although the rock is rich in
biotite there is around each amphibole crystal a zone about 0·05 mnl. wide in which there
is no biotite. This suggests that the limit of diffusion of the biotite into~he amphibole.
is in this rock 0'05 mm. .

Magnetite is present in small quantity.

Calcite is associated with the amphibole but is not common, It is proRably some
original calcite which was not used up in tliereaction with the biotite.

. There are two aggregates of granular sphene about 0·1 mm. in diameter. They
are brown in colour andbave the typical strong absorption.

. . .

The approxi~ate mineral composition was determined asfollows':-
Quartz 47%
Biotite 34%
Zoisite 17%
Amphibole 2% .

The rock isa zoisite biotite amphibole schist.

The rock has just reached the amphibole stage as is shown by the reaction of the
calcite and biotite to form amphibole. The large size of the biotite crystals associated
with the amphibole is no doubt due to the amount of carbon-dioxide reieased by the
reaction.

Nos, 930 and 1211 are very similar both inappearance and mineral composition
and differ mainly in the excess calcite in No. 1211 which formed the amphibole and in
the coarser grain size of the latter. No rocks of this suite with a higher grade of
metamorphism have been collected from the moraines but it is quite possible that such
rocks have been .found and placed in with the similar rocks of igneous origin (see
Glastonbury"1940 a) .

. In addition to the rocks described above there IS another which' has suffered
retrograde metamorphism:

No. 1214 is a rather massive dark green phyllitic rock. It has a definite banding
and a fair cleavage parallel to it.. The only recognisable minerals are muscovite and
chlorite whichcan be seen on cleavage faces. .
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, Under the microscope the stnicture is lepidoblastic. 'The grain'size is fine, the
quartz being 0'025 mm. and the micas though longer and thinner are of the,same order.
Magnetite is of porphyroblastic development.

" T ,

Quartz is unstressed and free from all inclusions. It is usually elongated parallel
to the schistosity. ]?elspar is absent.

" ,,' 'l.\;Iuscovite occurs in' small well developed flakes with moderate relief and h!gh
, birefringence:. It has recryst';Lllised from the original sericite of the rock.

The chlorite is altered from the biotite of the rock. It is green with moderate
pleochroism and low birefringence, and is similar to the chlorite described in otlier

, retrograde, rocks.,

Epidote is scattered through the rock 'and is ratherco~mon in some bands.
, Its green colour and its birefringence (about 0'03) indicates a considerable tenor of iron
(about 10% Fe20 a).

, ,

A few irregular crystals of garnet are present. They have been shattered and
drawn apart during the retrograde metamorphism.

,The accessories are magnetite and apatite, the former in considerabl~ amount:
In addition there are a few sporadic tourmaline crystals.,

, ,The rock has been faulted probably at the same time as it suffered the retrograde'
changes. The faulting can be seen in thin section by the displacing of the different bands.

. '.' .
The mineral composition was not determined but a rough estimate gave quartz

,50%; muscovite 30%,' chlorite 15% and epidote 5%.

The rock is an epidote mica schist. '

No. 955 is a rock similar to those described above and is important in that it is
one of the few' erratics found at Cape Hunter. 'It' is a black rock with no'minerals or
structure visible to the naked eye. There is no schistosity and the rock breaks' \vith '
a~ irregular fracture. '

Under the microscope there is to be seen a rough schistosity. The micas are
all' parallel to the schistosity and the other minerals, and the epidote in particular, is
~longated parallel to the schistosity. There aJ;e, however, many large crystals offelspar
which, although elongated, force the trains of mica apart and so disturb the schistos~ty.

The average grain-size is about 0·03 m~ .. but the'larger grains of felspar are as much as'
four times as large.

The quartz has been recrystiJJlised and although free' from inclusions shows
undulose extinction: The felspar is all in the larger grains. One grain shows microcline
t~inningand alllitPpear to be perthitic.
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The biotite is green and has the pleochroism, X= very light greenish yellow,
y = Z = dark olive green. It is thus similar to that in No. 1211. There is also some
muscovite but it is not so plentiful as the biotite. It occurs in well-formed flakes which
are usually bigger than the biotite flakes and which are always idioblastic against the
biotite.

The epidote is a very light yellow green incolour and is slightly pleochroic. It
occurs in small grains with a high relief and a birefringence of about 0'012, to 0'015.
These properties indicate about 5%of Fe20 3 in the mineral. . ,

,There is also present some calcite which has not been used up in the reaction
to form epidote. It forms small irregular masses associated with the sphene and epidote.

The accessories are sphene, ilmenite, apatite and tourmaline. 'The sphene forms
crystals with the typical brown colour and absorpti@ and also aggregates around grains
of ilmenite. The ilmenite forms xenoblastic grains' scattered through the rock. The'
apatite and tourmaline are quite rare.

The rock is an arenaceous calcareous shale in which metamorphism has followed
the course normal to the semi-calcareous argillaceous rocks. The felspar has had' no '
effect on the reactions which have taken place. The argillaceous matter has recrystallised
to form biotite and muscovite and reacted with the calcite to form epidote. The rock
is still in the Bjotite Grade.

The minerals in order of abundance are quartz, biotite, felspar, epidote, muscovite,
ilmenite, sphene, apatite and tourmaline. '

The rock is a quartz epidote mica schist.

(4) REGIONALLY METAMORPHOSED IMPURE ARENACEOUS ROCKS.

There are seven specimens which represent the metamorphosed sandst~nes but of
these only one, No. 287, has been subjected to metamorphism of any advanced grade.

,T·he nature of the original rock is seen in the six slightly metamorphosed specimens.
They are 'all tine-grained greenish quartzites, and are seen under the. microscope to
consist of quartz and felspar and more or less carbonate. Of, the six slightly
metamorphosed specimens, four show no reaction between the calcareous an'd
argillaceous portions. , \

No. 538 is typical of the first group., It is a fine-grained granoblastic rock composed
essentially of quartz and felsp~r in equal proportions. The average grain-size is about
0,07 mm.

The quartz is usually clear and free from inclusions of all kinds but some
grains contain a few gas-liquid inclusions,' ,The felspar is usually cloudy due' to
post-metamorphic weathering but is not much altered by the metamorphism.
There are present microcline, orthoclase and plagioclase bilt as most of the felspar is

A

;;

•
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nntwinned and as the edges of the grains are obscured by reconstituted argillaceous
material it is difficult to determine in what proportions each is present. Some of the
felspars had been weathered before the rock had consolidated and where this is so the, '
sericite formed by the weathering has combined with some iron to form a green,
chloritic mica. There are also numerous allogenic flakes of mica, both biotite and
muscovite. The biotite is dark browil and slightly weathered III appearance.
The muscovite is rather more plentiful than the biotite. Some of the flakes have
been bent during the formation and metamorphism of the rock.

The only other allogenicminerals arc the so-called heavy minerals which in this
rock inclnde epidote, zircon, sphene and magnetite. Of these the most numero\ls is
epidote. 'It forms small grains which are roun~led and irregular and but rarely show1any

, I '

semblance of their crystal shape. The epidote has a weak green pleochroism al}d a
, moderate to low birefringence. Sphene is next in abundance and like the epidote forms
irregular grains. Some of the grains contain cores of magnetite. The zircon ctystal~ are
small and are distinguished by the high relief and high birefringence. Som~ of the grains
retain their crystal'shape but, have been fraetured or have had one end broken off.
Ilmenite is much less cominonthan the other three minerals but occurs in small weathered
grains which are white, in reflected light. ,There are also a few small crystals of

, tourmaline.

A small amount of argiilaceous cement in the rock has crystallised to form tiny
authigenic crystalS- of chlorite.

The rock is a felspathic quartz1:te.

The other rocks are but variants of this type.

No. 960 is similar in many respects to No. 538 but contains in addition some
authigenic calcite. . This calcite is not abundant and forms irregular grains scatterl},(l,
through the rock. Sphene is more abundant ftnd epidote less abundant, and ther:ei is
much lessallogenic mica. The gr~ili-si~e is slightly larger.

No. 463 is a darker green than the other rocks amI contains an occasional band
rich in mica which gives to the rock a flaggy parting. It contains about 15 to 20% of
calcite which in this instance forms an authigenic cement for the allogenic grains of quartz
and felspar. The heavy minerals are not so plentiful nor so diverse as in No. 538 but the
allogenic muscovite is abundant. The rock had uot the same amount of argillaceous
cement that the previous rocks had and so lacks the small authigenic micas: The average'
grain-size is about 0·04 mm.

No. 681 has a pronounced banding due to variation in the mineral composition.
Some bands which are noticeably richer in calcite than the rest have a structure similar
to that of No. 463, but others less rich in calcite are more like No. 538. The heavy
minerals are also concentrated in bands. The assemblage is similar in numbers and
variety t,o'the assemblage in No. 538.

• 62842-G
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In No. 1267 and No. 228 the calcareous and argillaceous materials which together
formed the matrix between the sand grains have combined to form epidote. That the
rocks have not yet reached a high grade of metamorphism is shown by the fact that the
quartz and the felspar which make up the bulk of the rock have not started to recrystallise.

No. 1267 is a compact grey-brown coloured quartzite, in which there are no
individual grail1s visible to the naked eye.

The thill section shows a fine-grained quartzite consisting of felspar and quartz
and· ofauthigenic epidote. The quartz and felspar are in angular grains with an average
size of about 0,] 0 mm. The epidote is in grains of the same size but has had perforce to
fill the interstices between the quartz and felspar grains.

The quartz is clear and lmstressed and only occasionally contains a few inclusions
of the gas-liquid type. The felspa~ is always slightly weathered and is shaded brown i~l
transmitted light. Little of it however is so badly weathered as to obscure its nature
and it is probable that the weathering is postmetamorphic as is th~ case of No. 538.
Most of it is untwinned and appears to be orthoclase but about a quarter of it shows.by
its twinning to be oligoclase. There is both muscovite and biotite in the rock and both
appear to be allogenic. The biotite is completely altered to chlorite bnt the muscovite

. is of course unaltered. The other allogenic minerals are the accessories sphene, apatite
and ZlrCOll.

The matrix which surrounded the grains is both ~alcareous and argillaceous.
Thus when the rock was metamorphosed it formed epidote and quartz. The epidote
is in irregular grains with a fair relief. The birefringence is about 0·02 but the colour is
only a very light yellow. Occasional grains of basic felspar have broken up to albite and
zoisite, and some of the quartz 'of the matrix has recrystallised but the bulk of the rock
has not recrystallised.

The rock is an epidotic quartzite.'

No. 228 is a d~rker rock than No. 1267 and also differs in that it contains
recognisable flakes of muscovite. The thin' section shows it to have coarser, less
angular grains but reveals the great similarity in mineral composition. Theaverage
grain-size of the quartz and felspar is about 0·20 mm. The grains are less angular and
the quartz is more' abundant than 'in No. 1267. .In other respects, in mineral

. composition and in the reaction to form epidote the rocks are strictlycOluparable.
Here as in No. 1267 some of the felspar has recrystallised with the separation of the
calcic phase as epidote.

The rock is an epidotic quartzite.

Despite the slight differences in metamorphism the six rocks described above are
very similar in the broader detBils. .The component grains of the rocks are angular to
sub-angular and this fact. coupled with the mineral assemblage points to a glacial or
flu~ioglacial origin. Most of the felspar was unweathered at the time of metamo~phism
as only such as now contains' mica was weathered before' the metamorphism:.

•
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This wonld not be the case in a rock derived from purely fluvial sources. In four
of the rocks the matrix has crystallised to form chlorite and in two more to form
epidote but it is only in No. 287 that the rock as a whole has recrystallised.

No. 287 has the appearance of a fine-grained quartzite. It has a light green
colour due to small disseminated crystals of tremolit~ which, however, are not visible
to the unaided eye.

Dnder the microscope it is seen to consist almost entirely of quartz, felspar and
tremolite. The structure is granoblastic and the grain-size about 0'15 mm. It differs
from the other rocks in this class in that it is entirely recrystallised.

The quartz is clear and notably free from inclusions. The grams have simple
edges against one another and show no sign of tindulose extinction.

The felspar is both plagioclase and microcline. The plagioclase hasthe composition
of oligoclase. The microcline has a well developed twinning pattern, and is much more
abundant than the plagioclase.

The amphibole is as abundant as the microcline.· It is' quite colourless in thin
section; The extinction angle Z1\ c is about 18° and the birefringence 0·025. These
properties point to tremolite containing a little iron.

Much less abundant than the tremolite is a brown mica. It is lighter· than
normal biotite, X = colourless, Y = Z = brown, X < Y < Z. It is an iron-free variety
ofphlogopite. One crystal has a pleochroic halo which is a darker brown than the mica
in all positions but that of maximum abs()rption. .

Calcite is associated with the tremolite and appears to be the result. of
dedolomitis_ation.

Sphene forms small dark brown grains with a high relief and strong abso;ption.

Zircon is the only accessory.

The mi~leral composition is~

Quartz l
'Felspar J'"
Tremolite

.Calcite
Biotite
Sphene

The rock is a dolomitic sandstone which has undergone the normal alteration
for a rock of its type, It had a composition similar to that of No. 960 but contained
more carbonate. There was some little argillaceous matter also present as evidenced
by the presence of biotite and it was this argillaceous matter which reacted with the
dolomite to produce tremolite. The excess calcite recrystallised as such. The epidote
so abundant in the less metamorphosed specimens has disappeared.

The rock is a tremolite granulite.
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(5) UNUSUAL TYPES OF METAMORPHOSED SEDIMENTARY ROCKS.

This group contains several rocks which are entirely unrelated to' each other.
They are placed in' this group because they will not fit into the classification of the
previous pages.

No. 750, the first in this group, is an argillaceous rock containing a certain amount
of arenaceous material. The ground mass of the rock is argillaceous but some larger
grains of 'quartz and felspar have been introduced during sedimentation, and have
modified the structures normal to this type of rock: In hand specimen the rock is
dark green and although phyllitic ;s rather more massive than is typical. There"are',
no minerals readily recognisable.

,The gritty nature of the rock is apparent in thin section. The structure is
lepidoblastic, modified by the augen of quartz and felspar. The gronnd mass is very
fine grained, the mica flakes, which constitute its bulk, being less than 0·007 mm. across
their shorter diameter. There are also a few porphyroblasts of biotite and !llUscovite
up to 0·1 mm. across; The augen are of a larger size and range from 0·2 to 0'7 mm. in
diameter..

, Of the augen the quartz is clear and free from inclusions. It commonly shows
undulose extinction due to stress and occasionally one large grain has recrystallised to
a mosaic of smaller grains. The larger grains have at times assumed a lenticular ,shape
which appears to have been indilCedby the metamorphism. Where this is so the qua!tz
has been diss'olved at pressure points on the grains and redeposited in optical contihuity
with the original grain. In some instances the two parts do not correspond and what
appears to be a single grain in ordinary light can be seen in polarised light to consif,lt of
an outer and an inner ring.

The felspar grains have not recrystallised or been fractured but have retained
,their original shape. The plagioclase is quite clear but contains many in~lusioils, some
set along the twin planes and others scattered indiscriminately throllgh the grain. These
crystals arc too small for satisfactory determination b~t appear to be due to the unmixing
of the variolls molecules. Some are micaceous and appear to be derived from the potash
molecule and other are probably zoisite -!,eprese,ntingthe calcic molecule, Apart from this
the plagioclase is quite unaltered and, has the composition of acid oligoclase.' It is
commonly twinned on the Albite and more rarely the Pericline Laws. ' Orthoclase is
much less 'common than the plagioclase.

, The ground-mass of the rock is composed of small flakes ofbiotite and muscovite
together with a considerable amount of quartz.

The quartz is clear but shows shadowy extinction. Afew grains of felspar could
be detected in the fine material.

..

..
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.The biotite when it forms large flakes is greenish brown, X'= light
greenish-brown, Y = Z = dark green-brown. The larger .flakes are often bent and
sometimes broken. Muscovite is clear and colourless and makes up much of the
rock as small well crystallised flakes. Occasional larger crystals of muscovite are
intergrown with the biotite.

The presence of one crystal of garnet in the slide is anomalous but as the crystal
is fractured and in view of the fact that there are many sand grains in the rock, it can be
regarded as allogenic.

There is some epidote of a type not rich in iron, but it is not very abundant.

The accessories in order of abundance are magnetite, apatite, tourmaline and
pyrites. The tourmali~e is pleochroic in shades 'of green.

The mineral composition was not determined but minerals in order of abundance
are quartz" muscovite, biotite, felspar, magnetite,' epidote, etc.

Originally the rock was a shale into which were deposited during sedimentation
small grains of quartz and felspar. During the subsequent llletamorphism the larger
grains were shielded from the effects of crushing by the cushioning of the mica flakes.
Thus these, grains re~ained their original shape while the mass of the rock had undergone
recrystallisation.

It could be called a gritty mica schist.

, No~. 575 and 1255 are two separate specimens from the moraine but are so similar
as to suggest that they represent the same rock type. No. 1255 is a large specimen about
22 X 12 cms. and 7 cms. thick across thc bedding. The bedding is marked out by layers
Of garnet andef biotite and nlagnetite. The whole rock apart from the magnetite layers
is coloured pink by the garnet, although some bands can be seen richer in garnet than
others.' The magnetite also forms Ia.rge crystals from 1 to 5 mm. across which cross the
banding. The dark bands do not abut up against the magnetite crystals hut leave ~

, zone about 0,5' mm. wide around the crystals which is free from any black minerals.
Muscovite forms large poeciloblastic crystals which .cut across the schistosity.
Tourmaline occurs as large, scattered black crystals. Quartz makes up the bulk
of the rock.

Under the microscope the most obvious mineral is the gariwt. It forms crystals
which range in size from 0·002 to 0·10 mm. with 60% between 0'01 and 0·06 mm., 30%
below 0'01 mm. and the rest above 0·06 mm. Their abundance can be gauged from the
figure (see Plate XI, fig. 2) in which there are no more than the average. One portion
of the slide chosen at random contained over 60 crystals to the square millimetre.
Another in which they are very abundant contained over 160 to the square millimetre. '
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The garnet is colourless to light pink in thin section. •Most of the crystilJs' are
idioblastic but occasionally some are rounded. They are distributed through the quartz
grains which make up the bulk of the rock and are also included in· the biotite and.
muscovite in such a manner as to suggest that they just stayed in positioJ? while. the rest
of the rock recrystallised around them.

: The biotite is greenish brown, X = light golden yellow, Y -:- Z = dark.greenish
brown. .It is a biaxial negative with a very small optic axial angle.

The muscovite is not so abundant as the biotite but forms large poeciloblastic
crystals often several millimetres long. It encloses crystals of garnet, quartz and
magnetite.

The quartz is in grains about 0·15 mm. diameter and enCloses crystals of garnet
and magnetite.

Some felspar can be observed amongst the quartz as clear untwinned grains. A
few grains which have twinning On the Albite Law indicate a composition of
albite-oligoclase. .

Magnetite occurs both as small crystals (0·10 mm). scattered through the rock and
as porphyroblasts (5 to 10 mm.). The zone around the porphyroblasts in which there are
no 'small crystals of magnetite is readily noticed and averages 0'5 mm. in width. This
apparently represents the limits of diffusion of the magnetite in towards .the larger
grams.

The accessories are apatite, zircon and tourmaline.

The structure of the rock suggest that it was originally a fine grained sandstone
in which the grains were about 0'05 to 0'10 mm. diameter. Many of the grains were
garnet and magnetite and as is usual in sands were much smaller in size than the quartz
grains. The detrital origin of the garnets is further supported by the fact of their being
concentrated in certain bands. There-was a considerable amount of a,rgillaceous matter
which has produced the micas.

The approximate mineral composition is Quartz and Felspar 70%, Biotite 10%,
Garnet 10%, Muscovite 5% and Magnetite 5%. .

The rock is a metmnorpllOsed garnet sandstone.

No. 575 is so similar in all, respects' to 1255 as to make fu.rther description
unnecessary. It is weathcred, the biotitc being altered to chloritc and the felspar to a
mass of micaceous' flakcs.

. .

•
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III. 'THE REGIONALLY METAMORPHOSED ACID IGNEOUS ROCKS.

The rocks of this section are for the most part granites, granodiorites, aplites and
pegmatites. , They have been affected by varying degrees of metamorphism which coming
at different stages in the cooling ofthe magma have produced a diversity ofresults which
all but defy systematic classification. Of the rocks' which' were solid before the onset
of metamorphism some have been crushed and rolled out by pressure without any notable
rise in temperature while others caught in the rising thermal gradients have been
transformed into gneisses without any perceptible cataclasis. In two instances the
mother liquor has been squeezed out of a partly solidified magma leaving a rock of a
peculiar composition. Thus each rock or group of rocks must be treated on its merits.
For convenience in description they have been placed in the following groups:- .

(1) Mylonites and Cataclasites.

(2) Rocks in which crushing has been accompanied by or followed by a rise
in temperature and consequent Regional Metamorphism.

(3) Granite gneisses formed by flowing without crushing.

(4) Tourmaline bearing rocks.

(5) Gneisses formed by the intrusion of granites during the period of orogenic
stress.

Of these groups the first four cover the types produced in rocks alr:eady completely
solid at the time of metamorphism, and the last includes all those produced by the
metamorphism of still liquid or viscous magma.

It is impossible to make these groups separate and distinct and there arc some
rocks which could as easily have been placed in one group as in: another. It is belie~ed,

however, that the classification and grouping in the following pages is the most
satIsfactory possible under the circumstances.

(1) ROCKS IN WHICH CATACLASIS IS DOMINANT.

There are four examples showing the successive stages in the formation of
a mylonite.

, No. 1213 has been crushed and fractured ata low temperature and consequently
has not recrystallised. In hand specimen it is dense and black and has no minerals
recognisable to the naked eye. The thin section shows the rock to be a typical
cataclasite. Faults and fractures can be seen running across the rock in several
directions and such grains as are not completely crushed show strain shadows in the
polarisation.

The quartz has been granulated but some few larger grains persist 'in which there
are strings of liquid inclusions. These inclusions are ofa minute size, but under high

, magnifications can be seen to contain gas bubbles. The larger grains have strong strain
shadows and a few have been recrystallised to a mosaic of smaller grains.-
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Most of the felspar· ha's been altered but a few crystals of plagioclase remain.
The felspar seems to have been altered to a mass of micaceous flakes. This is not the·
sericite usual in such cases but a pale biotite, which is pleochroic froiu colourless to light
brown. It forms small flakes scattered through the rock and with quartz replaces the
felspar. Some larger flakes may' represent original biotite in the rock. Some little, .

.muscovite is also present.
. '

Magnetite is scattered about the rock and has the appearance of having been set
free by the breaking down of the felspar.

The rock has really no structure. It is simply a mass of crushed fragments
'. cemented by the recrystallisation of some of the quartz and everywhere Clouded by minute
biotite flakes, and by magnetite grains.

It is difficult to decide with any certainty the nature of the original rock. However
the presence of liquid-gas inclusions in the quartz favours the assumption that the rock
was igneous, probably a granite (Mackie, 1896). It is also probable that the rOQk suffered.
in retrograde changes during the cataclasis and a slight rise in temperature has been
responsible for the subsequent formation of the biotite.

The rock is a cataclasite.

No. 1243 represents the. higher grade in which both temperature and 'pressure
were considerably greater than in No. 1213. Thus although the rock is more finely
crushed there is ilotthe alteration of the felspar noticed in No. 1213.' The original
composition of the rock is that of a basic granite or granodiorite.

In hand-specimen the rock has a rolled out appearance and is seen to consist of
foliae of white quartz and pink felspar marked out by streaks of chlorite and epidote.
It has a fine surfaced greasy appearance typical of halleflintas.. There are two sets
of faults traversing the rock, one parallel to the foliation and the other at right angles
~i~ .

The crushing has been more effective in some places than in others resulting. in
foliae offelspar'in which few individual grains exceed 0'015 mm. ancll10lle 0'08 nUll., being
intercalated with foliae in which large relic crystals are set in a finer matrix. The 'larger
crystals arc fractured and often dragged apart. One eryst,Ll orientated approximately
normal to the " a" axis, is broken up into segments each differing slightlY in optical
orientation from the others. The fractures arc .marked out by dust inclusions and are
developed in a plane which approximates to the 011. Other crystalssbow the salmi effects
to a lesser extent and in aU the cracks are close to theOl1. The f'elspar comprise~ both
plagioclase and microcline in about equal amounts. The microdine is clear aml una.Jt,ered
but the plagioclase (AbooAn lO ) is dusted with minute partieles too snmll.to be determined.
The more mobile quartz has dissolved under pressure and segregated into foliae in which
the grains are either lenticular or broken up into mosaics of eqllidilllellsiollal grain's.

•
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The original ferromagnesian of the rock is represented by chlorite ~nd epidote.
This alteration occurred during the metamorphism of the rock so that the alteration
products have been drawn ont into streaks by the crushing and are intimately bound up
in the structure of the rock. The chlorite is rather strongly pleochroic from light yellow
to green. It has abnormal interference colours-purple, violet and brown-with a
retardation of less than 100 millimicrons. The epidote is mostfy in the form of small
grains less than 0·01 mm. in· size, which in the mass because of their small size and high
refractive index appear almost opaque. Larger grains scattered thro~gh the rock have
the birefringence and pleochroism of pistacite. The chlorite and epidote are drawn out
to form long thin lines between the foliae of felspar. They are not so straight not so
continuous as in the more perfect mylonite No. 199 to be described below.

Apatite is present as relatively large crystals (0'1 to 0·3mm.) associated with the
chlorite epidote bands.. Some of the gra{ns have been broken and dragged apart and the
spaces filled with quartz and epidote. . .

The rock was crushed under a considerable depth of cover and at a temperature
high enough to allow the quartz to recrystallise yet not too high to prevent the breaking
down of the biotite.

The Tockis a mylonite gneiss.

No. 494 is a rock of about the same grade of crushing as No. 1243. It is a
light pink rock with a greasy streaky appearance typical of these rocks. There is a
considerable amount of sericite associated with slippage planes through the rock.

The structure revealed by the microscope is similar to but coarser than that of
No. 1243. The difference appears to lie in a slightly higher temper~ture of metamorphism
resulting in coarser crystallisation. .The rock consists of quartz, felspar and sericite
and is derived from the crushing of a granite. The quartz is all recrystallised and is
clear and free from undulose extinction. The felspar on the other hand has not
recrystallised and when it crushed it has broken down into a~ mass of minute grains.
The sericite is usually in masses of small flakes but occasionally it has recrystallised to
muscovite. The only other mineral is magnetite. It is apparently one of the first
minerals to crystallise coming after quartz but before microcline. There are a few crystals
of zircon preserved by being included in the felspar grains.

The quartz of the rock is completely recrystallised and is of fairly uniform
grain-size of about 0·10 mm. The felspar is crushed but not recrystallised so that
it is in all sizes from large crystals 5 to 10 mm. in length to the finest powder.

. The large crystals all have the properties of microcline-microperthite. Most of the
crystals are fractured and the. cracks filled up with fine crushed inaterial. The crystals
breakup into lenticl;lar pieces with their long directions parallel to the direction of

- flowage of the rock. The sericite is derived from the shearing of the felspar and ~orms

large lenticular streaks in which the sericite is in small flakes. The muscovite is normal
in all respects and is sinlply the recrystallised sericite.

The rock is a mylOnite gneiss.
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No. 199 is an example of the last stage in the production of a mylonite gneiss;
It was crushed. under an even greater depth of cover· than No, 1243 and the consequent
rise in temperature resulted in the almost complete recrystallisation of the rock. In
hand specimen it has the appearance of a cherty slate and it contains no recognisable
minerals. There are several lighter bands in the black rock which are due to the rolling
out <If lighter areas in the original1rock.· The black colour ofthe rock is due to the presence

.of finely divided biotite.
"

The quartz is clear and contains very few inclusions.. It does not show strain .
shadows as it appears to have been all recrystallised during the metamorphism. Large
crystals have been drawn out into lenticular aggregates in which the boundaries of the
individual grains are perpendicular to,the length of the lenticle.

The felspar is more common as augen but there is no doubt that there is much .
felspar with the quartz in the crushed mass. The augen have frequently been fractured
and healed with very fine recrystallisedquartz. .The twinning of the felspar has been
confused and rendered useless for the purpose of 'determination by the crushing
but· appears to indicate the presence of both plagioclase and microcline. Perthitic
intergrowths have developed owing. to the strain.

The biotite is concentrated in bands of extremely small flakes following the
direction of the foliation.' . The average size of the mica flakes is about 0·005 nlm. but here
and there are patches of larger flakes. .From these are obtained the 'pleochroism
X = very light brown, Y = Z ~ greenish brown. A few large crystals (0'05 mm.) of
musc'oviteare associated with the biotite bands and are usually set across the foliation.

Accessories are zircon, apatite, epidote and magnetite.

The amount ofrolliilg out differs in the various bands ;in some pla~es the banding
is nearly perfect while in others the quartz and felspar augen are set in a n1ass of finer
material which has protected them from crushing. In the more micaceous bands there
are the same differences; in some a,reas bands of biotite alternate with bands of crushed
quartz and in others augen of qua-rtz and felspar are bedded in and wrapped round with
biotite flakes.

The augen range fronl 0·2 to 0·6 mm., the finer material averages 0,1 nllll.whiist
the finest is all below 0·01 rum. The strncture is that of a mylonitised crystalline rock,
probably a granite. There is no. definite ¥ToM that this was an igneous rock but the com
position and the presence of perthitic felspar suggest that such was the case.

The structure is illustrated in Plate XI, figs. 3 and 4.

The rock is a mylonite gneiss.

These four rocks show progressive stages in the formation of mylonites by simple
crushing without any significant rise ill temperature, No, 1213 crushed by powerful
orogenic stresses with but slight hydrostatic pressure has become a mass of rock
fragments cJouded by alteration products and cemented by some slight recrysta.\lisation
of the crushed quartz. The rock was actually in the zone of weathering .at the time

'..
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of the crushing and hence shows the effects of weathering contemporaneous with the
metamorphism. No: 1243 was metamorphosed at a greater depth in: the earth's crust
and consequently was subjected to a greater hydrostatic pressure and a slight rise in
temperature. Instead of the angular fragments that made up No. 1213 the rock has
been broken down into small grains and in places into the finest powder. The greater
depth of cover has prevented the agents of weathering from affecting the rock so that the
felspars although crushed are not altered chemically. No. 494 represents the same stage
of crushing as No. 1243 but a higher temperature is reflected in the increased
recrystallisation of quartz. The quartz has r~crystallised to. the same stage as in
No. 199 but the crushing has not been as intense. No'. 199 exhibits the next stage of
this crushing and represents the last stages in the production of a mylonite. - In some.
parts of the slide lenticular fragments of felspar are preserved by being cushioned
amongst the more finely crushed material. _In other parts of the rock in which the
crushing has been more intense the quartz and felspar have been rolled out into ribbons. __
In' most cases these are separated by a thin film of mica or in some instances not even "
that (Plate XI, fig. 4). .

(2) ROCKS IN wHICH C~TACLASIS-IS NOT SO EVIDENT.

This group includes those rocks in which the effects of crushing are not so
evident and in which a later rise in temperature has resulted in recrystaJlisation and
reorganisation of the rock. In them cataclasis has been superseded and to some extent
obscured by the normal processes of the higher grades of Regionall\'Ietamorphism. These
conditions are reflected in mortarstructure in which large strained crystals are surrounded
by finer crystals derived from the crushing and in the presence of some mineral which
indicates metamorphism of a notable grade. Many of the rocks do not show any signs
of gneissic structure in hand specimenand it is not until they are examined under the
microscope that the true nature of the rock is evident. Others, however, have been
crushed and recrystallised to quartz mica schists in which the recrystallisation has
obliterated the effects of crushing. _ _

The Granodiorite Gneiss of Cape -Denison is an example of a granitic rock which
has been crushed and to some extent recrystallised. Stillwell (1918, p. 85) states that
the orthoclase has been transformed to microcline and that the felspars commonly have
shattered edges. It is, therefore, to be expected that similar specimens should be found
in which the granulation is more complete and in which metamorphism has produced
minerals typical of the higher grades of metamorphism.

No. 369 is probably orieof these more highly metamorphosed granodiorites. It
has a broad foliation produced by alternations of lightand dark bands representing the
more felspathic and more micaceous portions of the rock..

Quartz and felspar make up the bulk of the rock and reflect the origin of the rock.
In less micaceous bands felspar crystals ranging from 0'5 to 1'0 mm. in size are set'in a
matrix of crushed quartz of average grain size less than 0'1 mm. In the more micaceous'
bands both felspar and quartz crystals are surrounded by masses of biotite flakes. The
quartz is almost entirely recrystallised and is free from all inclusions except a few dust
an~ magnetite inclusions;
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.The felspar is' mostly plagioclase with the composition of basic oligoclase.
Twinning is not often developed but twins on both albite and pericline laws· can be
observed. Most of the crystals have a ghost twinning in which the twin lamellae start
from' the side of a crystal but peter out before they reach the middle of the crystal.
In others the lamellae are bent and sho,v the effects of stress while the rock was at a
temperature high enough to inhibit crushing. There is quite a considerable alnbunt of
plagioclase in the crush mass but as the indices of refraction are almost equal to' those of
the quartz it is diffi cult to estimate how much is actually present. lVIicrodine is also
present but is not' abundant.

The biotite has nearly all been shredded into small flakes similar to those in
No. 199. Some larger crystals which have been protected by augen give the pleochroism
X . very light brown, Y = Z = brown. Pleochroic haloes surrounding crystals of
zircon are not common. There is a little muscovite included in the felspar. It is well
crystallised, not the flaky sericite common to retrograde metamorphism.

The sillimanite is in the form of bunches of very small needles derived in all
probability from the 'sericite formed in. the crushing of the rock. The biotite and the
muscovite have not been affected and from the appearance of the sillimanite it is
probable that the rock has just reached the sillimanite zone.

There are several small crystals of epidote, light in colour but with a fair relief
and a moderate birefringence.

The accessories are zircon, apatite and magnetite, the'latter being more abundant
in the micaceous bands.

The rock is a granodiorite gnetss.

No. ] 231 is a typical augen gneiss in which crushing has belm thcdominant feature.
. The augen are all microcline and the other minerals, quartz and biotite, are crushed alld
wrapped round the augen. These microcline augen are about 10 X 5 mm. and constitute
! to t of the face of the specimen. Around each crystal is a zone of recrystallised felspar
~nd quartz which has grown upon the microcline and produces a dull ring arolind the
bright cleavage faces of t~e large microcline crystal.

Under the microscope the rock is seen to have the milleral composition ofa syenite:
This may have been the original composition of the rock but it is moni probable that some
of the original quartz of the rock had migrated during the metamorphism. The
microcline augen are very conspicuous and dominate the structure of the rock. . As was
noticed in hand specimen they are all twinned on the Carlsbad law. The ring of
recrystallised felspar around the augen is not so obvious as in hand specinien but it can
be recogriised and is seen to consist of microcline with a little quartz.

The microcline is perthitic and i;l' addition to the perthite inclusions contains
round grains of quartz 'and plagioclaEe. Neither' the microCiine nor the perthite is
weathered but the plagioclase inclusions are clouded with decomposition products; .

>,
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The plagioclase has the composition of Abs5Anis. In addition to the inclusions in
th,e microcline it forms small round grains in the crushed material surrounding the augen.

The quartz makes up less than 10% of the rock and is chiefly confined to the
more micaceous bands.'

Both biotite :and muscovite are present, the former being the more abundant.
TIle biotite was present in the original rock before the metamorphism and is inciuded
inthe microeline augen. It occurs as large well formed crystals and as smaller flakes
which appear to be derived from the shredding of the larger crystals. The larger crystals
contain inclusions of zircon and ~onazite which ind.uce pleochroic haloes. The
pleochroism of the biotite is X = light golden yellow, Y = Z = dark brown to opaque.
Some flakes havebeen weathered, thealteration takingthe same course as in, No. 525
(q.v.). Musco~iteis usually intergrown with the larger flakes of biotite. ,. It has the
properties ofnormal muscoyit.e.-a.nd has an optic axial angle 2E -, 65°~70°.

. Garnet is not common but there area few large crystals sporadically distributed.
It does not appear to have been formed in the primary crystallisation of the rockbut to
hitve been caused by the metamorphism.

Magnetite forms two generations of crystals, the first a primary crystallisation
of large subidioblastic grains and· the second. of smaller. grains formed during
met~morphism.

. The other accessories are zircon and xenotime. It is difficult to distinguish between
these, as the xenotime is colourless and neither mineral shows crystal form. They are.'
u~ually associated with the clots of mica.

. The approximate mineral composition is microcline 60%, biotite 15%, plagioclase
12%, 'quartz 8%, muscovite 5%, magnetite,zircon arid xenotime.

'The rock is' an i;lugen gneiss.

No. 390 has been crushed much-more intensely thanNo. 1231 but at a'temperature
high 'enortgh:to prevent mylonitisation. It is very fine grained rock with a close and well
developed. banq.ing.. Occasional lighter bands denote a leucocratic patch in the original
rock and' atone end of the specimen is a band of black rock which represents a patch rich
in ferro-magnesian.'

. .

, Unqer the microscope a miniature augen structure is seen. Although theaverage
g~iin s~ze:is less than b·Ol~m. the feispar grains form augen 0·02 to 0'03 mm. across. The
banding, so noticeable in the hand' specimen is due to this augen structure and to a
tendency to foliation in the quartz. The micas wrap round the felspar augen and the
qu,artz foliae and have no constant orientation.. ' . .

The quartz forms small lenticular foliae which sometimes consist of a single
stressed crystal although in the majority of instances the foliae have been recrystallised
to a granular mosaic. ' .
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Most of the" felspar is microcline but some oligoclase could be" detected.
The felspars are nearly all untwinned and are only slightly weathered. Some of the"
microcline shows its characteristic cross-hatching but most of it could only be determined
byits refractive index and an occasional extinction angle. "

The biotite forms very small shreds interwoven with the quartz and felspar.
A few larger crystals about 0·005 mm. in length have pleochroism X =light yellow,
y = Z"= dark greenish brown.

,
There are a few relatively large garnet crystals. They are isotropic and colourless

and are probably" almandine.

Th~accessories magnetite, apatite" and zircon are sparsely distributed.

. "

The rock shows signs of drastic crushing and' recrystallisation. The augen of
felspar do not seem to have recrystallised as they would never have grown so much bigger
than the quartz. The quartz has recrystallised and segregated into, lenticles which
really give the foliation to the rock. The individual grainsof mica do not exhibit much
rarallelism but in the mass they have the effect of increasing the schistosity of the rock.

The rock is a granitic gneiss.

No. 277 is a granite gneiss in wich metamorphism reached its maximum ata time
when the rock was completely solid but before it had had time to cool. The granite was

" intruded under great hydrostatic pressure and probably the garnet in the rock is the
original primary crystallisation of the ferro-magnesian. The garnet forms large pink
crystals in a white rock. The felspar is opaque and white and can easily be distinguished
from the vitreous quartz. It has no tendency to elongation parallel to the foliation.
The qtlartz forms small lenticular foliae 2 mm. thick and 10 to 15 mm. long, spaced
about '5 mm. apart. Occasional large crystals of microcline break up this arrangement.

The quartz shows undulose extinction and gi ves every indication of having been
subjected to stress while cooling. It contains many strings of inclusions orien~ated

perpendicular to the length of the quartz lenticle. The inclusions are both dust and
liquid, some of the latter containing gas bubbles.

The dominant felspar is a perthitic microcline. The typical cross-hatching is not
seen in the larger crystals but the smaller recrystallised grains in the crushed areas have a
well developed twinning. The sodic phase in the perthite separates out in irregular"
patches and gives th~ rock an"" untidy" appearance. This effect is increased by the

"crushing of the microcline in some areas and the formation of sutured edges between'the
grains. "In the more highly crushed areas much of the inicrocline has beenrecrystallised .
and the albite set free to form separate small crystals. The felspar is not weathered to
any extent but some of the microcline looks cloudy in ordinary light.

•

" .
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The garnet forms large pink grains which are perfectly isotropic. It is altered
along cracks and at the edges to biotite. The biotite is brown with X = light yellow
brown, Y = Z = brown. It is in turn altered to chlorite which is faintly pleochroic
in green and shows ultra blue polarisation colours..

The minerals in order of abundance are microcline, quartz, plagioclase and garnet.

This rock was metamorphosed soon after solidification and before it had had time
to cool to any great extent. The quartz was thus segregated into foliae while in a mobile
state and such felspar as was crushed was able to be recrystallised.

The rock is a garnetiferous gneissic granite.

This rock bears a striking resemblance both in hand specimen and in thin section
to rocks. collected by the British, Australian and New Zealand Antarctic Research
Expeditionfrom the rock outcrops of Enderby Land.

No. 270.is very similar in appearance to No. 277 but some slight alteration has
made the felspar a light brown in colour. The quartz foliae are more continuo~s than in
the previous rock. The rock consists essentially of quartz, orthoclase, plagioclase and
garnet.

The quartz shows undulose extinction and has sutured edges between adjacent
grains. The strings of inclusions are not so abmidant as in the previous rock. The
plagioclase has the composition of oligoclase and is usually turbid ·through alteration.
The alteration products are sericite; which· seems to represent the potassic phase
separating out ot the plagioclase, and calcite. The micTocline is much less weathered
than the plagioclase. It is commonly untwinned and one large crystal can be seen
in which the grating structure is just beginning to appear, growing outward from
cracks across the felspar. It is perthitic apd the sodic phase is scattered irregularly
through its host. .

A little biotite was present but is now all altered to chlorite.

The garnet is pink and is?tropic and has a refractive index slightly above 1'79.
It is probably almandine.

There is a little sillimanite developed in the crushed areas. It has replaced some
sericite formed from the felspar during the crushing of the rock. It forms small but
definite crystals which show the characteristic prismatic cross-sections and 010 cleavage.

. This rock has been crushed and recrystallised while still hot and subsequently
raised to the sillimanite grade. At a much later stage in its history it has been weathenld
and the felspar and biotite altered.

The rock is a sillimanite-garnet bearing gneissic granite.
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No. 709 is similar to No. 270 but was more crushed than the previous rocks.
In hand specimen it resembles No. 277 in all particlilars except that it. is considerably
coarser in grain. The quartz foliae are more continuous than in No. 270. The garnets
are big but only sporadically distributed.

Under the microscope the crushing and granulation is seen to have been more
drastic than in the othei, rocks and is possibly due to the rock having cooled down to a
lower temperature before the onset of metamorphism. ~l'he quartz has segregated
into foliae but there is some in with the crushed microcline. In No. 277 the quartz of
each lenticle is optically continuous bllt in this rock the foliae contain many separate
grains. The strings of inclusions have a constant orientation at an angle to the long
axis of the quartz lenticle.·

The felspar is almost .entirely mierocline but there is some albite also present.
The original grains were from 2 to 5 mm. in diameter but most of the microcline has
been crushed. The crushed fragments 'are of all sizes from .}·o mm. to less than 0 ·l mm.
but in the inost thoroughly crushed areas all of the grains are below 0·1 nun. in size.
'I'he larger" relic" crystals are· imperfectly twinned but the recrystallised niicrocline
has a well developed ·cross-hatching. Some of these relicsean be seen in the process of·
breaking up· into lenticular pieces with areas of crushed felspar between them. It was
along these crush areas on the edges of the felspar crystals that sericite was formed.
This sericite has now been altered to sillimanite. The sillimanite is mostly found ill the
areas where the. microcline is the most crushed but is also scattered through the larger
microcline crystals. It has formed definite small crystals with the typical 010 cleavage,
in the crush areas, and fine needles in the microcline.

Laterpost".metamorphic movements and a slight amount of weathering have
developed sericite along .one edge of the specimen. This sericite has mainly formed at the
expense of the sillimanite.

There is in the slide one large crystal of garnet. The garnet is pink and isotropic
and has a refractive index above }·79. The crystal has been rounded and some ci'ushed
felspat has been moulded upon it. This suggests that the rock had crystall~sed as a
garnetiferous granite under considerable hydrostatic pressure and that at a later stage
the stress element· had become predominant.

The rock is a sillimanite-garnet bearing granite gneiss.

No. 341 is similar in structure to the foregoing rocks but does not containanyof the
distinctive minerals of metamorphic rocks. It is a white fine grained granitic rock
containing patches of a pale green mica scattered through the rock along what appears
to be shearing planes. .(

In thin section.a well developed mortar structure is seen. The larger crystals
have serrated edges and are twisted and bent. The rock consists almost entirely of
quartz and the two felspars: .

..

\,

I

"
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The quartz has been cnished and recrystallised to a much greater extent than the
felspar. The grains are elongated in a common direction 'and have irregular edges oneta ,
the other.. That the pressure was still operative when the rock had cooled down taa
low temperature is shown by the fact that the recrystallised grains of quartz have been

. .

stressed to the extent of producing undulose extinction.

Of the felspars the plagioclase is the more abundant. It has a con;position very
close to albite. and is usually slightly weathered. The erystais are often crushed and
many are bent through an angle of several degrees as' shown by the bending of the twin
lamellae. Themicrocline shows the typical cross-hatching which is, however, rather
imperfectly developed., It is weathered to the same degree as the plagioclase. There has

,been some" unmixing " of the felspars, resulting in the formation of perthiteand
antiperthite. It is often difficult to distinguish between the two but the antiperthite
appears to be the more common. The antiperthite takes the form of irregular inclusions of
microcline in. the albite' crystals.

The muscovite forms thick crystals which do not appear to have grown under
any great amount of stress. There has doubtless been a period after the crushing when

,the effects of'rising temperature tended to obliterate those due .to stress and allO\ved
the· recrystallisation of the rock. Although green in' the hand specimen it is quite
colourless in thin section. It has the appearance and properties of ordinary muscovite;
it is biaxial negative with 2E =65° - 70°. It is probably derived from the crushing
of the felspar.

'1'here is a sli1all amount of seapolite, formed from the plagioclase..

The rock is a granite gneiss.

No. 918 is a fine grained garnetiferous granite. In hand speCImen it has the
appearance of an aplite but in the thin section it shows that crushing, partly
contempor'ary and partly subsequent, which is 'characteristic of those granites which
ha\'e crystallised under high pressure and have later been subjected to strain conditions.
There is no perceptible banding or foliation eithe~in hand specimen or in thin section.
The structure of the rock differs from that of ordinary granites in that the' quartz
in~tead of being more'or less evenly distributed through the rock is segregated into
clumps. Few of the grains show undulose extinction, as the stress had died down
before the temperature had fallen low enough to inhibit recrystallisation of the quartz.

. ' ,

The felspar is dominantly microcline with a few scattered grains of oligoclase.
The microcline is perthitic and shows when correctly orientated a rather well ~eveloped

.cross-hatching. Both the felspars are altered with the, separation of small niicaceous
flakes.

The biotite is dark with X = light straw yellow, Y = Z = <:lark greel~ish brown
.. ,

to opaque.
• 6~84ll-D

'J
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Garnet forms large crystals which have been fractured by the stress movements
in the rock and pulled apart and the space between the broken parts filled with quartz
and microcline.

The accessories are magnetite and apatite.

. The minerals in order of abundance are'microcline, quartz,biotite, plagioclase,
garnet, magnetite and apatite.

The ro<?k is a garnetiferous granite.

No. 207 is Of a similar appearance to No. 918 but is slightly .coarser in the grain.
It is a fine:grfl'ined white rock in which small garnets form dark coloured specks. The
vitreous quartz can be seen in small lenticles amongst the white felspar and the rock
resembles, though on a much finer scale, the gneissic granites Nos. 279 and 277.

The thin section shows the foliation of the quartz and' makes more evident the
metamorphic nature of the rock. The rock consists of quartz, microcline, plagioclase and
garnet. The microcline, plagioclase and some of the quartz form a more or less
granoblastic base through' which are interspersed the lentieles 'of quartz. The
minerals of the granoblastic portion have an average grain size of aboilt 0·2 to 0'3 mm.
and have very irregular· boundaries between adjacent grai~s. This, combined with
the microcline twinning, which is differently orientated in each grain, gives the
untidy effect noted in other rocks of this nature. The quartz lenticles are as much as
4 mm. long and are about. 0:2 to 0'4 mm. wide. The quartz is in optical continuity, '
throughout the whole of the lenticle but shows rather plarked undulose extinCtion
due to stress.

The quartz contains strings of inclusions, most of which are perpimdicular to the
direction of foliation~ The inclusions are liquid' and contain mobile bubbles of gas..
There are very few included mineral graIns in the quartz.

The microcline is for the most part fresh or only slightly weathered. It is in small
grains throughout the rock and exhibits a well developed twin pattern. There is also
a considerable amount ofbadly weathered felspar in the rock and on comparison with'

.the' fresh microcline it has been referred to plagioclase. A few less-altered grains show
multiple twinning and place the composition close to oligoclas'e AbsoAn2o .

The ferro-magnesian content of the rock is represented by the garnet. It is
colourless and perfectly isotropic and contains included grains and emb~yments' of
quartz. It is slightly altered along cracks and around the edges of grains to a green.
chloritic mica. The garnet was in all probability a primary mineral in a magma
crystallising under great hydrostatic pressure. .

There is a little black-brown biotite which is not directly associated with the
garnet, but it appears to have been derived from the garnet rather thaI1' to have been a
primary crystallisation.

••

•
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There are a few sporadic, rounded grains of zircon in the slide.

247

The quartz, microcline and plagioclase are about equal in quantity with quartz
slightly more and the plagioclase slightly less abundant. 'The garnet does not make up
more than one per cent of the whole rock.

The rock IS a gneissic granite.

No. 903 is a light coloured Tock composed of colourless, quartz and ,,,hite felspar.
The grain-size is medium and a small amount of mica accentuates a certain slight
foliation ,of the leucocratic constituents of the rock.

The microscope shows a gneissic structure in which the felspar in equidimensional
grains and aggregates is surrounded by the foliated quartz and by a small amount of
recrystallised felspar. ' The quartz is strained and invariably shows undulose extinction.
It contains numerous strings 'of inclusions mostly of the gas-liquid type. Much of the
felspar is weathered and, so indeterminate but some slightly less weathered 'shows
multiple twinning. In striking contrast is the microcline which is only weathered to
a very slight extent. It appears as if the microcline was stable under the conditions
which obtained during metamorphism whereas the plagioclase broke down into albite,
sericite and zoisite. 'The microcline shows a very well developed grid structure
and is in addition twinned on the Carlsbad Law. 'There is some little biotite now
completely altered to chlorite with ,the typical ultra-blue polarisation colours. There
are also a few flakes of muscovite. Some intergrown with the chlorite is primary but
much is derived from the felspar. This, secondary muscovite is in quite large crystals
and is distinct from the sericite which forms a mass of minute flakes. Zircons with a'
high relief and a zoned structure are not uncomn10n. Epidote is associated with the
biotite-chlorite change.

The mineralsinorder of abunda~ce
muscovite, epidote and zircon.

are plagioClase,quartz, microcline, biotite,
/

•

The rock is a granite which has been metamorphosed at some time probably not
long after complete solidification. It is a gneissic granite.

,No. 322 consists of quartz and felspar with little or no ferro-magnesian constituent.
The felspar is white and the vitreous quartz standing out by comparison shows a rough ,
foliation. There are patches in the rock where thefelspar has changed to a light apple
green instead ofdead white.

The' thin section shows a' rock: coinposed of quartz and felspar in which
metamorphism has so modified tHe normal igneons structures as to render them obscure
and unrecognisable. The grain-size is medium and extrCluely irregular. The felspars
range from 2 mm. to 4 mm. in length 'but the quartz has all recrystallised to a granular
mosaic in which the average grain-size varies from 0·3 mm. to 1'0 min.
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The felspars are all altered but in different ways. The weathering of the
orthoclase has pl'oduced a cloudiness which appears white in reflected light but in which
no recognisable mineral grains can be seen. This is the opaque white felspar seen in hand
specimen. The plagioclase on the other hand has formed definite grains and flakes of
mineral and is seen to be responsible for the green colour of the hand specimen. A few
less weathered grains give extinction angles equivalent to a composition Ab7oAnao.

The quartz is recrystallised but still shows·unmistakeable signs of stress. There
are many .strings of inclusions in the quartz and these cut across crystal boundaries and
continue in the same direct{on through several grains. There appear to,be two mutually.
perpendicular directions of orientation for these strings.

. The only other minerals area small amount of muscovite derived, no doubt,
from the felspar and a few large crystals of apatite..

Of the three major constituents the orthoclase makes up 60% of the rock, quartz
30% anq plagioclase 10%.

The rock seems' to have been intruded during a period of orogenic Inovement and
to have been metamorphosed while still hot though probably in the solid state.

The rock is a gneissic granite.

Nos. 214 and 79 are very similar under the microscope although differing greatly
in superficial appearance in hand specimen. This difference is not 'due to any real
difference in mineral composition but is due to the greater amount of weathering 6f No. 79.
No. 214 is'a white rock composed essentially of qliartz and felspar with a few small crystals
of tourmaline. No. 79 is a medium grained rock in which quartz is clear and vitreous,
the plagiocla'se very light green and the somewhat rare orthoclase a light pink.

In the slide the rocks are similar except that in No. 79 the felspars are all weathered.
There is no structural term adequate to describe the structure of this rock. Most of the
felspar remains as large unrecrystallisedgrains varying from several millimetres to a
centimetre or more in length. Many of them, however, have been fractured andl{ave

zones of crushed felspar running across them. The quartz is interstitial and shows by
its: structure that it has ,borne the brunt of the stress. It has been entirely
recrystallised during a period of great stress and appears to have been' squeezed .out
and crushed between the crystals of felspar. In places the grains have bee'n shattered
and drawn out between the felspar crystals and at a later stage the whole has been
further stressed with the result that the' quartz has broken i~to long irregular
interIockingtongues. Between these there' are patches of fine crushed quartz. The
quartz contains strings of gas-liquid inclusions which continue without change in
direction across the. most disturbed areas of the slide.

The felspar compriseS'both plagioclase andorthbclase. In No. 214 the orthoclase
is the more abundant and. iJ.l No. 79 the plagioclase is dominant. The plagioclase is
oligoclase. Both:felspars are slightly weathered in No. 214 and completely weathered.
in No. 79.

,

..

..
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, Tourmaline is the only accessory in No. 214. It forms grains of considerable size
and is quite unbroken. It is probable thatjt was introduced during metamorphism but
there is not the amount of reaction noted in other rocks (see p. 259 et seq.). 'It is a dark
bluish green, pleochroic from light shades to almost black. . - ;'
.. ... . I

In No. 79 muscovite has been developed at the expense of the felspar and has:
formed aggregates of bent and broken crystals. There, is also a second gen~ration of

, smaller fla~es which are often arranged in radial grou:ps.' ,

There are none of the usual accessorIes in either of these rocks.

Both rocks have similar histories. In them metamorphism has ~ct~d upon a soiid
rock which has yielded by repeated solution and recrystallisation of the quartz. The
felspar has not suffered much except by a later post-metamorphic alteration.

The rock in each case is a gneissic granite.

(3) GRANITE GNEISSES FORMED BY FLOWING WITHOUT CRUSHING.'

This group includes those rocks formed by the deformation of already, solidified
rocks. These rocks have been subjected to' stresses just as powerful as those of the
previous section but at the same time have been at a temperature high enough to prevent
crushing of the rock. This resulted in an even grain size as compared with the mortar'
structure seen in the previous group; The rocks so affected have all been granites
and they have formed a series of quartz-felspar gneisses.

No. 271 is another ofthe rocks of the granodioritegneiss facies.. It contains much
more potash felspar than the typical granodiorite, in which rock the ratio of plagioclase
to microcline is somewhat in excess of the 50-50 ratio. Itdiffersvery little in appearance'
from the gneiss in situ at Cape Denison except that it has a more perfect foliation: The
mica is cOllCentrated into long flat ov'al foliae rather than inti:> planes of foliation thus
indicating stre~s from 'two directions and a relief from stress in the third. ,Crystals of
allanite up to ,5 mm. in length are sporadically distributed through the rock. , "

The structure as seen in thin section is that of a rock that has acquired its foliation
through flowing rather than through crushing. The quartz has been segregated into foliae
which together with the parallelism of the biotite give a rough cleavage to the rock. The
felspars have not beencrushed but have been recrystallised. -The grain-size is extremely
uneven varying from 0'08 mill. to 1'0 mm. and averages about 0'4 nim.

The quartz is el6ngat~d parallel to the foliation and forms big grains most,of which
show undulose extinction. 'A few strings of inclusions-mainly dust but with afe,y
liquid inclusions-are orientated in a common direction more or less perpendicular to the
length of the quartz grains.

The dominant felspar is microclinc, which is slightly perthitic. The cross-hatching
is not well developed but most crystals show it. The oligoclase is much less abtindant
than the microcline. It is 'more weathered than the microcline, some gra'ins being almost'
obscured by the alteration products. .
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The biotite has X = light greenish yellow,.y = Z = dark brownish green to
opaque. It is segregated into clumps and thin foliae elongated'parallel to the foliation.
It is altering to chlorite in which X = light greenish yellow (of the same intensity as in
the biotite) Y = Z = emerald green. The chlorite hasthe typical" ultra" interference
colours.

Some yellow green epidote is associated with the biotite. ,It' is pleochroic In

yellow and green and its high polarisation colours are those of typical pistacite.

There are a few sporadic crystals of apatite.

The minerals in order of abundance are microcline, quartz, plagioclase, biotite,'
epidote and apatite.

The rock is a granite gneiss.

No. 523 isa typical granite gneiss in which there is a parallel arrangement of the
mica and a foliation of the leucocratic minerals.' The schistosity is more linear than
planar and a surface at right angles to the schistosity shows no definite direction of
orientation. The quartz andJelspar are opaque and white but the biotite gives a grey
colour to the rock.

The thin section perpendicular to the foliatiOll reveals a gmnoblastic texture in
which the average grain size is between 0'15 m~n'. and 0·25 mm. ,The mica flakes are
bigger and tend to aggregate into clumps with a decussate structure. The individual
flakes are about 0'50 X 0'12 mm.

, , '

The quartz shows undulose extinction and containing a few strings ofinclusio~s.
It shows no signs of fracturing. '

The felspars comprise both orthoclase and plagioclase. Much-of the plagioclase
is untwinned or shows only a few albite lamellae in one portion of the crystal and as both
felspars have refractive indices below quartz it is difficult to estimate their relative
proportions. However, tests on individual grains show that the orthoclase is much more

, abundant than the plagioclase. The plagioclase has the, compositiol1of Abs5An15. It
, contains some antiperthite in which irregular blebs of orthoclase are scattered through
the plagioclase crystals. Both felspars are weathered to a slight degree but the
most weathered grains are all plagioclase. '

The biotite is a dark variety in which X = light golden yellow, Y = Z = very dark
brown to opaque. It contains a few pleochroic haloes around colourless grains which
appear to be zircon. It is biaxial n~gative and has a very small optIc axial angle.
Muscovite is much less abundant and is usually intergrown with the biotIte.

Apatite forms relatively large crystals 0:1 mm. in diameter, .usually associated
with the clots of biotite.' Other accessories' are zircon, magnetite, sphene and 'monazite.
The zircon can be distinguished by its polarisatIon colours and uniaxial positive sign.
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common: The potash felspar is
It is perthitic, the sodicphase

. The minerals in order of abundance are orthoclase, plagioclase, quartz, biotite,
muscovite and accessories. '

The rock shows no sign of granulation and cataclasis and presents a striking
contrast to the rocks of the previous group. The crushed rocks are notable for the
differences in grain-size between the crushed and uncrushed material. In this rock and
inmost of the rocks of this group the minerals have been recrystallised to a more or less
even size~ Even in No. 271 where the grain-size is uneven the variation is not nearly so ,
great or so noticeable as in the crushed rocks.

The rock is a granite gneiss.,

No. 525 is very similar to No. 523 except that it is light pink in colour due to some
slight weathering of the felspar. Under the microscope it resembles No. 523 as closely
as it does in hand specimen. Close inspection, however, revealsdifferences' which though
slight are of some importance. These differences are the absence ofmuscovite and the
presence of two small crystals of hornblende.

The str).lcture of the rock is similar to No. 523. The felsic constituents are a
little more abundant. The quartz is clear except for a few inclusions and almost
invariably shows' undulose extinction.

Of the felspars oligoclase is by far the less
microcline with a rather poorly defined twinning.
appearing as irregular patches in the microcline.

The biotite is similar in colour and properties to that in No. 523 but in one part
of the slide shows weathering to chlorite. The first stage in weathering produced a
mineral which corresponds in colour and propertie;; to vermiculite. The cleavage is not so
perfect as the cleavage of biotite and in places the lamellae have been forced apart. It
has a reddish colour and a distinct pleochroism X = rich golden yellow, Y = Z = deep
reddish orange, X < Y = Z. Interleaved with it and apparently representing a further'
stage in weathering is green chlorite with its typical" ultra-blue" polarisation colours.

The hornblende is deep green in colour and is quite similar to that to be described
, later in rocks Nos. 413 and 724., Its presence is noteworthy in showing the' relation,

between these hornblende rocks and No'. 523.

Sphene is rather more common than in No. 523. It is dark grey with a strong
absorption and a' high birefrIngence.'

Allailite is also present in this slide. It is light brown in colour, non~pleochroic,

and has a low birefringence. Some of the crystals have an outer zone of epidote. This
epidote is coloudess but has a birefringence of 0'035 indicating a fairly high proportion
of iron.

Accessories are magnetite and apatite.

The rock is, a granite gneiss.
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':~3'5%

, 48'0%,

17'5%
0'8%
0'2% '
p.

No. 336 is very similar to Nos. 523 and 525 but differs in that it has running across
it a vein of pyroxene. This vein has rather a profound effect on the rock aboutit and is
remarkable in that its effects simulate those due to weathering.

, ,

. . -.'
, '

, The microscope appearance of the unaltered rock is similar to that of No. 523 but
this rock contains more biotite. The quartz and felspars are of the same average size,
0·15 to 0·25 mm. but the biotite is larger and gives a coarser grained appearance to the

, rock. ' , , , '
.', . The quartz has a few'inclusions of very small mineral grains and of dust. It shows

,undulose extinction and some grains are elongated parallel to the foliation.

,The felspar is ,clear and no more weathered than in the majority of fresh rocks.
The: plagioclase Abs5An15 is normally slightly more weathered than the potash felspar.

. _ . ,t .

It is not very abundant. The potash felspar is largely untwinned although a few sections
shows the typical crossehatching of nllcrocline.

The biotite is greenish brown, X= very light yellow, Y = Z ' dark greenish
brown. It contains few inclusions of zircon but one or two large grains, produce
pleochroic haloes. There is olie ctystal of sphene intergrown with some biotite flakes
and it produces a halo in the grains in contact with it. 'Epidote crystals may also, cause
these haloes. In this instance the action appears to be due to the presence of ce~iu~

,in the epidote as many of the crystals contain, an inner portion, which resembles
allanite. In one instance a composite crystal of this nature included in biotite produced.
a halo which followed the edge of the allanite in the centre of thc crystal but did not
surround a portion of the pistacite which did not contain the allanite centre.

The pistacite though colourless has a birefringence highertlIali zoisitc. The
allanite is yellow and a.lmost isotropic.

The. only other mineral present in any quantity is sphene, which forms z~nobll;,stlc

crystals with the typical strong absorption.

The mineral composition is as follows :-
Quartz

, Felspar
.Biotite
Epidote
Sphene
Apatite

The rock is a granite gneiss.

Of'pai·ticular interest is the vein injected into the rock and tl~e effect it has, on
the rock ,adjacent to it. The vein consists of pyroxene, felspar and a.llIphi~ole, of which
the pyroxene is the most abundant mineral. The pyroxene is dull green inhand spe?imen
and is almost colourless in thin section. It has a fair relief and a birefringence ofabout
0·02 and resembles in its properties diallage. 'Intergrown with if.al:e prismatic~ crystals
of amphibole.' ,

•
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The amphibole is green blue with X = light greenish yellow,. Y = green,
Z - bluish green, X < Y, < Z. Parts of the crystals are lighter in colour than others.
There is also some amphibole which is not intergrown with the pyroxene but which forms
separate crystals. !t differs from the other amphibole in that it is of a uniform, and
slightly lighter colour. The amphiboleis on the edges of the vein between the pyroxene
and the injected rock andappears to.represent the result ofreaction between the pyroxene
and the biotite of the rock; The vein also contains plagioclase and some little epidote,
both of which minerals look to have been derived from the wall of the vein by stoping.

The contact zone of the rock is also interesting.' There is a zone of the rock
varying from 0 to 3 mm. in width along the side of the vein in which the feh;j:>ars have all
been rendered cloudy by alteration. The orthoclase has been the more readily affected and'
contains a great many flakes of some indeterminate micaceous mineral. This mineral
although it does not make up more than 10% of the felspar has the effect of completely ,
clouding it. The plagioclase contains some irregular grains with a'high relief which
cannot be determined and in addition some recognisable sericite which apparently

, ,

represents the small amount of potash felsparoriginally held in solid solution in the
plagioclase. It is not likely that this felspar was introduced with the vein nor that the.
alteration was contemporaneous with the formation of the vein.' It is more probable that'
the felspar was altered 'along a crack byaqueous solutiom and that the pyroxene and
amphibole were introduced by reaction and replacement at a later stage. The zone of
reaction and replacement did not altogether coincide with the' zone of alteration so' that
in some places there is a selvage of altered felspar to the vein and in other places the
vein abuts against the unaltered rock (see plate XII, figs. 1 & 2). "

The rocknear the vein contains hornblende in place of biotite and also sphene which'
represents thetitanium content of the biotite. The amphibole psuedomorphs the biotite
and forms flakes which to the casual inspection are easily mistaken for biotite., Nearer
the vein it forms bigger crystals which have their own crystal form. It is greim with
X = light greenish yellow, Y = green, Z " bluish green, X < Y < Z. There ~re.

, pleochroic haloes around grains of allanite, zircon and sphene. One' halo around')'tn
allanite grain had X = light greenish yellow (equal in intensity to the X direction

'in the amphibole) and Z = green (darker than the Z direction in the amphibole).
The haloes around the sphene and zircon are much less conspicuous and only intensify
slightly the colour of the amphibole. There is associated with the amphibole sOlmi
granular epidote which is probably derived from the reaction. The sphene forms large
wedge shaped crystals.

The rock was first altered along a crack by aqueous solutions and then injected ,
by a vein of pyroxene. The pyroxene reacted with the biotite of the rock and formed

, an amphibole, and the titanium content of the biotite which. did n~t pa~~ into the
amphibole' w~nt to form sphene. '

No. 413 is a rather coarse granite gneiss in ,which bands of quartz and felspar
alternate with thinner bands of black mica and hornblende. The foliation is not so
perfect as in the previous rocks ofthis class. The felspar is slightly pink due tow~athering; _
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The mi0roscope structure is gneissose. The quartz and felspar grains are as a rule
equidimensionaJ but some' are elongated parallel to the foliation and there are some
quartz Hmticles following the foliation. The biotite flakes also follO\v the foliation but
have not the same rigid parallelism that is selm in 'No. 525'and similar rocks. The rock

, has an uneven grain size but the average lies between 0·2 and 0'5 mm.

The quartz is bent and fractured and has undulose extinction. It contains a few
inclusions but is normally very clear.

The felspars comprise both microciine' and plagioclase, plagioclase being the less
abundant. Both felspars show the effects of crushing and have bent twin lamellae. The
plagioclase' has' the composition of Ab s5An15 and contains inclusions of quartz.
The microcline does not show good twinning but has a few thin twin lamellae which'
fade 'out in the middle of the crystal.

The biotite is very dark in colour and has the pleochroism X = light golden yellow,
y = Z = very dark brown to opaque. It contains inclusions of sphene, apatite, and
allanite, none: of which produce. pleochroic haloes.

'Hornblende appears in this rock in appreciable quantity. It is usually
intergrown with the biotite in such a manner as to suggest that it is derived from it.
It is green in colour and much darker than the amphibole in No. 336. The pleochroism
is X == light greenish yellow, Y= dark green, Z = dark greenish blue, X <: Y < Z.
The double refraction isfairly high but is masked by'the absorption.

. .

Sphene is rather common in this rock as large brown crystals and more usually.
as aggregates of smaller grains. Many of these aggregates have cores of magnetite or
ilmenite. This has been ascribed to reaction between titanium in ilmenite and some

. '..
supply of calcium' and silica in the rock leaving a core of 'pure magnetite surrounlied .
by a zone of granular sphene. This reaction is common in the rocks from Adelie Land
and has been noted by Stillwell (1918, p. 78) and Glastonbury (1940, a). It is much more
common in the basic types.

Allanite is also common and as usual is weathered to a yellow wax-like mass with a .
low birefringence. Some of the crystals which have been specially protected have a
birefringenceof over 0'02. Several of the crystals have an outer shell of pistacite
around them. 'Pistacite is also present in the form of small grains.

Apatite the only other accessory forms clear white crystals with a illoaerate relief.

The minerals in order of abundance are microcline, plagioclase, quartz, biotite,
hornblende; sphene, magnetite, allanite, epidote and apatite.
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It is evident that the rock has been formed at a considerable grad~ of
metamorphism. The failure to form garnet does not preclude its having reached' the
garnet grade and it is probable that it has done so as the formation of hornblende from
the biotite needs a fairly high grade of metamorphism. That there has been notable
stress is evidenced by. the curving. of the twin .lamella!'l in the'plagioclase.

The rock is a granitic gneiss ..

No. '724 is a ~o.mposite gneiss of a. similar nature to No. 413. It differs in that it
contains more hornblende and also in that it has a vein of hornblende traversing the rock..
One portion of the rock is rather more massive and eontains more hornblende while on
the other side of the vein the rock is more perfectly schistose and contains more biotite.
This latter portion is typical of the rock and the other portion is only a local variation.

. The thin section of this less ml1ssive type is rather similar to that of No. 413, but
contains more hornblende than No. 4lit In .thc structure of the rock and in the
proportions of the other minerals prcsellt it is quite similar. The mieroclineis nicely
twinned and is quite fresh but the plagioclase is slightly weathered. The biotite has the
same strong absorption. The hornblende is moreabundant and is usually associated with
the biotite. T4e pleochroism is X .~ light greenish yellow, Y = dark green, Z = dark
blue green, X < y = Z. The extinction Z1\ c = 23°. Sphene is rather'common as.in
No. 413 but in larger crystals. It has it light brown colotu' but a strong absorption and a
notable pleochroism. Apatite f'orms clear crystals with a nioderate relief.

The minerals present in order of abundance ·are microcline, plagioclase, quartz,
hprnblende, biotite, sphene, apatite, epidote, zircon and allanite.

The rock is a hornblende felspar gneiss,

No. 543 is- another metamorphosed igneous· rock but has been rendered more
highly schistose than any .of the other specimens. It has the appearance of a
metamorphosed sedimentary rock and but for the presenceof sphene and alhtnite which
show its connection to the Granodiorite gneiss it would have' been classified with the
semi-calcareous argillaceous rocks.. 'The rock is dark grey in colour and is of a fairly
fine grain. The constituent minerals can be made out to be quartz, felslJar, biotite and
hornblende. It differs. from the norma:! metamorphosed granodiorites in that the
ferromagnesian is evenly scattered through the rock instead of being segregated into'
foliae.

The thin section shows the rock to have been thoroughly reconstituted. The
grain-size is very even and averages 0·25 mm. The 'structure is typically gneissose in that
the quartz and felspar are granoblastic and the biotite exhibits a parallel arrangement..

The quartz is not very abundant. It is not affected by strain and is reasonably
free from inclusions of any nature.
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The plagioclase has the cOl'~position of oligoclase AbsoAn2o . !tis very fresh and
unaltered and does not exhibit twinning in many of the grains. Orthoclase is also present,'
though in much less quantity than the plagioclase from which it can only be distinguished.
by its lower refractive index. .

The biotite is a greenish variety in which X= light golden brown, Y = Z ~ dark
greenish brown. It contains inclusions of zircon which induce pleochroic haloes.

The hornblende is green, X = greenish yellow, Y = bluish green, Z = greenish
blue, X < Y =2. The'extinction is Z /\ e = 22°~ , .

Epidote is .abundant and forms aggregates of grey crystals with a high relief and
medium birefringence. Some with a yellow colour and low birefringence is allanite.. The
allanite is usually intergrown with the pistacite.

Spheneis rather common in the form of small xenoblastic crystals, the larger of
whir·h 'may contain ilmenite centres.

Apatite is fairly common and forms relatively large crystals.

The other accessories are' zircon and ilmenite.

The milieral composition is as follows :-

•

Quartz
Felspar
Biotite
Hornblende
Epidote'
Sphene
Apatite
Ilmenite
Allanite
Zircon

27'1%

48"4%
17·8%

1-5%
2'4% ~

1-4%
0'8%
0'3%
0'3%
p.

The composition of this rock is that of a granodiorite and itis more than probable
that this rock is another of the granodiorite facies. The only other alternative is that it
is a calcareous argillaceotls arkose which ,vould behave in asinlilar way. H~wever, the
presence of the allaliite and sphene and the la.rgeexcess of the felspar over the quartz
strongly support the igneous origin. Apart from the hornblende the composition is very
similar to that of No. 336 (q.v.).

The rock is a. felspar biotite gneiss.

No. 156 is an metamorphosed igneous rock but differs from those described.a.bove
in that it contains' hypersthene. In this respect it is related to the Charnockites. of

.Madigan Nunatak and Aurora Peale Of the rocks described by Stillwell (1918) from
these localities No. 754 fron~ Aurora Peak (p. 139) most nearly resemblesthisspeeimen.

•
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It is a dark' massive rock when fresh but the partial ~eather;ng of .felspar
gives a lighter colour to the surface. The~e are some magn'etite crystals on-the surface
and each has around it a zone in which the quartz is stained with haematite. There is
an ill-defined foliation of the dark minerals.

The structure is granoblastic and the average grain-size is about 0·3 to 0·4 mm.
The foliation of the darker constituents seen in the ,hand-specimen is not pe~ceptible in
the thin section.

The quartz forms large rounded grains which seem to have been segregated under
the influence of pressure. It contains many trains of gas-liquid inclusions and :shows
undulose extinction.

Plagioclase is the dominant felspar. It has the composition of Ab6oAn4o ' The
twin lamellae are often bent and theex£inction position at one end of a crystal may differ

, by as much as 30° from the extinctiqn position at the other end of the crystal. There
is some little orthoclase present.

There are tl)ree ferromagnesian minerals present, biotite, hypersthene and
hornblende.' Hypersthene is apparently the primary mineral from which the biotite is
derived. In section 0·02 mm: thick the pleochroism is scarcely noticeable but the colour
can be seen to change from light pink to light green. The birefringence is considerably
above that of quartz and indicates a moderate tenor ofiron. The hypersthene has been
affected by metamorphism and has broken down to form biotite although most traces of

, this reaction have been obliterated in, the sUp'sequent recrystallisation of the rock.
There has been a later alteration of the hypersthene after the end of the metamorphism
but ,this lias resulted in the formation of granules of magnetite and of flakes of
some indeterminate mineral along cracks in the hypersthene grains.

Hornblende is present in small quantity and is probably also primary. It has not
been derived by any process of uralitisation of the pyroxene since the.metamorphism of

,the rock. The pleochroism is X = light yellow, Y = yellowish green, Z == clear grass
green, X < Y < Z.

The biotite is almost as abundant as the hypersthene. Its pleochroism is X :
light yellciw, Y = Z = dark brown. It contains a few grains of zircon with feeble haloes.
Many ofthe flakes are bent indicating that the biotite was formed before the end of the

'. . " . .
metamorphic period.'

_Therearetwo generations 6f magnetite' crystals. The earlier crystals are
porphyroblastic and are surrounded by a zone in which the cracks in the rock are filled
with haematite, thus producing the red colouration seen in the h;llld specimen;, The
later crystals arederived,from thebreaking do~n of the hype~sthene.

_::.i\:patite is the only other accessory. '
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The minerals in order of abundance are plagioclase, hypersthene, quartz, biotite,
orthoclase, hornblende, magnetite and apatite.

. . This rock is unusual in that it represents an altered charnockite. The hjpersthene
in this case is obviously unstable and breaking down to biotite, although recrystallisation
has blotted out most traces of the reaction.

The rock is a charnockite gneiss.

No. 662 is an erratic collected· from Cape Hunter and is a light grey, fine-grained
rock with a slight foliation.. The minerals visible in hand specimen are quartz, felspar
and biotite.

The thin section shows a rock in which the average grain-size is about 0:25' mm.
The structure is very uneven as the grains of felspar have sutured edges one to the other
and there is a considerable amount of fine material both quartz and felspar. The larger

· quartz grains are about 0·50 mm. across and are lenticular in section. They all have
undulose extinction and contains strings of gas-liquid inclusions. The smaller grains
are about 0'05 to 0·10 mm. in diameter and as they are entirely recrystallised are free
from stress and undulose extinction. . The microcline is mainly in the form oflarge grains
(0'3 to 0·4 mm.) with very irregular edges and a well devdoped cross-hatching. These
contain included grains of quartz and plagioclase. There are not many small grains of
microcline as most of the recrystallised material is quartz but there are a few areas in
which the microcline has been broken and recrystallised. The plagioclase is less common
than the microcline. It is of the composition Ab75An25 and is u~~lally cloudy due to
iJ1(j~pient alteration. The biotite is reddish brown, pleochroic from X= light yellow to
y = Z = dark reddish brown. It forms flakes in two ranges of sizes. The larger range

· from 0·15 to 0·30 mm. There are also a great number of smaller flakes 0·10 mm. and
smaller which together with the irregular structure of the quartz and felspar give a ragged
appearance to the rock. There are a few flakes of muscovite intergrown with the biotite.
.The accessories are sphene, magnetite, pyrite, apatite, ealeite, allanite and zircon. The
sphene. is in small grains which appear to have been derived from the breaking up of a
larger grain and the scatteringofthe pieces along the direction of flow of the rock. The
pyrite is in the form of large grains which invariably have an outer zone of magnetite'

· formed, apparently, by the oxidation of t.he .pyrite. Some larger grains of magnetite
· represent pyrite wholly changed and there are all stages between the slightly altered and

the completely altered pyrite. .The apatite is in clear grains included in the quartz and
felspar. Zircon is not uncommon as small elongated grains of high relief and mostly
included in the quartz. There are only two or three grains of very altered allanite.
Calcite is present in small quantity and is apparently original or at least formed before
the onset of metamorphism.

This rock has been metamorphosed under conditions of strong pres.sure and only
moderate temperature. .The temperature has not been high enough for complete
recrystallisation nor has the pressure been strong enough to effect any notable degree of

....

•

•
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cru;shing. In the early stages of metamorphism the quartz recrystaJlised into large
·lenticular grains but later some of the quartz and felspar dissolved under pressure and
formed small crystals around the larger grains. The sphene and the biotite both show
signs of a crushing and shredding which has been partly obscured by recrystallisation:.

The minerals in order of abundance are microcline, quartz, plagioclase, biotite,
magnetite, pyrite, apatite, sphene, allanite and zircon. . .

The rock is a granite gneiss.

(4) ROCKS· CRUSHED AND INVADED BY BORON CONTATNING VAPOURS.

In this group are placed those rocks in which crushing of the rock has been
followed by the invasion ofboron vapours up through. the crush zone: These vapours
have altered the felspars in the crush zone to tourmaline and quartz and in the extreme
case have attacked the whole rock till all that is left of the original rock are a few relic
felspars in a quartz tourmaline rock. Rocks 899, 15, 1209 and 708 show in increasing
order the reaction involved in this transformation.

No. 899 is a crushed granitic rock in which the introduction oftourmaline is merely
incidental to the formation of the rock. It is light pink to colourless in hand specimen.
and has a rough planar schistosity. Bands of crushed quartz l!-nd felspar alternate with

.bands in which the felspar is quite' uncrushed.

Under the microscope the disparity in size between the crushed and the uncrushed
grains is more evident. There are large microcline crystals up to 4mm. in length set·
in ground-mass of crushed material with an average grain-.size of about 0'07 mm:
The larger relic crystals are all microcline but some of the smaller are plagioclase.

. The quartz is mostly in the ground-mass but there are. some aggregates of larger
crystals.

Some .of the relic microcline crystals are rather perthitic; one in particular being
strongly affected. The'development of perthite is so marked as to preclude any idea of
exsolution. That the perthite has been produced by replacement of microcline i~ shown
by the fact that one portion of the crystal is practically free from albite. The albite
forms flat lenticles elongated parallel to the trace of.the microclinetwinning and these,
in the portion of the crystal richest in them, are crowded very closely together (see Plate
XII, fig. 3). That this albitisation occurred before the crushing of the rock is seen

.from the fact that the zone richest in albite bears no relation to the edges of the c~ystal.

Other crystals of microcline are free from perthite and show only incipient twinning. The
microcline in the ground-mass has well developed twinning alld is free from perthite.. The
plagioclase freed by the recrystallisation of this microcline has formed small crystals in
the ground-mass. One medium sized crystal of microcline has a mantle of plagiocla~e

formed probably as a late magmatic process.

Plagioclase occurs both as " relics" and in the ground-mass. Its composition is
Ab90An10 and it is· quite fresh and unaltered. The relic cry~tals have been fractured
and have curved twin. lamellae.
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Quartz being more mobile has entirely recrystallised, It is seen both in crushed
areas and as aggregates of larger crystals.

During the crushing sericite formed along the slipping planes as a result of th,e
breaking. down of some felspar. As the grade of metamorphism.became higher it was
recrystallised to muscovite and this in turn altered to form sillimanite. Some muscovite
has not been changed and occurs asstrings of crystals Often bent as they follow t4e course
of the slipping plane.

The sillilJlanite is in the form of. small but distinct crystals which average about
0'015 mm. in cross section. They follow the lines of the original sericite and are confined .
to'tli'e crush areas. .

Some little garnet has formed irregular pink crystals.

. Tourmaline has been introduced by vapours ascending up the zone of crushing.
Its late origin is shown by the fact that it forms large unbroken crystals in an area in which
the rock. ha~ been severely cruslied. It is pleochroic from light greenish pink to a dull
'oiive green. .

The rock was originally a granite or a pegmatite of a fairly coarse grain, in which
la;te magmatic changes had resulted in the formation of perthite.· Mter the rock was
completely sol!dified it was subjected to 'dynamic metamorphism with the formation
of a sericitic quartz felspar gneiss. Later'a considerable rise in temperature raised' the
rqck to the sillimanite zone..It was either just before or concurrently with this stage
that the tourmaline was' 'introduced.

1,1'

. '

The minera;ls in order of abundance are microcline, quartz, plagiociase, tourmaline,
si~limanite, muscovite and ,?arnet.

The rock is a tourmaline sillimanite granitic gneiss.

No. 15 has had a similar history to No. 899 but the granulation has not been so'
severe. In hand specimen it has the appearance of a tourmaline-garnet bearing aplite.
Closer inspection shows a slight tendency to segregation' and foliation in the quartz and
the presence of micaceous films along planes which can be interpreted as slippage planes.
T:w. tourmaline and garnet form small crystals and the grain:size is that of a·fine grained
granite.

In thih section the large~ relic felspars (5-8 mm. in length) are seen to be setin
a c).'ush mass of grain-size about 0·1 to 0'5 mm.' It is to be noted that the grain-size of
the recrystallised material is much greater than in No. 899.

, .The quartz appears both as large crystals which are fractured and show strain
shadows under polarisedljght and as smaller grains which have been recrystallised and
show no sign of stress.

....

•

.'
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The relic felspars are all plagioclase-antiperthite. The sodic phase has the
composition of albite Ab9sAns. The potassic phase is microcline scattered through the
host a~ irregular blebs with a common orientation. The microcline is distinguished
by its lower refractive index and by its typical twinning (see Plate XII, 0 fig. 4).

There are several quite wide er1.!sh lines across the slide in which the quartz
and felspar have been crushed and recrystallised~ 0 The 0 recrystallised plagioclase is
quite free from any antiperthite and the potash phase so released has produced a few
microcline crystals; These show good twinning and are 0 clear, free from perthito. and
quite uni}ltered.

Along the lines of greatest crushing there have been formed nUh1erous flakes
of muscovite. The flakes are bent and small and in some places seem torn° as if there
has been repeated movement during the line oof weakness.

There is associated with the muscovite a small amount of biotite. It is green,
X = light greenish yellow, Y = Z = brownish green.

'Some pink garnet forms small subidioblastic 0 crystals.

A few crystals of sillimanite have developed from some sericite but only in one
instance. This points to the beginning, of the sillim anito. zone.

It is in the crush, zoi1eS that the tourmaline has developed aJid here again ·it
forms large unbroken crystals. It has a characteristic pleochroism 0 = dull olive green,
E = greyish pink, 0 > E.

The rock has passed through a similar series Of changes to No. 899 but the ini~ial

crushing was not so intense nor was sillimanite produced to the same extent as in No. 8$9.

The rock is a tou?·maline-bearl:ng garnetiferous granite gneiss.

No. 1209 shows another stage in progressive tourmalinisation. In the two rocks
ojust described the tourmaline is in small amount and has not reacted with the felspar

to any extent. In No. 1209 there is ample evidence that the tourmaline was not
introduced as such but as boron vapours which have reacted with the felspar to form
quartz and tourmaline.

The rock consists of large relic crystals of light pink felspar and some aggregates
of quartz and felSpar and shows wide crush zones up which the boron vapours have
risen to react with the felspar and which are now represented as veins of quartz imd
tourmaline.

\ The thin section shows that here, as in previous rocks, there has been a notable
amoun~rushing during the early metamorph~c history of the rock. , . 0

, 0 The felspar crystals which in this rock are microcline microperthite are of a large
size-up to 10 mm. or more in length. The sodic phase is albite and is distributed through
the microcline as irregular blebs with ,their c-axes parallel to the c-axis of the microcline.
Some of the microcline crystals are bent at the edges and have curved twin lamellae.

*62842-E
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There are great areas of" crush" in which the grains have an average size of about
0'1 mm. In this the most prominent nlineral is microcline which forms small crystals
with a well developed eross-hatching: The albite released from the perthite has
crystallised in the crushed area. There is little quartz in with the fine material. Some
muscovite has recrystallised from the sericite which was developed during the crushing
of the rock.

It is into these crushed areas that the boron vapouts have come and altered the
felspar into tourmaline and quartz. This quartz by reason of its having crystallised in
the presence of abundant volatile has formed much bigger crystals than the microcline
and has an average grain size of about 0'8 to 1;0 mm. These largeuncrushed crystals of
quartz can be seen enveloping patches of crushed microcline in a way that leaves no doubt
as to the processes involved. The quartz shows undulose e;x:tinction but is not crushed,
and encloses corroded patches of recrystallised microcline and forms stringers into the
microcline microperthite along c~acks .in the solid crystals.

The tourmaline forms' big crystals sometimes set amongst the crushed
microcline but the more often surrounded by the quartz produced in the reaction.. It is
similar in colour to thatiri other rocks, E == light greenish pink 0 = dull olive green,
o > E. Basal sections exhibit a zoning of the colour in which irregular patches are of
a lighter, more blue colour than the rest of the mineraL Some of the crystals contain
inclusions of quartz.

The minerals in order of abundance are niicrocline, quartz, plagioclase, tourmaline,
inuscovite. Of these microcline and quartz are about equal and together make up .about
80% of the rock.

This rock is the half-way stage in the production of a quartz tourmaline rock by .
the action of boron vapours on the felspar. It is notable for the fact that in the areas'
in ,,,hich there is no felspar there is nothing to distinguish the rock from a true quartz
tour:maline pegmatite. The structure is shown in Plate XIII, fig. 1. ..

The rock is a tourmalinised gran#ic gneiss.

No. 708 has been affected ?y boron vapours to a greater extent than No. 1209

and has still less felspar. The rock contains about 20% of felspar in large pink" relic"
crystals. The remainder of the rock consists of fine grained quartz and tourmaline which'
makes a striking contrast with the large felspar crystals.

The quartz tourmaline portion of the rock has a saccharoidal structure. The
tourmaline crystals have an average' size of 2'0 X· 0·7mm. and the quartz about 0'4 mm..
There are some corroded" relic" crystals of felsparamongst .the quartz which are not
much bigger than the quartz. The larger crystals range up to a centimetre' or more in .
length", ..

!

,.
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It is difficult to say whether there was any crushing before the introduction of
the tourmaline as most of the pre-existing structures were destroyed by the reactions
involved in the tourmalinisation, but it is probable that like the other rocks of this'
group it was crushed before the introduction of the boron vapours.

The quartz is free from inclusions of any nature but usually shows undulose
extinction. The quartz g~ains have remarkably simple edges and many pairs, of grains
meet in simple curves or even at times in straight lines.

The tourmaline has E = light greeilish pink 0 = dull olive green, 0 > E. Some
cryst~ls h~ve a distinct basal parting.

The felspar shows the effects of thereaction with the boron. Most of the smaller
grains seen have rounded and corroded borders and some have embayments in them
similar to those in partially resorbed felspars of rhyolites. There are some very small

,and apparently crushed grains of felspar forming an aggregate surrounded by quartz
and with corroded edges. The felspars comprise both microcline and plagioclase, the
latter being less abundant. The plagioclase-antiperthite-contains numerous scattered
grains of rriicrocline with a parallel orientation. It has the composition of albite and is
similar to that in No. 15. The microcline is slightly perthitic and has not developed a'
good twinning. ' Both felspars are' weathered to some extent.

The minerals III order of abundance aTe quartz, tourmaline, microcline, and
plagioclase.

This rock is of interest as it shows the last stages in the formation of it quartz
tourmaline rock from a granite or a pegmatite. 'The earliest stage is the crushing of the
rock' and the introduction of a little boron along the crush lines. An increase in, th~
amount of boron leads to the attack of the felspar on a large scale and the formation in'
crush areas of " veins" of quartz and tourmaline. The last stage seen in parts of this,
specimen, occurs when the boron vapours attack the uncrushed rock and finally results
in a quartz tourmaline rock oduxullianite in which the quartz has a saccharoidal texture
and in which there is no sign of the original rock (see Plate XIII, fig. 2).

The rock. is a luxullianite.

The. series of rocks Nos. 899, 15,1209, 708 show the processes involved in
progressive tourmalinisation. The first two rocks are representative of the first stage in
which the bOJ:on vapours have risen up lines of weak'less, in this case crush zones, and have
altered the material in the crush zones. Nos; 1209 and 708 show successive stages in
the tourma,linisation of the whole rock. Nos. 899 and 15 show different phases of the- .
initial rock. In No. 899 the rock lias been crushed and recrystallised to the stage of a
mylonite gneiss before the introduction of the boron vapours. ,The formation' of
sillimanite in No. 899 is an incident connected with the general rise of the thermal
gradients and the, increase of volatile accompanying the tourmaliliisation and is not
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connected with the earlier crushing of the rock., In No. 15 on the other hand, the
crushing took place at a higher temperature and as a consequencc the megascopic

'effects of crushing have almost obliterated and the rock has the appearance of a
garnet tourmaline aplite. However the microscope by showing the large broken
felspar crystals in a mass of finer recrystallised material reveals the true nature of
the rock.

There are two rocks in which recrystallisation concurrent \vith the introduction
of the tourmaline has gone a further stage and all but obliterated every evidence of the
pneumatolytic origin of the tourmaline. .

No. 194 is a fine grained light coloured rock in which small crystals of tourmaline
5 X I mm. are irregularly distributed through a white mass of felspar and quartz. There
are crystals and aggregates of coarse felspar which may be regarded as relics.

"-

The thin section shows a rock in which reqrystallisation has been responsible for
the development of the present structures. The structure is that typical of so many of
these older granites and is similar to that described in the metamorphic granites (cf.
No. 709). , The minerals present are quartz, plagioclase, microcline, and tourmaline.
Of the felspars plagioclase is badly weathered probably by post-metamorphic agencies.
The felspars in most instances appcar not to have recrystallised but to have remained
passive while the quartz recrystalliscd round it. It is certainly so \vith the plagioclasc
but the microclinc shows signs of recrystallisation in that it has enveloped small crystals
of plagioclase in a structure more typical of mctamorphism than, of primary igncous
crystallisation. The quartz has all recrystallised and has since developed undulose
~xtinction. It contains numerous strings of gas-liquid inclusions. Th~ tourmaline is
green and, pleochroic from light pinkis!). grey to deep' olive green. It contains' quartz
grains which are unstressed. "There are some small crystals of colourless garnet~ It is
probably alAlandine. 'l'he accessories are apatite and zircon.

Amon'gst the metamorphic structures in which the average grain-size is between
0·6 and 0·8 mm. the tourmaline forms unbroken crystals which are all larger than 0·8 mm.
and which reach lengths of 2 to 3 millimetres. The crystals arc not fract~lred or cracked
and contain inclusions and embayments of quartz and are in every way similar to those
developed in Nos. 1209 and 708. .It is suggested that the recrystallisation of the quartz
and the Jelspar was much accelerated by the presence of so much volatile in the rock.
It is typical of this ~ock that two slides cut from portions of the speci~ncn only five
centimetres apart should show different structures. In the one slide the quartz is in,
irregular and often elongated grains which merely fit in between the felspar grains., In
the other not only is the grain-size somewhat larger (1'0 to 1·2 mm.) but the structure is
equigranular and granoblastic. It is notable that this latter slide only contains a little
tourmaline.

The minerals in order of abundance are quartz, plagioclase, microcline, tourmaline,
garnet, ,apatite and zircon.

The rock is a tourmalinised granit~ gneiss.
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No. 565 is a light' coloured rock of medium to coarse grain.' Tourmaline forms
obvious crystals ,2 to 6 mm. in diameter and from 5 to 15 mm. in length. There are many
felspar crystals which measure2 to 3 'centimetres in their longest direction but some of
the felspar is much smaller. ,The quartz is in small vitreous grains. ' '

Under the microscope the rock shows many signs of crushing in certain areas
and ,gives clear evidence of the pneumatolytic origin of the tourmaline. The rock
,consists essentially of quartz and felspar and exhibits many of the structures noted in
granites which have been crushed after solidification. It differs from them in having
several planes of discontinuity along which the quartz and felspar have been crushed
to a fine powder. In other areas the felspars have withstood the crushing to a large

'extent and remain imbedded in a mass of fine' grains of quartz and' felspar. In the
crushed' areas the structure is not unlike that ofNo. 1243. Some, of the tourmaline

,is in these crush areas and is then clearly of secondary origin. Other crystals although
in theuncrushed felspar have a corona ,of quartz which appears to beformed as a
by-product of the reaction.

'the felspar is all microcline-microperthite ~nd is l{mveathered. The crystals,
show strain and have not infrequently been bent and fractured. The quartz has strings
of inclusions which preserve a constant orientation throughout the slide. The
tourmaline is pleochroic from light pink to deep olive green. There is some sericite
developed chiefly along the planes of slippage. In one instance a lenticle of sericite in' ,
contact with a big tourmaline crystal is rather wellcryst~llisedand it appears as if ,the
boron vapours actually" catalysed" the recrystallisation. ~l'he accessories are zircon
and haematite: ,The zircon is in small dark grains. One has been fractured by the
crushing of the rock and has not recrystallised. The haematite is in dendritic aggregates
of small plates and' is probably a product of late metamorphic changes.

The rock is a tmtrmalinised granite gneiss.

(5) ROCKS ,FORMED BY THE INTRUSION OF MAGMA DURING THE ACTUAL

PERIOD OF METAMORPHISM.

This group comprises the rocks formed by the intrusion of magma during the
actual period of metamorphism. There is a great diversity of types, the variations being
dependent on the intensity of metamorphism at the time of intrusion. In some of the
extreme cases the viscous and still semi-liquid rock has been squeezed alid the liquid
portion strained off from the mesh of solid crystals. In less stressed rocks the, only,
effect has been the production of a' foliated granite. In these gneissic rocks it is
impossible, in the absence of field relations, to decide whether the foliation has been
impressed on an already solid rock, or whether it is due to piezo"crystallisation. 'For this
reason several rocks which-lmve all the characters of gneissic granites and which could
quite .easily have, been formed by piezo-crystallisation have be'en described as having
been produced by the deformation of solid rocks. There are, however', several rocks in
which the metamorphism seems to have been most active wllile the rock was still
in semi-liquid state and these will be described below.
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. No. 352 is a gileissic granite in 'which occasional large felspar crystals cutting
,/ across the foliation suggest that the foliation wasiinposed by stresses acting on the still

viscous magma. The stress has produced a foliation which is linear rather than planar,
in that although the ferromagnesians have a common orientation, the foliae are
stretched out in pipes with an oval-shaped cross-section.

The microscope structure is very uneven due in a large measure to the large felspar
crystals. The' quartz and the smaller felspar grains haye an average size of 0·2 mm.·
but the poeciloblastic felspars attain lengths of several millimetres in thin section. The
biotite and hornblende are of a larger size than the quartz and have a mean diameter of'
about 0·4 mm.·

Of the felspars both plagioclase and microcline are present the latter being the
more abundant. The. plagioclase, which has the composition of oligoclase, is. rather
considerably weathered. It is niade cloudy by a flaky mass in which the individual'
crystals cannot be determined. It is suggested that this is sericite and represents the
small amount of potash originally in solid solution in the piagioclase.. The microcline
on the other'hand is quite fresh. Although it is perthitic the plagioclase streaks are not
altered as is the other plagioclase of the rock. . .

. Quartz is not very abundant and constitutes less than 10% of the rock.
It contains strings of inclusions and exhibits undulose extinction.

Of the ferro-magnesian minerals biotite is more common. It is brown .in colour
with X = light golden yellow, Y = Z -.:. dark reddish brown to opaque.: The crystals
3.re often bent and in places are fractured across the cleavages.. There is some magnetite
developed around the edges and in the cracks of the crystals.

. .

The hornblende is not much less abundant than the biotite.. It is green with
X = light greenish yellow, Y = yellowish green, Z = grass green, X < Y < Z~

It contains some inclusions of·allanite crystals which induce pleochroic haloes in which
Yh = yellowish green, Zh = yellowish green, Y < Yh = Zh > Z. There is usually
some biotite intergrown with the hornblende.

. There arc S01110 few grains of apatite which are usually associated with the
ferro-magnesians. Magnetite is confined to the biotite and appears to be the result of
weathering of the biotite. '.

The association of magnetite with the biotite is taken as an indication that the
. biotite is decomposing to form hornblende.. ' .

The minerals in order of abundance are micTocline, plagioclase, quartz, biotite,
hornblende,' magnetite, apatite and allanite.

The rock is a gneissic granite.

•

•
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No. 279 is another granitic rock iIi which stress has been applied while the rock
was'still crystallising. The rock in hand specimen shows little sign of gneissic structure.
It is light grey. in colour' and consists of white felspar with a little quartz' and a fair
amount of biotite. There are large pink garn!)t crystals up to 2 or 3 cm. in diameter.
The microcline tends to porphyroblastic development and is especially noticeable as
it forms large white crystals in the finer grained rock. The biotites have a parallel
arrangement and bend around the microcline.

The structure in thin .section is dominated by the microcline crystals which may
attain a. size of 10 mm.. The other minerals and some moremicrocline fill the spaces
between the porphyroblasts and average about a millimetre in diamet~r. The biotite

'shows little trace of the parallel arrangement seen in the hand specimen.

The microcline isperfeetly fresh and so clear that a cleavage piece 5 mm.thick
is' quite translucent. When exposed to ultra violet light from a mercury vapour lamp
for. 10 minutes it shows a purple fluorescence: It· does not exhibit the normal
cross~hatching but has only a few ghost twins starting from cracks ,and inclusions of
quartz and plagioclase. It comprises about 70% of the rock.

. .
.The plagioclase is much less abundantthan the microcline and forms small crystals

many of which are included poecilitically in the ·microcline. .They are often slightly
weathered and have the composition of Ab65An35• There are some micrographic
intergrowths. of plagioclase and microcline in. which the plagioclase is the more'
abundant

The quartz is not abundant and shows a tendency to segregation. It has strain
shadows and some of the grains have broken down to several opti~ally discontinuous
pieces. It c'ontains few inclusions. .

Biotite forms about 5% of the rock and is rather unevenly distributed, It has
X = light yellowish brown, Y = Z = deep greenish brown. A few scattered zircon
crystals induce pleochroic haloes..

The garnet forms ragged crystals which contain inclusions of quartz and biotite..
It is pink and isotropic and has a refractive index above 1-79. It is probably almandine.

Apatite is rather abundant.' It forms relatively large prismatic crystals with
a moderate relief. It is not evenly distributed through the rock but has segregated
in with the biotite clumps.

The rock is an ortho-gneiss, an igneous rock which has been injected during the
metamorphic period and which subsequently, while still in a viscotls condition, has
acquired foliation by the action of one-sided pressure. There is no granulation such as
would have occurred if the rock has been completely solid before metamorphism.
It is possible that some quartz has been removed during the metamorphism, leav,ing

.the rock richer in the less mobile felspar and biotite.

The rock is a garnetiferous microcline gneiss.
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No. 263 is of a similar nature to No. 279 but lacks the garnet. ' It is a light grey
rock of a medium grai;l size and consists of microcline, quartz and biotite. The
microcline is blastoporphyritic and is usually elongated in a common direction though"
some large crystals may break across this foliation. Quartz is rather more abundant
than in No. 279 and occurs in small grains uniformly distributed through the'rock. The
micro-structure is again doniinated by the large blastopoecilitic microcline crystals,
which attain a size 3 to 13 mm. They are liot ,so' abundant as in No. 279 but make up
40% of the rock. Both the large crystals and the smaller grains in the ground-mass
have a well developed twinning. There is little perthite but the microcline contains
round inclusions of both plagioclase and quartz. The microcline in the ground-mass
has a' grain~size of about 0'2mm:'

Plagioclase does not amount to more than 5% of the rock. It is slightly weathered
and has the composition of basic oligoclase. It forms rounded crystals included in the
microcline and in the interstices between the grains.

Biotite is a brownish variety with X ' light golden yellow, Y = Z ' very dark
brown. The flakes have a more or less common orientation and form foliae which
give the suggestion of parallel structure in the hand specimen, ,There are a few rather
intense pleochroic haloes round small crystals of zircon. There are some granules of
epidote associated with the biotite.,

, The metamorphic origin of this rock is shown by the fact that muscovite IS

constantly idioblastic against the biotite, whereas in normal igneous rocks biotite
is idiomorphic against muscovite.

Apatite is unconuilOn and no garnet could be detected.

QllaI'tz is more conimon than in No. 279 and forms as much as 20% of the rock.
It forms big, il'l'egular grains with llndulose extincti~n' and shows a tendency to
segregation into the foliae. There are small grains of quartz included in the mierocline.

The minerals in order of abundance are microeline, quartz, plagioclase, biotite,
muscovite and apatite.

The rock liaS had a similar history to No. 279 but difl'ersin that it' c~nta:ins'more
quartz and in that it has a more distinct foliation.

It is a granite gneiss.

No. 802 represents aphase in which the gneissic structure is more, pronounced in
hand specimen. This is largely due to greater degree of parallelism in the elongated
felspars but is ll1:~de more obvious by the mica flakes which themselves ar~ also parallel.'
It has the appearance of a gneissic granite.'

t.

, .
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Under the microscope the finer grained minerals in the groundmass are se~n to
be more common than in the two previous rocks, The large blastopoecilitic micr?cline
crystals are not so abundant as they were in No. 279 but do not lack the size of those
of the previous rocks.' Smaller crystals of microcline are more common than the'larger
and average about 0'5 to 1·0 mm.

The microcline is clear and fresh and shows a well developed twinning pattern
It contains a" few round grains of quartz and plagioclase but these are not so common
as in No. 279. In one or two instances a crystal of microcline has grown between arid
around quite large crystals of plagioclase and still remained in perfect optical continuity.

" ,

Plagioclase is a little more abundant than in No. 263 but is not nearly so abundant
as the microcline. It is usually altered and may contain as a product of alteration
epidote and sericite.

The quartz is usually segregated into foliae and ,individual crystals are elongated
parallel to the foliation. That it suffered from stress is evidenced by the undulose
extinction and occasional granulation. It contains many strings of gas-liquid inclusions;

The biotite is a, dark variety X = light greenish yellow, Y= Z = dark
greenish brown to opaque. It is frequently bent and in places fractured. Intergrown
with it are some epidote and a few large flakes of muscovite. This muscovite is typical
high temperature muscovite and is constantly idioblastic against the biotite. The'
epidote is colourless but has a moderate tenor of iron indicated by its high polarisation
colours.

,The minerals in order of abundance are microcline, quartz, plagioclase, biotite,
muscovite, epidote, apatite and zircon.

This rock has been metamorphosed while in the . last stages of crystallisation
and stress conditions have prevailed after crystallisation was completed., This is shown
by the undulose extinction and the slight but significant granulation in the quartz.

,The rock is a granite gneiss.

, Nos. 234, 244 and 822 are similar to those described above but l!ave one point of
difference in common in that they contain large porphyroblasts of felspar up to several'
centimetres in length set in a ground mass in which the constituent minerals have all"
average grain-size of below 0'5 mm.

No. 822 is the most striking example as in it large tabular micro.cline crystal~ up to
3 ems. in length are set in a ground mass which is almost fine enough to be called aphanitic.

, The felspars are a light pink in colour and are commonly twinned on the Carlsbad Law.
The ground-mass consists of quartz, felspar and biotite and has a dark colour dtie to the
presence of finely divided biotite..
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In thin section the disparity in grain sizes is made more evident. ,The
ground-mass consists of grains about 0'03 mm. in diameter with a fe,v strained crystals
of quartz ranging up to 0'15 mm. ' The porphyroblasts of felspar vary in size from

, 3mm. to 30,mm; with an average of about 10 mm. There is a distinct foliation marked
out by the flakes of biotite but the larger felspars disturb the foliation.

Most of the felspar is micrbcline which does not always show its characteristic
twinning. ' The microcline is perthitic. ,The other felspar is an acid plagioclase and is
confined to ,the ground-mass. Both felspars are fresh and unweathered.'

, Quartz is abundant but is at times difficult to distinguish from the clear unt,vinned
,felspl:J,r.It usually has undulose extinction and shows a tendency toward elongation
parallel to the foliation.

The biotite is greenish but how much this.is original and how much due to partial
alteration to chlorite is difficult to decide. The flakes which have a high birefringence
sb,owX = light golden yellow, Y = Z = dark brownish green. In other flakes, however,
X = golden yellow, Y -c Z = bright green, and the polarisation colo-qr is a light bluish
grey which is masked by the absorption of the mineral. This latter, no doubt, represents
partial alteration to chlorite.

There are a few grains of hornblende intergrown with the biotite. The
pleoch~oism 'is X = yellow, Y = green, Z = greenish blue, and the extinction
Z'I\ C-c 21°.

Sphene is too common to be called an accessory: It forms porphyroblastic crystals
0'1· to 0·3 mill. in diameter with a typical brown colour and absorption. The crystals are
xenoblastic and contain inclusions of quartz and biotite. Several of the grains show a
fair cleavage. One in particular shows 'two very good cleavages (110) at an angle of about
130°. It also shows multiple twinning but the oreintation could not be determined.

There are a few crystals of garnet. They have been fractured and pulled apart
and have at a later period been recrystallised. It is light pink to colo~lrless and is quite
isotropic.

Epidote with a moderate relief and a moderate birefringence is scattered through
,the slide. Tourmaline is present but is not COmmon. ,It' is pleochroic from light pink
to a dark green. Apatite and zircon are present in their usual modes. Magnetite: is
not common and is altering to haematite.

,The structure is that of an igneous rock which has been metamorphosed during
crystallisation. The meta~10rphism has had the effect of reducing the graIn-size of the
crystallising minerals while because of the lack of resistance to stress the felspars which
had already crystallised were not crushed to any extent. The size and shape of the felspar
rules out any suggestion that they c~n be augen left after crushing of the rock and it is

•
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far from likely that they would grow to such a size if they had recrystallised from an evenly
crushed rock. . Ther~ are some signs of crushing in the later stages of the cooling of the

·rock reflected in the fracturing of the garnets and the breaking across of one or two of the
large felspars.

The rock is a granite gneiss.

No. 234 is of a similar nature to No. 822 but is more coarse grained. It contains
large pink felspars' set in a fine-grained matrix and has the appearance of a porphyritic
granite. These felspars are all aligned to follow the foliation which is marked out by the
parallelism of the biotite. The porphyroblasts average about 10 mm. in length and are
usually twinned on the Carlsbad Law. They comprise both microcline and plagioclase

. but the microcline is far more abundant. The mass of the rock has a very uneven
grain-size and varies from 0'15 to 0'70 mm. In addition there are plagioclase crystals
which are intermediate in size between the ground-mass and the porphyroblasts, and
vary' from 1. to 3 mm. in 'lerigth.

The plagioclase is twinned on the 'Albite,Carlsbadand Pericline laws, and has
the composition of oligoclase AbssAnis' It frequently shows signs of strain indicated

·by the curving of twin lamellae.

The microcline porphyrohlasts are all twinned. on the Carlsbad Law but show .
·only a patchy microcline twinning. They are perthitic and contain in addition round
inclusions of quartz and plagioclase. ' .

. .
The ,quartz is strained and recrysta,llised. It has undulose extinction and some

grains are slightly biaxial due to strain. The grains are segregated into foliae in which
individual grains are elongated parallel to the foliation.

The biotite is brown with X = light yellow, Y = Z = dark reddish brown to
opaque. : It contains few inclusions but occas~onar graiils of zircon induce pleochroic
haloes. There is intergrown with it a small amount of muscovite.

Garnet forms large ragged crystals· which ha,veas inclusions grains of quartz and
biotite. It is pink and isotropic and is probably almandine.

Apatite is not uncommon in the form of hexagonal prisms and is usually associated
with the biotite. Magnetite and zircon are also present in small amounts.. .

. The minerals in order of abundance are micr6cli~e, plagioclase, quartz, biotite,
garnet, apatite, magnetite, and zircon.

The rock is a granite gne~ss.

No. 244 is a similar rock to No. 234 but under the microscope it shows the effe'cts
of crushing after solidification. The porphyroblasts are again for the most part microcline
with only an occasional larger crystal of plagioclase. .
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The microdine is slightly perthitic and is twinned on the C(lrlsbad Law and
imperfectly on the Mierocline and AI~ite Laws. The porphyroblastic microcline crystals
ccmtain as inclusions round grains of plagioclase and quartz. The plagioclase has the
composition ofacid oligoclase. It is often weathered and many grains have been rendered
'cloudy by the alteration products.

The larger grains of quartz have all been elongated parallel to the foliation, but
the smaller grains resulting from the breaking down of these are eguidimensional. The
larger grains contain strings of dust and fluid inclusions, the la.tter each with its included' 
gas bubble.

The biotite has X ='light, yellow, Y = Z = very dark reddish brown. Some
of it has been broken and shredded by movements in the rock during the late stages
in the metamorphic history of the rock. There is now associated with it some magnetite,
especially in the vicinity of the fractured flakes. The magnetite appears to have been
derived froni the breaking down of the biotite. "

, Apatite is fairly abundant and is usually included in the biotite and associated
with the biotite clots. Zircon is present but is not common:

The rock is a blastoporphyritic gra11ite gneiss.

There, is in No. 244 ample evidence of crushing after the solielification of the rock
but the foliation seems to have been impressed while the rock was still in the plastic state.
As in the other two rocks of this class it is almost ccrtain that the fclspar porphyroblasts
originated in a rock that was still in a semi-molten state anel that they have been
preserved because during the period of maximum stress the rock was still plastic enough
to yield by flowage without imposing any undue strain on the felspars. The filler material
in the ground-mass ofthe rock aetuidly crystallised during the periodof maximum stress
and because of the stress conditions crystall ised rapidly about a great number of ullclei
and so formed manv small gi·ains. In No. 244 the felspars are more rounded than in the
other rocks but the~e is very little of the.mortar structure that would be prcscnt if tllcrc'

,had been crushing around the felspar porphyroblasts. , 'I'here are, hO\vcver, some zones
in which therc is strong mortar structure and shredding of the biotitc but these zones are
clearly formed after the solidification of the rock and have no relation to the structure
ofthe rock. In the other rocks (Nos. 822 and 234) there is little or no sigli of this
post-metamorphic crushing. In none of these rocks does the recrystallised felspar reach
asize comparable with that of the porphyroblasts. Thus these porphyrohlastic felspars '
are really phenocrysts which' played a passive. part in the foliation of the rock by

.piezo-crystallisation. In most cases they lHwe,been turned with their" b " faces parallel
to the foliation.

No. 702A is composed essentially of large round crystals of plagioclase and much
biotite filling the interstices between the grains. Garnet is distribllted through the rock
in large pink grains. Apatite can be clearly'seen aslonggreen needles often as much as
10 mm. long and less than] I1ml. in diameter. The plagioclase is white and :very cICar.
It forms crystals about 15 nun: in diameter. ,The biotite flakes are 2 to 3 nun. in lengtli.

.' ,
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The structure' cannot, be well, seen in thin section as the felsparcrystals are too
large to allow of more than one in a 'standard size section. They seem to have a rounded
outline, but this is not nearly soconspicnons as in the hand specimen. The plagioclase
is perfectly clear and shows no signs of alteration. ~t has good multipl~ twins on both
the albiteaiid pericline laws. In many of the larger crystals the twin lamellae are bent
at the edges of the crystal and one of the crystals has been broken across the lamellae and
the two pieces displaced rclativelyto one another. There' are smaller grains filling the,
'interstices between the larger grains of plagioclase. . Th~se are abont 0·3 to 0,6 mni: in '
diameter and show no sign of fracturing or crushing. 'Both the large and small grains haVe
the same composition Ab55An45 . No, orthoclase could be detected.

The biotite together with the smaller grains of plagioclase fills in the interstices
,between the large round grains. It forms flakes from 0,5 mm. to 1,5 mm. in length with
a ratio of elongation = 4 to 1. It has X = very light straw yellow, Y = Z = dark
greenish brown. It is biaxial negative with a very smali optic axial angle. Zircon
with its pleochroic haloes is almost entirely absent but some xenotime crystals which
are intergrowli with the biotite flakes induce dark pleochroic haloes in the portions ofthe
grains in contact with them.

Garnet, pink and isotropic, forms large crystals 5 to 15 mm. in diameter. It has
developed in the areas between the plagioclase crystals. '

Apatite is rather abUl1dant and forms large crystals usually' in aggregates
associated with the clots of biotite although as can be seen in the hand-specimen it,
is also distributed through the felspar. It is colourless and clear and has a high relief.

There are also a few relatively large crystals of xenotime intergrown with biotite.
The xenotime is uniaxial positive and differs from zircon in its lower relief audits greyish
brown colour. It forms large irregular grains 0,15 to 0·3 mm: in diameter. It has, a
distinct cleavage parallel to the elongation of the crystals.

There is only a little quartz in the rock It is associated with the smaller grains
,of plagioclase in the interstices between the larger plagioclase grains.

This rock has many points ofsimilarity with an oligoclase biotite gneiss described
by Barrow from near Glen Doll in the Souther~ Highlands of Scotland (Barrqw, 1892,
pp',64-5 ; 1912, pp. 67-9). For this rock Barrow postulated that after, most of the
plagioclase and some of the biotite had crystallised the rock was subjected to powerflil
stresses which strained off the still liquid portions of the magina and left the mesh of
crystallised felspar and biotite. Further stress ground the plagioclase crystals together
imd rounded off the corners and at the sallie ti~e crushed and bent the biotite flakes and
forced them between and around the plagioclase grains. The plagioclase that was broken
and dissolved off the larger plagioclase grains recrystallised in the interstices. ,Much Of
the biotite was also recrystallisedat the same time, and consequently does not show much
sign of shredding and crushing. The plagioclase is rather basic but it is probable that
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had the rock been allowed to follow its normal course of crystallisation it would have.
reacted with the residual liquid containing the orthoclase, albite and quartz which was
strained off and probably injected as a pegmatitic vein in some other place.. The
original magma probably had the' composition of basic granodiorite.

'rhe rock is a plagioclase biotite gneiss.

No. 112 is an even more unusual type and in the absence of field relations it is'
impossible to be quite certain of its exact origin. It is a fine-grained dark coloured rock
. .

in which biotite, felspar and garnet are the only minerals visible to the naked eye. The
garnet forms large crystals 5 to 10 mm. in diameter' sporadically distributed througl~ the
rock, but the other constituents are ofa smaller size. It is morerriassive than schistose
.but has a rude cleavage due to a parallel arrangement of the biotite.

, In thin section the rockis seen to consist essentially ofplagioclase and biotite with
s~me quartz ~nd garnet. The plagioclase forms grains about 0·5inm. in diameter and the
biotite, quartz and some more plagioclase fill in the interstices between the larger grains.

The plagioclase has a maximum extin~tion in the symmetrical zone of 48° which
corresponds to a composition of about Ap20AnSO' Its refractive index is so high as to give
the mineral a notable relief in thin section. It is commonly twinned on both the albite
~nd the pericline laws. It is unweathered but has undergone some alteration to muscovite.
4uring metamorphism. The crystals contain inclusions of quartz and biotite. There

. ~s some felspar which is untwinned and which by reason of its lowe~ relief was identified
as orthoclase.

. ,

Quartz comprises about 5 to 10% of the rock, and occurs both as grains comparable
in size with the plagioclase and as smaller recrystallised grains which with the biotite, .

forma matrixfo~ the plagioclase. The larger grains have undulose extinc1!ion.

The biotite forms small flakes whi6hare often bent.round the plagioclase crystals
It is crushed and there are some places where alarger flake of biotite is seen to have

. been replaced by smaller shredded flakes. The pleochroism is X .= very light yellow"
y = Z = greenish brown. It contains a few inclusions Of epidote and zircon both of
which minerals induce pleochroic haloes. There is intergrown and often interlamilllited
with the biotite a mineral which has the propeltie~of lawsonite. It does not appe~r to
have been derived, from the biotite by any process of weathering.

Muscovite and zoisite are formed as the result of the breaking down of plagioclase
and may sometimes be seen in the peripheral zone of an otherwise quite unaltered.
plagioclase crystal. This appears to' have taken place during the last stages of
metamorphism as in a few instances the muscovite so formed has. grown in optical
continuity with already formed biotite flakes.

•

..
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Garnet forms 'large pink isotropic crystals many of which have been fractured by
later movements in the rock. Where this has occurred the space between the pieces

, "

drawn, away from the rest ofthe crystal has be'en filled with recrystallised plagioclase and
quartz.

There has been some little sillimanite developed in the CruS~l areas between two
plagioclase crystals and it appears to have been formed from the sericite which wO)lld be
expected to have been produced in such a place. It is not at all common and is only in

, its incipient stages.

The minerals in order of abundance are plagioclase 50%, biotite, quartz,
orthoclase, muscovite,' epidote, lawsonite and sillima'nite.,.

The rock by reason of its peculiar composition presents ,a problem whether it is
igneous 6r sedimentary. It is difficult to conceive of a sedimentary rock which could
consist of 50% of a felspar as basic as Ab2oAnso and for that reason the sedimentary origin
has been ruled out. This leaves two alternatives. The first that the rock is a crushed
anorthosite has been abandoned because there is not the amount of crushed felspar that
would have been formed in the process of crushing of such a rock nor does the felspar
appear to have recrystallised in any quantity. On the other hand an~logy ~ith No. 702

suggests that. it too might have formed by the metamorphism of a mass of plagioclase
crystals which were segregated, by one of the many processes of differentiation or
contamination and subsequently squeezed free from the still liquid, residuum.,
However, in the absence of any evidence as to field relations it is impossible to do more
than theorise about its origin.

The rock is a bytownite biOtite gneiss.
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IV. ROCKS OF DOUBTFUL ORIGIN, INCLUDING GARNET ROCKS.

(1) GARNET ROCKS.

No. 441A is the most interesting of these rocks. It has been so highly
metamorphosed that it has lost all traces of its original structure. From the point of
mineral composition it could be either a highlymetamorpho~ed sediment or the
metamorphosed equivalent of a basic igneous TOCk.

It consists of garnet, biotite and quartz with occasional segregations of felspar.
The' general appearance is st~iking as the bulk of the rock is made up of red garnet with
·lustrous flakes of black biotite filling in the interstices.. The quartz is subordinate and is
not seen till the rock is closely examined.

The microscope appearance is even more striking. The garnet which is a light
pink in thin section forms large crystals over a centimetre in diameter, and encloses large
crystals of quartz and biotite. Its refractive index is above 1;79and as. the mineral is
completely isotropic it is most probably almandine.

. . . . ;

The biotite is a vivid green and has X = light brownish yellow, Y = z· . deep
emerald green. It is biaxial negative and has 2E approximately 15°. It is noticeable
for th'e beauty and abundance of the pleochroic haloes developed in it (Plate XIII, fig. 3).
The included grains are both zircon andxenotime.· The haloes have X = yellow (more
intense than the rest of the biotite), Y = Z = very dark brown. There is some muscovite
intergrown with the. biotite.

Sillimanite is developed extensively arid forms rod~like crystals up to 0'02 mm.
in diameter. It has formed both from biotite and muscovite. From the coarse crystals
Of sillimanite present it was judged that the rock was well within the sillimanite zone.

The quartz forms large irregular grains which are not fractured and do not show
undulose extinction. There are many strings of inclusions both of dust and of gas-liquid
types.

The only accessories are the zircon and xenotime which induce the pleochroic
haloes in the biotite.

The estimated mineral composition is garnet 57%, biotite 30%, quartz 10%, and
sillimanite 3%. . . .

The rock is. a sillimanite-bearing garnet biotite gneiss.

No. 711 A is less rich in garnet than No. 441A but contains more garnet than the
.typical garn~tiferous granites. It consists of white plag;oclase and biotite and large
crystals of pink garnet. The biotite flakes do not show any parallel orientation but
there are bands in which the mica is less common than in others.

/I

4'
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The plagioclase is of the composition Ab7oAn3o, and is slightly' weathered.. It is
commonly twinned on the albite law and to a lesser extent on the pericline law. There is
no orthoclase to be seen in the rock.

The biotite is pleochroic from X - very light brown to Y = Z = brown. It is
not highly coloUred and is probably rich in the magnesian inolecule. It contains many
inclusions of zircon.

The garnet is pink and isotropic and has a refractive index above 1'79. The
crystals are large and well-formed though somewhat rounded and are quite free trom
any of the usual inclusions. It is. noticeable that these primary garnets in the igneous
rocks contain few inclusions in contrast to those that have been developed in the
solid rock. These latter contain as in~lusions full-sized grams of quartz and biotite
(cf. No. 526A and Plate IX, fig. 4).

Apatite forms large grains 0·3 to 0'5 mm. in diameter and is so common that it can
hardly be called an accessory. It does not exhibit its crystal form but occurs as irregular
grains elongated parallel to the vertical axis.

Zircon, the other accessory, is rather abundant. Two of the largest crystals are
0·24 x ~'08 mm. and exhibit zoning under crossed nicols.

The minerals in order of abundance are plagioclase, biotite, garnet, quartz, apatite,
zircon and haematite.

The rock is agarnet felspar gneiss.

No. 560 is more rich in garnet than the previous rock. In hand specimen it'has the
appearance of a metamorphosed sedimentary rock, and consists of pink garnet and a
little biotite set in a mass of quartz grains.

The thin section shows the rock to consist of quartz and garnet with subordinate
biotite and felspar.. The quartz forms irregular grains which have sutured edges tOWl1rd
one another' and all of which show undulose extinction. It contains a. few strings
ofinclusions and some small mineral grains. The quartz grains are veryuneveIi in size

. .

and vary from large grains 0'8 mm. across down to' small grains 0·05 mm. in diameter.
These smaller grains appear to be derived from the breaking of larger grains and in some
instances th~ granular aggregate resulting from the breaking down of some larger grain.
has been elongated in the direction of least pressure. There is some littl~ felspar in the
quartz ground-mass.

The biotite is brown and pleochroic from X = light yellow to Y = Z = dark brown.
It is psuedo-uniaxial and negative. It contains a few inclusions mostly of apatite. It is
not uniformly distributed through the rock but is practically confined to a few narrow'
bands in the rock.

• 62842'-F
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, The garnet is pink and isotropic and has a refractive index above 1·79. It forms
rounded grain,s which have inclusions of biotite and quartz. It is probably almandine.

, The accessories are apatite, zircon and magnetite. The zircon forms'small rounded
grains included in the quartz and garnet and inone instance in a crystal ofapatite. The
apatite is distributed through the rock in fairly large grains about 0'1 mm. in diameter.
The only magnetite present is found included in the crystals of garnet.

The estimated mineral composition is quartz 50%, garnet, 30%, biotite 15% and
felspar 5%.

The rock IS a quartz garnet gneiss.

Nos. so and SI are two specimens which are rather similar in appearance and in
composition. Both are pegmatites containing large garnet crystals up to 4 cm. in
diameter and both contain a considerable amount of apatite. No.'SO shows the intrusive
nature of the rock as there is a narrow selvedge ofthe wall rock attached to each side of
the vein.. The vein is S to .lOcms. wide and consists of quartz, felspar and garnet. The
intruded rock has the appearance of a quartz biotite gneiss similar to No. 161 (q.v.). 'It
is not notic~ably garnetiferous except at the contact with the vein where large garnets.
have, been developed.

The quartz and felspar form rather large grains and are irregularly distributed,
as is usual in rocks of this class. Thc garnet forms large red crystals which are very
conspicuous in the light coloured rock. It has a refractive index of about ]'79 and is
probably almandine. It is altered in places to :,to green chlorite which is psnedo~uniaxial

and negative and has a weak birefringence. Apatite can be seen in the' hand 'specimen
as light green elongatederystals., The only biotite in the rock is near the edges of the

, vein and appears to be due to reaction with the wall rock.

No. SI is rather similar to No. SO but contains more apatite and slightly, less garnet.
The thin section' shows a considerable, amount of apatite in a. rock' composed of
plagioclase with subordinate amounts of microcline a'nd quartz. The apatite isby far the
most notable mineral in the rock and forms large xenoblastic crystals many of which are
,0'5 to 1·0 mm. in diameter. It has all the properties of normal apatite except that it gives
,a biaxial interference figure. The, birefringence is weak and the refractive index 'is
],635 ± 0·002. Apatite has been reported as biaxial according to Winchell (1927"
p. 129).. The interference figure was difficult to obtain and the most common, found in
sections which are almost isotropic, gives the biaxial optic axis figure of a single isogyr
',,,hich rotates about the centre of the field. The isogyr is almost straight thus indicatilig ,
an optic axial angle of approximately 90° and for this reason the sign was indeterininate.
Micro-chemical tests confirmed the presence of phosphorous.

The plagioclase is of the composition' Ab75An25, and is usually weathered. There
is a little microcline which in contrast to the plagioclase is not weathered. There are a
few scattered flakes of biotite and muscovite.

~,

"
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The garnet is pink and isotropic and is quite similar to that in No. 80..

The accessories are zircon and xenotime. The zircon forms small grains with d~rk
borders and high interference colours. The xenotime lacks the distinctive relief of the
zircon and is a greyish brown in· colour in contrast to the water-clcar grains of zircon.
Thexenotime grains have a border of a brown opaque mineral which is yellowish brown
in reflected.light. A few of the xenotime grains are included in the apatite.

The rock is a garnet-apatite bearing pegmatite.

No.7] I is another. of these garnet rocks and is not remarkable except for the
retrograde metamorphism that has altered the garnets to biotite ancl has produced
large ragged muscovite crystals in the felspar. The rock is seen in hand specim~n to
consist of pink microcline in which is set large crystals ofgarnet. At first sight the garnet
appears to have been entirely altered but this effect is seen to be due to the fact that
the alteratiori hasgone around the edges of the crystals and has also' penetrated all
the cracks. There is some little quartz and the rock seems to have been ~ pegmatite
in which the garnet formed as a primary crystallisation as in No. 80 above. In this·
case the apatite so abundant in the previous J:ocks is virtually absent.

The thin section shows the rock to have been drastically altered. by retrograde
metamorphism. The rock consists essentially of microcline a,~d garnet and it is the
alteration products of these minerals which are interesting. It must be emphasised that
these alterations products are not such as would be formed by weathering however drastic
or long continued, but are minerals which can only be formed at a considerable grade of

. . . . . . , . ,

metamorphism.

The .l1licrocline is in crystals 3 to 4 mm. across; and even larger. It is slightly
perthitic, the somc phase being distributed irregularly through its host. In places this
plagioclase forms small square crystals arranged in lines TUllning through the microcline.
In other places it forms veins as if it had replaced the microclinealong cracks. It is a]ong
these lines that the felspar is particularly liable to alteration to muscovite. In several
places a large irregular patch] to 2 mni. across has been replaced by a plexus of llmscovite
crystals. These crystals are well crystallised but have ragged edges and are totally unlike
the idioblastic crystals formed in the nOl;mal metamorphic rocks. There are also irregular
veinlets and patches Of calcite stained with haematite scattered through the microcline.
The alteration of the microcline to muscovite is also to be seen round the edges of the

. garnet crystals.

The garnet is pink and isotropic and has a refractive index above ] '79. The
alteration has taken place around the edges and along cracks through the crystals
and has produced green biotite (Plate XIII, fig. 4). The biotite has X = light greenish
yellow, Y = Z = bright green. It is biaxial negative with 2E = approximately 15°.
There are also some crystals of biotite which were included in the garnet ~t the time
of crystallisation. These have X= light brownisll yellow, Y. Z = dark brown.. In
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several places a vein of green biotite has crossed a crystal of the brown biotite and has
altered the outside of the crystal. to green biotite which is in optical continuity with
the brown biotite in the centre. The garnet also contains inclusions of quartz,
apatite and xenotime.

There is some quartz in.the rock mostly enclosed in the larger grains ofmicrocline.

Ignoring the alteration the structure of the rock is that of a coarse grained granite
or pegmatite. Where the microcline has been altered to muscovite the structure call best.
be described as chaotic. ..

The rock is a microcline garnet gneiss.

No. 641 is composed mainly of garnet with subordinate amounts of felspar and
quartz.. The garnet forms rounded grains which are set so close that individual grains
touch. The result of this is that in the hand specimen the rock has the appearance of
being.,p.early all garnet. There is also a small amount of biotite.

The felspar is micro-perthite, in which the sodic phase has the composition of
oligoclase. It is usually slightly weathered. Quartz is not abundant. It shows undulose
extinction and contains many lines of inclusions.

. The garnet is pink and isotropic and is probably almandine. It forms large crystals
whIch have grown together and enclosed areas. of the base of the rock. It also has
inclusions of quartz, biotite and magnetite.

The biotite is brown with X = light straw yellow, Y = Z = dark reddish brown.
There is biotite of the same colour enclosed in the garnet.

The only accessories are zircon and magnetite and both are almost entirely' present
as inclusions in the garnet.. Magnetite is abundant (about 1%of the rock) but zircon
is much less common.

The r.ock is of a peculiar nature and it is difficult withou~ a chemical analysis to
decide what wasits ultimate origin but the presence of a strongly perthitic felspar points
to an igneous origin and suggest that it was a pegmatite and that the garnet was a primary
crystallisation. "

The rock is a garnet gneiss.

No: 349 is of a similar nature to No. 641 but contains less garnet. It is a white
felspathic rock in which are studded small garnets about 2 to 3 mm. in diameter and 4 to
5 mm: apart. The garnet crystals are rounded but show a suggestion of crystal form.
There is about 5% of. quartz and a very little biotite. The thin section has very little
additional information to reveal. The structure is that of the xenoblastic felspar of an
average' gra.in~size 1·3 mill. with slightly larger crystals of garnet 2·0 mm. in diameter
breaking up the normal structure of the felspar.

~I

..
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The felspar is a microcline with a well developed twin pattern. It has as
. .

inclusions a few small grains of plagioclase. The microcline is weathered to a slight
extent and the plagioclase to agreater extent. The quartz of the rock is stressed and
shows undulose extinction. It contains many strings of dust and gas-liquid inclusions.
The garnet forms round crystal~ of a regular shape but contains included quartz grains.
It is pink an~ isotropic. There is a little biotite now entirely changed to chlorite.
The accessories are apatite and zircon.

The rock is a garriet microcline gneiss.

No. 289 is a pegmatite vein· which was injected during a period of great
hydrostatic pressure... There isslatey wall rock on both sides of the vein which is
about 10 centimetres wide. The veinconsists of quartz and felspar but down the middle

. there is a row of big black garnet crystals 1 to 2 centimetres in diameter.

The felspar is practically all microcline with a beautiful fine cross-hatching. It·
is in large unweathered crystals which show no signs of strain or crushing. The quartz
is in large grains which show marked undulose extinction. It is in places broken down
into a granular mosaic. It contains a considerable number of gas-liquid inclusions in
planes and strings through the quartz. The garnet is light· pink in colour and is
perfectly isotropic. It is probably almandine. It is somewhat altered along cracks
and around the edges to green chloritic mica.

.The rock is a gneissic garnet pegmatite.'

(2) MISCELLANEOUS ROCKS.

No. 586 is a lit-par-lit gneiss in which a granitic or pegmatitic liquid has
interleaved and all but· assimilated a mica schist. The argillaceous portion is now
represented by narrow bands of biotite separating the different "lit" of igneous
material. These" lit" are about 2 to 5 mlIi. across with an occasional band 10 mm.
or more across. Crystals of garnet are not uncommon and occasional la,iger crystals
break across the banding.

The grain-size is very irregular. In the granitic bands the grains lie between
0'6 and 1·0 mm. The wider bands of argilla()eous material are marked by the finer
crystallisation of the quartz and felspar (abo11t 0'4 mm.) and by flakes of brown biotite.
The structure ofthe granitic bands is allotriomorphic granular and that of the argillaceous
bands differs only in the parallel arrangement of the ~iotite crystals.

The quartz is abimdant. it has undulose extinction and contains many strings
of gas~liquid inclusions. The more common felspar is perthitic microcline. The albite .
forms small parallel streaks and is not at all closely spaced. Plagioclase is much less
abundant than the microcline and has a composition of AbsoAn2o ' In places there
is myrmekitic intergrowth" between the two felspars. Biotite is reddish brown with
X = light straw yellow, Y = Z = reddish brown. . It contains pleochroic haloes around
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inclusions . of . zircon and xenotirile. lThere is' a .small amount of muscovite also
present. Garnet forms rouild pink grains and contains very few inclusions.' The
accessories are zircon, apatite, magnetite and' xenotime. The apatite forms 'small
hexagonal mid elongated grains. Zircon is in small· elongated grains with a high
relief. Xenotime has a relief noticeable lower then the zircon and. occurs in larger

. grams.

The minerals in order of abnndanc.oare orthoclase, quartz, plagioclase, biotite,
garnet, musc;vite, apatite, xenotime, magnetite and zircon. ' .

The rock is a lit-par-lit garnetiferous felspar gneiss.

No. 943 is unusual in that in addition to biotite it contains an orthorhombic
pyroxcne. It is a dark coloured rock of rather fine grain and appears to consist

. essentially of garnet, biotite, quartz and felspar. The quartz and felspar are
subordinate and are rather obscured by the darker constituents of the rock. The
pyroxene is not distinguishabl~ in the hand specimen.

In tllill section the gneissic' properties are made more appa.rent. The rock is
fine to inediuin in grain-size without any distinct foliation. It consists of garnet, biotite,
hypersthene, quartz and a very basicplagioclase. This assemblage is rem:irkable in that
it corresponds to no common i-ock either igneous or sedimentary.

The ,plagiocl~se is perfectly fresh and ullweathered. The maximum extinction
in the symmetrical zone is 50° which corresponds to a composition of Ab2oAnso*. This

basic composition is reflected in relief so high as to attract nqtice. It is twiniled on
the albite and less commonly on the pericline laws.

The biotite is brown, X = light golden yellow, Y = Z = very dark brown, and is
the type normal to the higher grades of metamorphism. It contains a few inclusions of
zircon with the usual pleochroic haloes. . It shows no signs of any a.lteration either of a
retrograde or. a progressive nature.

The pyr~xelle although not so abundant as the biotite is the most notable mineral'
in the rock. It is pleochroic from light pink (X') to lightgreen' (Z').. The birefringelice
is moderate 0,014 and corresponds to hypersthene with about 35% ofthe iron molecule.
It forms large crystals associated with the biotite but shows no reaction~~lation with it..

, . .'

Garnet is rather abundant in this slide and is segregated into a.reas in which it
makes up about 60% of the rock. Associated with it is quartz and a small amount of
biotite. It is difficult to decide .whethe~ the garnet is in the form of big poeciloblastic
crystals or whether it is merely an aggregate of many smaller crystals which have growil

. together. In ilddition to these enclosed crystals of quartz and biotite the garnet grains
include small grains of magnetite. It is noticeable that the garnet aggregates contain
no felspar whereas the rest of the rock contains about 40% felspar.

. *In this determination and fill others in this,v,:ork the curves foi- extinctio;l angles in' felspal'8 l:ol1strnctClI by
Chudoba (IU33) have been used, They difTer from those previously published·in the standard text books, .'

~\

•
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In parts of the rock where there is no garnet the structure is that of a normal gneiss.
The biotite and the hypersthene are intergrown but there is no suggestion that one is '
derived from the other. The biotite is constantly idioblastic against the hypersthene
and it is probable that the hypersthene is merely an expression of the peculiar composition
of the rock. In the ,presence of hypersthene this rock shows a point' of similarity with
,some rocks from the area embracing Aurora Peak and Stillwell Island. For these rocks
Stillwell (1918, p. 158) suggests a reaction between a calcic garnet and orthoclase to
produce biotite and anorthite.' Substituting a less calcic garnet in Stillwell's equation
would produce hypersthene in place of some of the anorthite. By some such reaction as
this it is possible" to explain both the hypersthene and the calcic plagioclase. The

, areas of, garnet left in the rock represent, areas in which there was no orthoclase to ,
react with the garnet. For rocks of a similar mineralogical composition from Cape Gray,
area Stillwell suggests a sedimentary origin and it is probable that this rock too is a
metamorphosed sediment.

The rock is a garnet hypersthene biotite plagioclase gneiss.

No. 725 is a rock of very striking appearance. ,Ris composed almost entirely of •
, dead white microcline and bluish grey scapolite, the latter in crystals 1 to 2 centimetres
across and 5 or 6 centimetres in length. The scapolite is'in the forms of prismatic crystals
wbich 'have many fine striations parallel to the" c " axis.

In thin section, the microcline is seen to be in large crystals and one such crystal
fills half of the slide. It, has a well developed cross~hatcbing, remarkable both for the
fineness of the twinning and its, regularity. It contains a number of inclusions whicb
under high power are seen to be liquid. It is slightly weathered.

The scapolite is clear and colourless and has but an imperfect cleavage. It is
uniaxial and negative and has Ne ,=1'548,No = 1·573. These properties correspond
to scapolite of the composition MasoMeso . It forms big crystals but in places what
appears in hand specimento be one large crystal is seen in thin section to be broken
up into separate parts with areas of crushed material between.

The only other minerals 'present are muscovite, biotite' and calcite', none of
, which exceed a few fractions of a per cent in quantity. The biotite is light brown in
'colour and is not highly pleochroic. ' Muscovite is only dev'eloped in one place where
it' fills a small vein in the scapolite. '

, '

The rock has been crushed and in places brecciated bylate or post-metamorphic
movements. One section of the rock shows little or no brecciation and is composed
almost entirely of two single crystals of microcline and scapolite. Another section.,
however, shows that what appears to be one crystal of scapolite in the hand specimen
is broken'up by cracks and crush areas into grains '1 to 10 mm. across. In between
the separate grains is crushed and recrystallised scapolite. ,
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There is no hint in the structure of the rock as to its origin or to the processes
involved in its present mineral composition, and, in the absence of field evidence, it is
impossible even to guess at its probable mode of origin.

The rock is a scapolite microcline gneiss,

No. 360 is composed of alternating bands of black and red ferruginous quartz.
There are no minerals visible to the naked eye. Under the microscope the red bands are
seen to consist of a granular mosaic of quartz and haematite.. The average size of the

. quartz grains is about 0'02 mm. and of the haematite about 0'005 mm. The quartz is
clear and free from all inclusions except grains of haematite. The haematite is opaque
under normal conditions of lighting and can only be made feebly translucent by
greatly increasing the illumination. It is· ·light brick red in reflected light. The
high power objective shows the haematite to be in small idioblastic crystals with
glistening crystal faces. In the black bands the iron is in the form of magnetite and
is more abundant than in the red bands. The magnetite grains have grown together
and formed a mesh in which the quartz grains are enclosed. There is a little chlorite
and calcite associated with the magnetite. There are running through the rock
several fractllred veins containing quartz, chlorite and calcite. They are obviously
post-metamorphic in their origin. The chlorite. is in radiating clumps· and is
apparently original. .

The rock is a jaspilite.

No. 39 is a rock with a granitic composition but it has been so altered that it is
impossible to decide what it was before metamorphism. It is a white rock consisting of
quartz, felsparand a little hornblende. The felspar is in small grains and is dead white

. in colour.. The quartz is vitreous and stands out as large grains or aggregates of grains.

. The thin section shows a remarkable struct~re. The quartz is in aggregates which
measure 3 to 4 mm. across and in which the component grains are 0·4 to 0·5 mm. in
diameter. Thesc are set in a matrix of granular quartz and felspar. Almost all of the
felspar is in small grains which have a rude decussate structure and which have a
grain-size of from 0'15 to 0·20 mm.' This granular felspar is fresh and for the
most part untwinned. A few grains are seen by their twinning to be plagioclase and
the rest is assumed to be orthoclase. There are a few large crystals of plagioclase in
the slide which measurel to 2 mm. across. These are all weathered and clouded
by decomposition products, and the composition could not be determined. The'
composition of the granular unweathered plagioclase is Ab90An lO • The quartz in the
aggregates is in irregular grains which have sutured edges. It contains strings and
planes· of gas-liquid inclusions and some areas are particularly rich in them. . The
amphibole is green with X = light greenish yellow, Y = green, Z = greenish blue,'
X < Y < Z. The extinction angle Z /\ c = 24°. It is in isolated crystals and
groups of crystals. There is a little biotite now entirely changed to chlorite. From
its reactions with the hornblende it appears to have been changing to hornblende.

.,
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. The rock is of interest because of the presence of some thin veins containing
prehnite.· These veins are confined to a zone'several millimetres wide and traversing the
whole of one side of the specimen. In this zone there are five or six thin and inconstant
veins which run toget~erandopen out again. They vary from 0'1 to 0'6 mm. wide and
contain only prehnite. The prehnite is in small grains which grow out from the edge of
the veins. The' elongation parallel to the cleavage is negative ; the birefringence is
about 0'027 and the' refractive index is fairly high. It is biaxial negative with 2V
between 55° and 60°. It differs from lawsonite in its higher birefringence and its smaller.
optic angle.

,
The minerals in order of abundance are quartz, orthoclase, plagioclase,

hornblende, epidote, prehnite and magnetite.

Theorigin of the rock is obscure but it is not unlikely that it is a metamorphosed
quartz porphyry. The quartz phenocrysts of the original rock have simply recrystallised'
to a granular mosaic while still preserving their original shape. The large weathered
felspar crystals represent the original felspar phenocrysts. The stony ground-mass
containingpot~ntial quartz and felspar has crystallised to a granular mass of crystals in

. which the grain-size although less than the quartz of the aggregates is still considerably
greater than it would have haq.· the rock devitrified without the metamorphism.
How~ver in the absence of field relations this is no more than a hypothesis which can
neither be proved nor disproved. In composition and in external appearance it closely
simulates a granite and it can be called a granitoid gneiss. '
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v; SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

The rocks described in the preceding pages comprise both ortho and para gneisses.
There were prior to metamorphism two series, one sedimentary and the other igneo.us,
and into these a later series of igneou's rocks was intruded during the actual period of

,metamorphism. The whole complex has been subjected to regional metamorphism
that has in places reached the intensity of the sillimanite grade. The relative
abundance of these sillimanite rocks amongst the metamorphosed argillaceous rocks ill
the collections from the moraines may be du~ to some irregularity in the collecting but
it is more likely that it is real and points to the existence of a considerable area of highly
altered rocks. There are associated with these highly altered sedimentaries some
granitic gneisses suchcas Nos. 899,270 and 709, all of which contain seconciary'sillimanite
developed in crushed areas in the rock. The majority of igneous rocks, however, have,
not been subjected to such a high grade of metamorphism and appear, to h~vereaehed

, an 'intensity equal to that of the metamorphism at Aurora Peak. They have formed
simple gneisses both by deformation of solid rocks and by the piezo-crystallisation of
still fluid but highly viscous magmas., There is only one instance of the formation ofa
"lit-par-lit ",' g~eiss in this 'acid group but there are scveral other exampies amongst the

'basic igneous ,types (see Glastonbury, 1940 a). There is also evidcnce that in places there
has been accompanying the metamorphism the introduction of more or: less volatile

I

partietilarly boron and water vapour. In the sedimentary Tocks Nos. 256 and 162Athe
boro1'1' has ,been, introduced with the water vapour and has permeated the whole rock
but i~ the igneo~s rocks the vapours have risen up 'crush lines through the rock. "In
these latter types all gradations can be traced from a crushed granite containing a few

, crystals of tourmaline to a rock iIi which the felspar has practically all been replaced by'
tourmaline and quartz. There are no rocks in the collections that can be looked upon as
the primary source of this tourmaline with the exception of a rather doubtful pegmatite.
There are also in the series some crushed and mylonitised rocks and it is of interest to
note that rocks ,of this nature have been observed in situ at MadiganNunatak. While
many of the partly crushed rocks have been raised to a high grade of metamorphism
in which the effects of crushing liave been blurred and in some instances obliterated by
the recrystallisation proper to this advanced stage of metamorphism, those rocks which
have been crushed to the extent of forming mylonites still retain relic structures that
reveal that the felspar has not recrystallisecl and that the quartz although recrystallised
is still of a very fine grain. Thus it seems to be that in the areas in which the cataclasis
was most marked the grade of metamorphism was not high, and it is probable that the
more perfectly crushed mylonites originated along lines of strong crushing and shearing.
This correlation between mylonitisation and shearing has been observed and commented
upon in the type areas (Lapworth, 1885; Qliensel, 1915; Tyrrell, 1924).

In many of the rocks of this collection the biotite has been altered to chlorite and
the felspar clouded by decomposition prodllcts by the action of either retrograde
metamorphism or, simple weathering. It is difficultin these erratic specimens to decide
which of the two has been responsible for ,the alteration of any one particular specimen.'

,i
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Several of the specimens (e.g. No. 813) have on one side of them a weathered zone up to
several millimetres wide and in these cases it is obvious that simple weathering has been the
caus:. In others (Nos. 458,391,737, et9')' the alteration hasbeen complete and it is not
impossible that they have been affected by retrograde metamorphism. It is significant
that the rocks that have been entirely altered in respect to the biotite are all fine grained
and have never been raised to any high grade of metamorphism .and it may be that
they 'had been in a zone of c~>untry that had been more. particularly affected by
retrograde changes. It is most certainly retrograde inetamorphism that has been
-responsible for the alteration of No. 711 and it is not unlikely that it has produced the
alteration seen in other specimens., If as is suspected some of the partly altered rocks
have been altered by weathering the problem next arises of how and when.. That the
weathering could have taken place since the rock was left on the moraine is. ruled out
for two reasons. Firstly the rock in situ is not weathered except by the mechanical
agents of disintegration and then only to a slight extent, and secondly chunks of rock
found on the moraine are smoothed by mechanical weathering on all faces but are seen

. to be chemi9ally weathered on only one face: It is then manifest that the rock has been
weathered in situ before it wa,s pluck~d up by the ice. This is borne out by the fact

- that the rocks seen in situ at Madigall Nunatak, which show no signs of having been
submerged by the ice and hence might well represent the original pre-glacial surface of
the land, have been weathered to a considerable degree and to, a depth of two or three
centimetres. .It is therefore certain that all of the altered specimens from the moraine
have been altered in situ. It is also probable that some at least of the more thoroughly
altered specimens have been altere!! by retrograde metamorphism and that the re~t.

represent the original weathering of the pre-glacial land surface. There yet remains
the possibility that the less altered rocks may have been altered at' a distance hel~w the
surface of the ground by surface waters percolating down fissures and cracks.

Throughout this paper all measurements of grain-size represent average apparent
grain-size as measured in thin section. This value is approximately half of the true
grain-size of the rock. . All mineral;percentages are~given in Volume Percentages. Where'
they have been tabulated they h::we been measured on a Leitz Integration Table: where
they have been placed in the text th~y have been estimated by inspection.

The whole of this work has been done in the laboratories of the University of
Adelaide and the writeris indebted to the University for the facilities of the laborato;ies

. and also for a grant that enabled him to carryon the work. He is also indebted to
Sir Douglas Mawson for entrusting him with the work and for much helpful advice:
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VII. DESCRIPTION OF PLATES.

PLATE IX:

Fig. 1. Garnetiferons Two-mica-Quartz-Schist, No. 53, showing the general appearance
of the rock under the microscope.', The poeciloblastic crystals of biotite
are conspicuous. 'The perfect parallel arrangement of the micas which
produces the cleavage of the rock can also be observed. X 33.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig.!.,

,Fig. 2.

Fig.' 3.

,Quartz-F~lspar~Mica-Schist, No. 236. This figure shows the strncture typical
of the rock and of Nos. 161 .and 23S. ,The schistosity is not nearly so
perfect as in No. 53. There can be observed a slight elongation. of the
quartz' and felspar grains. X 33.

Garnet-Biotite-Gneiss, .No. 526A. This figure shows a quartz grain that has
been bent into an S-shape by the deformation ofthe rock.' Under crossed

" ,

nicols the grain could be seen to have recrystallisedinto a mosaic of'
equidimensional grains. There are large biotite flakes cushioned by the
mass of shredded flakes. X 27.

The same rock as in fig. 3 but showing portions of two large unbroken garnet
, crystals which contain large included flakes of biotite." There are numerous

pleochroic ha}oes in the biotite. The biotite not included in the garnet
has been shredded between' the garnet crystals. X 27.

PLATE X.
Sillimanite-Quartz-Biotite-Gneiss, No. 238. Biotite is breaking down to form

sillimanite.- The area here figured is one of the few isolated areas in the
Tock and shows the first stage in the breaking down of the mica. X SO.

Sillimanite-Quartz-Mica-Gneiss,' No. 521. In this rock the sillimanite is
aggregated into knots which contain quartz and very little mica. The

, figure shows such a knot. X S·O.

Sillimanite-Quartz-Biotite-Gneiss, No. 1233, showing the coarser development
of the sillimanite and its characteristicly shaped cross sections. The"
magnetite is derived from the breaking down of the biotite. X 80.

Fig. 4.' Zoisite-Biotite~Amphibole-Schist, No. 12Il. A portion ofa "feather" crystal
,of amphibole in the fine grained groundmassofthe rock. All of the pieces
of amphibole seen in the figure are in optical continuity and there is no
doubt that they are all parts of the same crystal although the connecting
pieces are' not in the plan.e of the slide. X 33.
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Fig. 3:·

o

PLATE XI.

Fig, 1'. Epidote-Biotite-Schist, No. 1257. The banding oCthe epidote is due',to
differences in composition of the laminae of the sediment and can be
seenparallel to the length of the figure. The parallel growth of the biotite
was cuntrolled by the ditection of. pressure during metamorphism and
makes an angle of 70° with the conlposition banding of·the epidote. x 80.

.Fig. 2. Metamorphosed Gimlet Sandstone, No. 1255, showing the ,abundance of small
. garnets and their arrangement in certain bands. The foliation of the

S ·biotite is rolighlyparailel to this 'sedimentary banding. 'The felsparis
cloudy due to incipient alteration., X 33.

. ," . . .

Mylonite, N~. 199, showing an area in ,vhi~h the ·crushing has not been as intense·
as in the rest of the rock. . Some of the felspar crystals have been preserved
as augen but the quartz has all been recrystallised. Thcdark areas are
dark (undercrosoed nicols) because of this slide (0'02 mm. thick) there are
so many graIns of q~artz.or felspar one. above. the othertpat the light is
entirely cut out. X 38, crossed nicols.·· .. . . .

Fig. 4. The same rockas fig. 3 but showing a portion i'uwhich themylonitisation has
been more perfect. A few 'felspar augen are still preserved but most of
the rock has been rolled out. The dark bands are all composed of very
finely crushed quartz and felspar. X 38, crossed nicols.

PJ,ATE XII.

Fig. 1. Contact of Pyroxene vein with Granite Gneiss, No. 336. The pyroxene can be
seen at the bottom of the picture and between it and the unaltered rock
above is the zone of amphibole. Almost in the middle of the figure are
two allanite crystals which have induced pleochroic haloes in the amphibole
and just above it is a crystal of sphene. The colourless minerals are felspar
and quartz, the former distinguished by slight cloudiness due to alteration.
X 35. . '." .. -_.. . .- . ..

Fig: 2. Same rock as in fig. 1 but showing the zone of altered felspar adjacent to the
vein.. The degree of alteration increases as the vein is approached. Sphene
is abundant in this contact zone. X 35.

Fig. 3. Tourmalinised-Sillimanite-Granite-Gneiss, No. 899, showing portion of a large·
crystal of perthite. The host is microclin~ and is dark in this picture.
The albite is in fiat lenticles arranged parallel to the trace of the microcline
.twinning. The proportion of albite to microcline increases from top to
bottom of the picture. X 44, crossed nicols.

Fig. 4. Tourmalinised-Garnetifero~s-Granite-Gneiss, No. 15, showing antiperthite.·
The Inicrocline is scattered through the albite host as irregular blebs with a
common orientation. There is one grain of quartz in the picture. X 44,
crossed nicols.
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PLATE XIII,

Fig. 1. Tourmalinised-Granite-Gneiss, No. 1209. This picture shows the crushing of
the rock and the manner in which the tourmaline has developed in the
crush areas. The tourmaline is the dark crystal at the top of the picture
and to the left is the quartz formed as a by-product of the reaCtion between
the microCline and, the boron vapours. Below is part of an uncrushed
crysta~ of microperthite. X 27, crossed nicols.

, "

Fig. 2. Luxullianite, No. 708. 'In this rock the felspar has all been destroyed e~ccept

a few crystals such as the one in the centre of the picture between the two
tourmaline grains. The' quartz has a saccharoidal stru~ture. X 27,.
crossed nicols.

...

Fig. 3. Sillimanite-bearing-Garnet-Biotite-Gneiss, . No.
surrounding zircon inClusions in biotite.
0'14 mm. across. X 125.

44h. Pleochroic haloes
The largest halo is about

FIg. 4. ' Garnet-MicroCline-Gneiss, No: 711.. The photograph shows the garnet ~hich'

is in large crystals and is altered to green biotite along aser~es of parallel
cracks. X 27.,

-. r .

'.1.
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PAR~ 1.-ItECORDS OF THE QUEEN MARY'LAND STATION
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'" 2.-METEOROLOGICAL LOG OF THE S.Y. "AURORA"
" 3.-SLJ!]DGE JOtj'RNEY: WEATHER, RECORDS

ApPENDIx.-Macquarie Island Weather Notes fOt 1909-1911. .
TABULATED AND EDITED BY DOUGLAS MAWSON. "
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